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INTRODUCTION 
Since its very beginning,the world has sought after 
progress in some form or anothe~ and each age has had its 
own particular orientation. Some ages have stressed spirit-
ual progress, others intellectual, material or social progress. 
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have expended the great-
est part of their energy in bringing about the social and 
material betterment of mankind. Yet, although the last two 
centuries have improved man's living conditions greatly, the 
world is still seeking a Utopia. Many social messiahs have 
come and gone and the land of milk and honey is yet to be 
found. 
Perhaps the most oppressed occupational group in the 
history of mankind has been the miners. In Europe this ignor-
ant mass listened attentively to the hypotheses of the social 
theorists which were conveyed to them in simplified form by 
revolutionary-minded men who went into the mining villages to 
arouse the miners to fight the existing social evils. Besides 
these socialistic preachers, the novelists brought to the 
miners methods and hopes for the establishement of a prolet-
arian utopia. Miners can hardly be expected to read social 
treatises, but they do read novels.l As is to be expected, 
1 While in the mining region of the ~ord, the author saw copies 
of Germinal and other mining novels in the homes of the miners. 
M~ny of these novels are required reading in the elementary 
schools of this region. 
1. 
novels dealing with mining are of great interest to them as 
they give the miners a birds-eye view of their own lives - a 
summing up of their daily existence. 
Many works have been written and bibliographies compiled 
2. 
on the methods, histories, social conditions and laws of mining. 
But, there has never been a study or collection made of the 
literature that is concerned with mining and its problems. It 
is in this literature that one can find both the external and 
psychological picture of life in the mines. Works concerning 
mining methods, laws, histories or social conditions only 
give us the p icture of the external environment in which the 
miner lives, but the causes and effects of these ex~er.nals 
upon the life and character of the individual miner and the 
society in which he lives can only be found in literature. 
Hippolyte Taine says in his famous introduction to L'histoire 
de la litterature anglaise that an ancient or foreign people 
can be studied best by examining its art-literature, music 
and the plastic arts. Art and not history reveals patently 
the mind of a people and the age in which they live.l 
History of Mines and Miners 
in Literature 
Miners received very slight mention in the early days 
of literature. Aristotle, Livy, Seneca, Tacitus and many 
1 H. Taine, L'histoire de la litterature anglaise (Paris: 
Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie., 1863) pp. XLV-XLVI. 
other writers of antiquity mention them in their works dealing 
with precious stones and metals, but these authors had very 
little concern for the well-being of the miner. In the early 
period of mining, the digging was done by slaves who were not 
classified as equal to their masters in human dignity, not even 
by the philosophers. The early Greek philosophers did not 
subscribe to a concept of humanity as being made up of equals. 
Slaves and foreigners were excluded from their dreams of an 
ideal city state. Plato's ideal republic was ideal only for 
the Greek aristocrats. The pagan world hardly entertained 
ideas on humanity as we know them today. Jesus Christ, the 
prophet of the suffering masses, had not yet come with his 
teachings of universal rather than national and class brother-
hood. 
Even after Jesus, it seems that literature as a whole did 
not concern itself with charity, the most beautiful aspect of 
his teachings. Religious writers were bogging themselves down 
with considerations of dogmas and prayers. Except for an 
occasional popular pious tale which had charity for its object, 
and a few lone voices, such as that of the Poverello of Assisi, 
the sermons on universal charity given by Christ were soon 
forgotten in literature. The Medieval period was not outstand-
ing in charity; consequently, as a rule, this virtue is not 
reflected in its authors. It was a period which was chiefly 
concerned with cult and the organization of dogma. Rules were 
made up even for waging war on a supposedly Christian basis. 
The Church forbade fighting on Friday and Sunday. One can 
hardly imagine Christ's acceptance of a truce on Friday and 
Sunday only to have the fray renewed on the other days of the 
week. In this period there were only two classes of writers -
clergymen and soldiers. The former, as mentioned above, were 
concerned with dogma, prayers and the salvation of the soul, 
and the latter with war, love and worldly power. These were 
the subjects of the bulk of Medieval literature. 
The Renaissance came, but still, literature was limited 
to the nobility and in some cases to the haute bourgeoisie. 
This literature is steeped in the artificiality of the ruling 
society of the epoch. 
In the eighteenth century, the Encyclopedists appeared . in 
France. They were to plant the seed of revolt in the masses. 
Strange as it may seem, it was the upper classes who were 
chiefly attracted by their subversive writings. The works of 
the Encyclopedists were ultimately td bring about the fall of 
these very people who had welcomed them. The literature of 
Spain during this same p eriod was little more than a slavish 
imitation of French neoclassical literature. It is perhaps 
the weakest period in Spanish literature. 
Although the literature of the early part of the 19th 
century was tinged with the emotional exaggerations of Roman-
ticism, the literary production of the middle and end of this 
century reflected the newly organized working class. The 
proletariat, a class which had been kept down by the nobles 
4· 
and the rich, began to reel its own strength in union. The 
commoners advanced to the foreground with their newly acquired 
importance and power, and we find them well represented in 
literature. Many of the works or the writers who chose the 
workers as their themes, although apparently materialistic, 
seem to parallel the charitable spirit or Christ more than did 
those of the Christian Medieval writers. The downtrodden found 
new champions in the nineteenth century , social writers Whose 
ideal was the betterment or mankind. It was the social writers 
or this period who began the writing of the mining saga.l 
Contents or This Thesis 
This thesis is a survey or French and Spanish works or 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries which are concerned 
with mining. It is the study of miners, their problems , their 
environment, their hopes and aspirations, as revealed in the 
rield or belles lettres rather than in political, economic and 
social treatises. It is also concerned with the actual contact 
which the authors had with the miners and the accuracy and art-
istry or their rictional portrayals or the latter. It endeavors 
to examine through the literature of the past two centuries 
the real social and psychological factors underlying the lives 
or these laboring members or modern society. 
The author endeavors in each page of this thesis to 
1 cr. inrra, p. 75. 
interpret a very complicated series of pictures of the miner 
and his environment. The task undertaken is a work of syn-
thesis. When one portrayal is completed, we must pass to 
another. Time and progress change the miner's environment 
and these changes are accompanied often by a variation in the 
miner's attitude and psychology. The reader will also note, 
however, that there are many unchanging basic traits in the 
character of the miner. 
The aim of the author is to make a joint study of litera-
ture and the circumstances which inspired it. When literature 
is divorced from reality, an incomplete and false situation 
is often created. Taine says in regard to the study of liter-
ary productions per se: 
On se trompe lorsqu 1 on etudie le document, 
comme s'il etait seul. c•est traiter les 
choses en simple erudit, et tomber dans 
une illusion de bibliotheque.l 
Method of Research 
In searching for the authors of works dealing with min-
ing, innumerable titles and works of the last two centuries 
were examined and studied. We first studied carefully the 
regions of mining activity in France and Spain and then inves-
tigated the writers who came from these regions. In some 
cases regional specialists were consulted and their aid was 
invaluable. Centering our search in the mining regions for 
1 Taine, L'histoire de la litterature anglaise • • • 
p. v. 
6. 
writers of literature dealing with mining proved to be very 
effective. Many of the authors treated in ·this study are 
from mining regions. Writers naturally choose the subject 
they know best. We then examined the works of the major 
social writers. This investigation produced the remaining 
authors considered in this thesis. e believe that we have 
not overlooked any work which would be of importance to this 
study. 
Terms Used in This Thesis 
In order to suppress the use of long phrases of defini-
tion, we have taken the liberty of coining terms which the 
reader will meet often in the course of this thesis. Miner-
poet is a translation of poete-mineur; a term used by Andre 
Jurenil in referring to Jules Mousseron.l B1 mining literature 
and mining works, we mean literature that treats of mines and 
miners. The term Nord is used in this thesis in a limited 
.............. 
geographical sense. It refers to the northern region of France 
made up of two bordering DeEartements , the Departement du Nord 
' 
and the Departement du Pas de Calais~ The major cities of 
the for.mer are Lille~ Cambrai, Douai , Valenciennes, Avesnes, 
Dunkerque and Hazebrouck, and of the latter, Arras, Bethune, 
Boulogne, Montreuil and Saint Omer. A reader familiar with 
the geography of this region of France will note that the 
1 A. Jurenil, Postface to Poemes posthumes of Jules 
Mousseron (Carvin: A. Plouvier et Fils, undated) p. XVII. 




THE MINING THID'IE IN FRENCH LITERATURE 
Chapter I 
THE DEBUT OF MINERS AS A SUBJECT 
IN FRENCH POETRY OF THE NlliETEENTH CENTURY 
Mines and miners as principal themes in French literary 
works were very late in making their appearance. As is to be 
expected, these themes were a literary by-product of the 
Industrial Revolution. History records the Industrial Revolu-
tion as taking place in the eighteenth century, but it was 
really not until the nineteenth that its effects were felt on 
the social system. Literature, the mirror of society, would 
therefore not reflect this movement to any large extent until 
the nineteenth century. 
Mining was represented lateP in literature than were 
the other facets of the Industrial Movement because as an 
occupation it does not present such striking material for 
poetical visualization as do the other trades and re.sults of 
mechanization. The poet was quickly stirred by the train 
racing across the plain, the ship steaming out of the bay, 
the steel plants with their glowing ovens emitting brightly 
colored sparks, and the looms with their dancing spindles 
spewing out fine cloths; but the miner, a human mole in the 
bowels of the earth, hardly presented an attractive subject 
for the lyric poet. Yet all the fascinating aspects of the 
Industrial Movement which are reflected in the metaphors 
found in the nineteenth century poets depended on coal. 
10. 
The reactions of the poets of the nineteenth century to 
the Industrial Movement were varied. Some poets sang its 
glories, some were fascinated, some were afraid, and others 
hated this iron monster which was supposedly going to devour 
all culture. Maxime DuCamp believed that the Industrial Move-
ment would be literature's revitalizer, and he became the 
defender of the Industrial Movement in literature. In 1855 
he wrote a defense of industrial themes and allusions in the 
preface to his poetical collection entitled Chants modernes. 
Under the section called "Chants d'amour" in the above 
cited work, DuCamp has a poem entitled "Le Cable". This poem 
describes the fearless heroism of the miners who descended 
into the mines by means of the lowered-cable method. Miners 
would sit in looped cables and be lowered into the mines 
hundreds of meters deep. DuCamp ends his poem by considering 
what would happen if the cable were to break. This meager 
poem and one or two mining allusions are all that are to be 
found about mining in DuCamp's collection. 
Three other poets who strongly advocated industrial 
themes wrote one poem each on miners - a disproportionately 
small representation to be given between 1800 and 1885 to a 
large group which played such an important part in the Indus-
trial Movement. While on a voyage to England, Auguste Barbier, 
a writer of satirical poetry, visited Newcastle. He was great-
ly moved by the living conditions of the miners. In a work 
entitled Lazare, published in 1837, Barbier gave his impressions 
11. 
on England. One of the poems of this work is entitled "Les 
mineurs de Newcastle". This is the first literary creation 
of the nineteenth century that gave the miner his just due 
in regard to his role in society. 
11Les mineurs de Newcastle" begins with a miner's plaint. 
The miner cites the good fortune of the people who are en-
gaged in other occupations, for they can enjoy the air, wind, 
sun and sky. They have received a favorable lot from heaven. 
He goes on to say: 
Quant a nous, prisonniers comme de vils esclaves, 
Nous semmes pour la vie enfer.mes dans des caves, 
Non pour avoir des lois souille la majeste 
Mais parce que du jour ou nous vtnmes au monde 
La misere au coeur dur, notre nourrice immonde 
Nous marqua pour la peine et pour l'obscurite.l 
Barbier then describes the various ways in which death 
often comes to the miners while working in the pits. The 
poem goes on to show the important part which miners play in 
the progress of the age. It is the miner who sustains the 
British Empire in its greatness. The following strophes 
show Barbier's high esteem for the work done by miners and 
his sympathy for their cause: 
Et cependant c'est nous, pauvres ombres muettes 
Qui faisons circuler au-dessus de nos t~tes 
Le mouvement humain avec tant de fracas; 
C1 est avec le tresor qu'au risque de la vie 
Nous tirons de la terre, o puissante industrie1 
Que nous mettons en jeu tes gigantesques bras. 
1 A. Barbier, Iambes et poemes {Paris: E. Dentu, 1885, 
34e edition) P• 241. 
12. 
C1 est la houille qui fait bouillonner les chaudieres, 
Rugir les hauts-fourneaux tout charges de matieres, 
Et rouler sur le fer 1 1 impetueux wagon; 
C1 est la houille qui fait par tous les coins du monde, 
Sur le sein ecumant de la vague profonde, 
Bondir en souverain les vaisseaux d 1 Albion. 
c•est l'oeuvre de nos bras qui donne au diademe 
Cet eclat merveilleux, cette beauts supreme 
Qu 1 on ne voit nulle part; enfin c 1 est notre main 
Qui produit a foison les richesses enormes 
De ces quatre cents lords aux insolentes formes 
Qui souvent sans pitie nous volent mourir de faim.l 
In the last two strophes of this poem the miner's suppli-
cation for justice is aired but not without appending a threat-
ening rider: 
0 Dieul Dieu tout puissant% Pour les plus justes causes 
Nous ne demandons pas le tumulte des choses, 
Et le renversement d 1 ordre ici-bas; 
Nous ne te prions pas de nous mettre a la place 
Des hommes de savoir et des hommes de race 
Et de remplir nos mains de 1 1 or des potentats: 
Ce dont nous te prions, enfants de la misere, 
C1 est d 1 amollir le coeur des puissants de la terre 
Et d'en faire pour nous un plus solide appui; 
C1 est de leur rappeler sans cesse, par example, 
Qu'en laissant deperir les .fondements du temple, 
Le monument s'ecroule et tout tombe avec lui.2 
In Barbier's works, DuCamp had illustrative texts of 
industrial subjects and allusions at his disposal when he wrote 
his preface to Les chants modernes. Barbier had already shown 
that industrial subjects and allusions were worthy of poetry. 
The third poet to concern himself with mining in the 
nineteenth century was Armand Renaud. In his collection, 
1). 
Drames du peuple, there is a poem entitled "L'Enfant de la houille". 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 243. 
Ibid.' p. 244 .. 
Although this work was published in 1885, Elliot M. Grant, 
in his book entitled French Poetry and Modern Industry, 
1830-70, states that Renaud had probably written this work 
much earlier, about 1869-70.1 
Bef'ore considering "L':En:f'ant de la houille", we would 
like to enlarge at this point on a question upon which we 
have already touched - the struggle for the proper recogni-
tion of industrial themes as material worthy of poetic treat-
ment. This question is thoroughly treated in the introduc-
tion to the Drames du peuple, which consists of a dedication 
written by Renaud to Sully Prudhomme and an "Etude litteraire" 
by the latter. 
To many it was inconceivable that industrialization with 
all its ugly aspects could ever enter the realm of poetry. 
In this regard, Renaud says in his dedicatory letter: 
L'humanite subit une crise; elle est a 
un de ces ma.ments de transition ou le travail 
de son evolution incessante se laisse mieux 
voir... Il m'a semble qu 1a une telle epoque 
le poete manquerait aux autres comme a lui-
m~me en s'absorbant trop dans 1a contemplation 
de sa propre image, dans 1 1 analyse de sa joie 
ou de sa douleur. Nous sommes en plein combat 
••• Moi, j'ai subi le joug du fait et je n 1 ai 
pu detacher mes pieds de la boue sanglante du 
sol, mes yeux des convulsions de 1a misere ma-
teriel1e ••• J'entrevois qu'un poete, que1que 
jour, sera grand entre les plus grands, a 
s 1 etreindre avec 1e sphinx social, a sonner la 
marche de l'humanite, s 1 elan9ant, du f'ond de 
la nuit et de 1a souffrance, a l'assaut de la 
lumiere et du bonheur.2 
1 E.M. Grant, French Poet and Modern Indust 1830-
lQ (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927 P• 1 9. 
2 A. Renaud, Drames du peup1e (Paris: A. Lemerre, 1885) 
PP• 1-2. 
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Upon reading the prognostications of Renaud, the popularity 
of Verhaeren, Eluard and Aragon come immediately to mind. 
These three men stand out among the present popular literary 
giants of France, and their poetry is saturated with indus-
trial themes and allusions. 
Prudhomme in his "Etude li tteraire" states that a poet 
must be very courageous to mix the beautiful with the prac-
tical as many consider that the practical will debase the 
beautiful or at least tarnish it. He then goes on to say 
that practical ideas really aggrandize rather than diminish 
the poet's ideals because they make him rise to the most 
recent aspirations of society. He reassures Renaud of his 
wise choice in selecting social and industrial subjects for 
his poems in saying: 
••• la Justice et la Pitie que vous invoquez sont 
vraiment des I~ses, car leur couple compose cette 
vertu par excellence qui se nomme l'humanite. Ces 
Muses sont belles, bien qu'elles consentent, l'une 
a peser les titres les plus obscurs, l'autre a 
toucher les plaies; c'est par cela m~me qu'elles 
sont belles. On ne releve les humbles qu 1 en se 
baissant, mais on ne s'abaisse point pour cela. 
La boue et le sang qu 1 on essuie ne tachent que les 
mains ••• Quant aux relations de notre art avec 
1 1 etat social, il n•est pas moins certain ~ue le 
nivellement des classes a bouleverse la hierarchie 
des mots comme celle des rangs.l 
Prudhomme then expresses the poetical nature of social 
works in the following few lines: 
La douleur, qui sacre tout ce qu'elle touche, est 
essentiellement poetique. Il suffit de souffrir 
1 Ibid., P• 8-9. 
1_5. 
pour interesser le poete. Vous 1 1 avez eprouve, 
et toutes les cordes de la sympathie ont vibre 
en vous pour les tour.ments obscurs. Chacun de 
nous se sent inquiete par le mur.mure des desha-
rites du peuple.l 
Thus did Prudhomme cite the nobility or social poetry and 
praise its great humanitarianqwllity which the Germans so 
aptly ter.m Weltscher.m. 
The rirst poem o-r the Dramas du peuple, "L'en-rant de 
la houille", treats of mining. Renaud begins this poem by 
ironically citing the genealogy o-r a miner and showing that 
like the rich "La misere a sa genealogie",2 and that misery 
accumulates in a mining frunily as money does in a rich fam-
ily. He also points out that all the mining family in ques-
tion lost their lives in the endless task of digging coal to 
feed the fires of civilization. 
Renaud then begins the plot of his little narrative 
poem. Jacque, a miner, is born in misery and has as his 
patrimony his father's debts. In Naturalistic fashion, 
Renaud comments that this fact determined Jacque's fate. 
Because of this excess misery Jacque becomes an alcoholic, 
spending most of his time in the local bars. He marries 
a poor waif who chanced to come to his door seeking aid, 
and he stops drinking for awhile. After a short time, how-
ever, when the newness of married life wears ofr, Jacque re-
turns to alcoholism. His wife tries in vain to put some 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 10. 
Ibid., P• 16. 
16. 
charm and joy into their miserable lodgings in order to keep 
Jacque out o~ the taverns. She becomes pregnan~ and to cele-
brate this happy event, Jacque drinks even more than usual. 
One day , due to his excessive drinking, Jacque is killed 
when he ~alls three hundred meters into a mining pit. 
His pregnant widow descends into the mines to earn her 
living. While working as a coal cart roller, a coal gas ex-
plosion takes place , and she is killed. However, her in~ant 
is born right in the mine and he survives. One o~ the miners 
volunteers to take the child and raise him. The last eleven 
lines o~ the poem quoted below show that ~ate had not ~or-
gotten this child and that he will also have his share in 
the inherited ~amily misery: 
((- Quel prenom lui va-t-on donner? dit un temoin. 
- Le mien: Pierre. c•est bien le nom d'un proletaire , 
De qui doit dechirer le sein dur de la terre, 
Comme le sort qui nous etreint, l'y ~orcera. 
Il se prepare bien au metier qu'il fera, 
Ce pauvre mome nu, qui par ~aveur etrange, 
Dans un berceau de houille, a du poussier pour lange.)) 
Pendant ce temps, l'e~ant rechau~~e,caresse, 
Aspirant l'avenir, echappant au passe, 
Lui, le petit grisou, comme l'on allait dire, 
Tendait ses yeux au jour et s'essayait a rire.l 
In 1883 Charles Chautard published his collection Chan-
sons de metiers et chansons de village . Its preface is a 
letter written by Auguste Barbier to the author . The ~ollow-
ing ~ew lines ~rom this pre~ace sum up the essence o~ the 
collection: 
1 Ibid., p.20. 
On sent a 1 1 observation des choses que 
1 1 auteur connait l'ouvrier et vit souvent 
au village; .je crois que tous les termes 
techniques qui se trouvent dans son oeuvre 
sont d'une justesse parfaite. En son en-
semble la poesie de ces chansons est plus 
descriptive que sentimentale et passionee, 
cependant les traits de sensibilite et les 
mouvements eleves de 1 1 ame et de 1 1 esprit 
n'y manquent pas , surtout1quand la souffrance et la misere sont en jeu. 
Among the "Chansons de metiers" there is a poem en-
titled "Le mineur". In this poem a miner asks himself why 
he has to dig black treasure from out of the earth when 
there are so many riches on the surface, such as golden 
wheat and ripe fruits. This makes the miner wonder about 
the insatiable greed of man. The resigned miner thinks of 
the people Who are living comfortably because of his efforts 
and wonders if they ever think of him working in ,the dark 
mine. The poem ends with a doleful verse of Socratic sen-
timent, "La vie est courte, heureusement1 11 .2 
The poets treated in this chapter were the initiators 
of what might well be termed the French epic cycle.3 They 
were the first to bring the miners' complaints into litera-
ture and to present to readers all over France , many of whom 
had never seen a mine or a miner, extremely sympathetic des-
criptions of the miserable life of these workers. The ideas 
formed in Renaud's 11L'Enfant de la houille 11 are echoed 
18. 
1 G. Chautard, Chansons de metier et chansons de village, 
Prefa~e, (Paris: E. Dentu, 1883) PP• I-II. 
Ibid., P• 
3 cr. inf~a, p . 75. 
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sixteen years later in Zola•s Germinal. 
Chapter II 
TWO MINER-POETS, 
JULES MOUSSERON AND ACHILLE SALETZKI 
0 patoisl de penser que tu pourrais mourir, 
Que tes rleurs sur leur vieille tige 
S'effeuilleraient au vent pour ne plus refleurir, 
Notre coeur qui t'aime s•arflige.l 
At the beginning of our century, two miners were in-
spired to write of their li.ves in the mines. A comparison 
can hardly be drawn between the pick swung in the confining 
galleries and veins of a mine shrouded in darkness and the 
symbolistic lyre strummed on outstretching plains and moun-
tains bathed in sunlight or illuminated by the far-reaching 
rays of the moon and stars. The latter are the natural awak-
eners of the lyrical muse. Nevertheless, the mines produced 
two outstanding patois poets. The use of the word "outstand-
ing" to classify these two poets is not extravagant. Although 
known principally only in their ovm region, much of the poet-
ry of Mousseron and Saletzki is excellent. The works or 
these two men are very much alive today and inspiring thou-
sands of people in the mining basin. Many of the miners can 
recite several of their poems from memory. In the Nord, 
Jules Mousseron is very dear to the hearts of the people. 
He has received the nickname carougnette, the name of the 
1 J. Sottiaux, Sambre et Meuse, {Louvain: Editions Rex, 
1927) p. 69. 
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comical hero of many of his poems. Le Musee de Jules 
Mousseron at Denain is always reter.red to as Le Musee de 
Cafougnette by the inhabitants of this city. Cafougnette 
is the Marie Chandal1 of the mining basin. Most mining 
anecdotes have him as the principal character. 
Coups de Pic et de Plume, a magazine named after one 
of the collections of Jules Mousseron, reports monthly the 
chief events that take place in the mining region of the Nord . 
This journal publishes every month a few poems written mostly 
by the miners themselves. There is usually one poem of 
Mousseron and one or more poems by other miners . The lang-
uage of these poems is usually the dialect of the Nord. The 
miners have a verystrong lyrical tendency wh ich has been per-
haps brought about by their sufferings or by their dangerous 
and lonely toil . 
Jules Mousseron was born into a mining family of the 
Nord on New Years day of 1868 . His formal education ended 
just twelve years later when he descended into the mines as 
a galibot (mining apprentice) on January 2, 1880. A few 
months after this descent , he was trapped by a cave-in b~t 
was rescued. In Ju ly of this same year, his lamp ignited 
a package of blasting powder, and he was severely burned. 
Upon recovering from his burns, Mousseron went back to the 
mines and worked underground for twenty-three years . 
1 Marie Chandal is the name which the French are using 
at pres ent for the principal character of a series of amus-
ing stories . 
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Besides the rudimentary education which he received up 
to his twelfth year, Mousseron took night courses in Denain. 
He was an avid reader of the French classics and studied 
prosody. He began his poetical career by writing poems in 
French. At twenty-fiv~ however, Jules Mousseron abandoned 
French as the medium of his poetical expression and began 
to write in the dialect of the mining basin of the Nord, 
his true mother tongue. The metrical regularity of his 
patois poems attests his thorough knowledge of prosody. 
Mousseron began his poetical career somewhat as a mod-
ern bard. In the Nord it was customary to hold soirees re-
creatives . These soirees consisted of a varied program -
arias from operas, short musical comedies, solos by the con-
servatory prize winners and some entertainment of a shor~ 
popular nature. Mousseron,who had been reciting his poetry 
to his fellow workers,was asked to recite at some of these 
festivals. He would appear on stage in his gray miner's 
uniform with a Davey lamp attached to his belt and wearing 
his leather helmet. His success was extraordinary. He be-
came the star of all these soirees recreatives and traveled 
throughout the Nord. Later, as his fame spread, he received 
invitations from all over France and Belgium to read poetry. 
His appearances in the Theatre Royal du Pare at Brussels 
were rewarded with thundering ovations. In Paris he received 
the Honneurs de la Rose. He recited at the Opera Comique, 
the Palais d 1 0rsay and at many other theaters. Mousseron 
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took very little money for his public appearances. Many of the 
soirees which took place in the Nord were organized by him to 
aid needy people of all kinds - victims of mine catastrophes, 
disease and war, all received help. 
The Parisian press began to devote columns to the literary 
work of this miner, and as a result of this publicity, his books 
went into more editions. Mousseron became a national figure, 
and he was awarded the title of Officier d 1Academie. At no time 
during this period did Mousseron resign as a miner. He would go 
on stage, recite, and then go back to the mine. The mine was his 
muse, the miners his themes and their dialect his language. He 
was truly the poet-laureate of the Pays Noir. 
To celebrate his nomination as an Officer of the Academy, 
many mining organizations and friends appeared en masse before 
his lodgings. The rue de Villars was blocked with people, and 
MOusseron came out to talk to them. His speech was short and 
simple and in the dialect of the mining basin of the Nord:l 
Mes gins, j'ai ete nomme Officier d'Academie 
pour des canchons et des pasquilles patoises. 
Je n'veux point m'aparler. J'veux vous r 1mer-
cier in patois, bin franch'mint, sin rien 
canger ames habitudes ••• Vous y avez done vo 
~art, j'dirai m~me qu'vos avez droit tertous 
a un morciau de m' decoration ••• In tout cas, 
j 1 sus contint d 1 vir qu' m'maison est trop 
p 1 tite pour y faire intrer tous mes amis: A 
r'voir mes gins, eun' berline d 1 ar.mercimentsJ2 
1 A glossary of dialectal words has been appended to this 
thesis. See PP• 231-236. 
2 M. Gahisto, La vie de Jules Mousseron, le poete de la 
mine {Carvin: Plouvier et Fils) PP• 47-48· 
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Even the language and metaphors of the above speech show 
the attachment that Mousseron had for the miners and their 
mode of expression. 
In October 1935 on the thirty-third anniversary of the 
death of Emile Zola, Mousseron was invited to participate in 
the commemoration ceremonies held at Medan. After the dis-
courses of Marcel Batillat, Jules Remains and Paul Brulat, 
Mousseron read his poem, "A Emile Zola 11 • In 1884 Zola had 
gone to Denain to document himself for Germinal, and he 
visited the Fosse Renard, the very pit where Mousseron had 
been working since 1880. Mousseron says in a line of his 
poem, "A Emile Zola": 
T'es v 1 nu su m1 sol natal, t•as desquindu dins 1 1foss 
Dins 1 1 foss'm~me ou j 1 ouvros, chetif hiercheux d'quinze 
ans.l 
A legend has grown around a supposed meeting of Zola and the 
young mining apprentice of fifteen, Mousseron. A radio scen-
ario of Jurenil and LaFerriere entitled La nuit souterraine, 
which was broadcasted on Radio-Paris~depicts the imaginary 
meeting of these two men in the galleries of the Renard mine. 
The difference between Zola's Germinal and Mousseron's 
works is a very marked one. Zola was writing a work of social 
vindication in which there was no place for the gay and hum-
orous side of the miners' lives. He recorded the misery 
found in mining life with great exactness,but omitted the 
1 J. Mousseron, Poemes Posthumes, (Carvin: Plouvier et 
Fils) P• 67. 
humor completely. Zola had no time for humor in any of his 
works. He had a serious battle to fight against misery and 
injustice and developed only this double track theme. A 
literary scholar looking for humor in the prodigious works of 
Zola would only meet with frustration. 
Mousseron, on the other hand, shows many aspects of life 
in the mining region. Although the reader finds that many of 
his poems are concerned with the misery and the dangers of 
the miners• work in the mines, he likewise encounters many 
poems depicting the miners• gaiety in their moments of leisure 
and describing the merriment at the famous Ker.messes and 
Ducasses of the Nord. The life of the miner is traced under 
its various moral, social, physical and psychological aspects 
from the time he descends into the mines as a galibot to his 
retirement. 
Mousseron describes the galibot as being full of fear 
on his first descent. He is afraid of the cage, the noises, 
the darkness and even of spirits which he has been told roam 
the mines. This fear soon vanishes, and the poet develops the 
galibot into a hero miner, digging in order that progress 
may flourish. Mousseron proudly says that it is only because 
of the miner that factories function, trains roll, steel is 
made, electricity is generated and houses are war.med.l 
Besides becoming a worker for the betterment of civili-
1 J. Mousseron, Dans nos mines de charbon (Carvin: 
Plouvier et Fils) P• 47• 
zation, the galibot comes to assume heroic stature as a res-
cuer in times of cave-ins and as a fearless fire-fighter in 
times of coal gas fires. He becomes a tender father and 
husband, as well as an infuriated striker seeking social 
justice. He is the tender lover of humanity in "L'souris du 
fond". In Mousseron 1 s works, the multiplicity of the miner's 
character and life is vividly paraded before the eyes of the 
reader. 
After many years of underground heroism the galibot be-
comes an old miner. In 11L1 vieux mineur" Mousseron describes 
him heaped with glory : 
Il a tell'mint des blessures 
Qu 1 in n'sarot pus les compter. 
Il est couvert ed' coutures, 
Pir' qu'un ancien guernadier. 
Si cha s'rot parmi l 1mitralle 
Qu1 i s 1 arot si bin conduit 
Il arot pus d 1 eun' medalle: 
Mais i s 1 est battu dins 1 1nuit. 
Va, consol'-te, brav1 Batisse: 
Les rubans, t 1 les as d 1 sus t 1 piau. 
In vot bin qu' t'as du service: 
T' carcass', ch 1 est un vieux drapeau11 
In Cafougnette, Jules Mousseron personifies the humor 
of the mining basin. He created a miner clown that could 
reach the miners' funny bone. Nanoel Gahisto, in his bio-
graphy of Jules Mousseron, calls Cafougnette the Marius of 
the Pays Noir.2 Cafougnette is a braggart miner with a fine 
1 J. Mousseron, Fleurs d 1 en bas, (Denain: Librairie 
Populaire, 1897) P• 33. 
2 Gahisto, La vie de Jules Mousseron ••• P• 100. 
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sense of humour and a knack for misunderstanding things. 
The tales of Cafougnette are sometimes heartwarming with 
their humour tinged with sadness; at other times, extremely 
funny, when Cafougnette happens to be caught in one of his 
tall tales and tries to explain his way out. In one poem 
Cafougnette goes to visit a sick friend and is warned about 
falling down a flight of stairs because his shoes are covered 
with snow. Our hero says in his usual swaggering manner: 
((Mi? Kaifr, jamais de la vie1 
Pas pus de chute que de maladie 
J'ai deja tant desquindu 
Ej' n'ai cor jamais kai«.)) 
L'dernier' phrase n'etot point dite 
Qu' Cafougnette s'precipite 
Gliche et s 1 ecroul 1 -patatras 
S'tiet premier du haut in bas. 
((Il est tue, mon Dieu, ma mereS)) 
S1 ecr1' l 1malad 1 pret a braire, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
((Mi? repond Zeph Cafougnette 
J 1n 1 ai mi rien, be dul bah1 ouaitte1 
Non, non, n' y a point d 1 imbarass •• 1 Mi, j'desquinds toudis comm' cha1)) 
Gahisto,in his biography of Mousseron, quotes the novelist 
Henri Membra on Cafougnette. Membre, addressing Mousseron 
in a speech at a banquet says: 
••• vous avez eu l'honneur insigne que peu 
d'ecrivains, meme parmi les plus grands, ont 
pu acquerir, .celui de creer un type, l'immortal 
((Cafougnette)), dont vous allez tout a l'heure 
1 J. Mousseron, Coups de pic et coups de plume, (Lille: 
E. Dugardin, 1904) P• 54. 
nous redire les exploits. Vous nous mon-
trerez les grandeurs de la vie de la mine 
et les petits ridicules de la vie du coron. 
Vous y ferez voisiner votre sens de 1 1 humour 
et votre sens de l'humain; vous nous en-
chanterez par ce don d 1 observation ou la 
poesie et la sensibilite melangent dans un 
dosage parfait l'emotion et 1 1 ironie.l 
Many examples can be cited to show how Mousseron truly 
captured the simple naturel in all that he wrote. In his work 
song, L'pic, one feels every rhythmical movement of the miner 
digging coal. The personal experience of Mousseron with his 
subject matter is always evident. There is a perfect subli-
mation of subject and form. 
Tap', pic, tapel 
Corn' du diap, 
T1 lame est fin' comme un poignard 
L1 veine est dure, 
T•pointe est sure, 
Rintr' dins l'carbon comme un dardl 
Sous l 1 gaillete 
L1 gaz f'our.fette 
I nous assiste, 1 1 grisou 
N1y prinds garde 
Quand t e larde 
L1 air chasse c'mauvais brayou.2 
Many of Mousseron 1 s poems reflect his love for humanity. 
His entire life was devoted to alleviating the suffering of 
others. His charity was a byword in the Nord. After the 
famous mining catastrophe of Courrieres on March 10, 1906 
in which 1,200 miners were killed, Mousseron received large 
sums from anonymous charities requesting him to distribute 
1 Gahisto, La vie de Jules Mousseron ••• , PP• 74-75• 
2 J. Mousseron, Croguis au charbon (Denain: Imprimerie 
Mazeyrie, 1904, 4th ed.) PP• 21-23. 
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the money as he saw fit amongst the needy. 
In times of strikes, Jules Mousseron stood with his 
fellow miners against the social injustices committed by ~he 
mine owners. However, he was not a fanatic in this matter. 
Like . Zola, Mousseron could not tolerate violence even against 
the workers whom we have in English popularly dubbed "scabs". 
Mousseron found reasons to excuse these workers who are often 
pushed by their own personal dire needs to uncooperative 
measures against their fellow workers. 
In a poem entitled "Souvenir ed' gr~ve", Mousseron 
narrates a touching incident that happened to a member of a 
dawn patrol of striking miners whose purpose was to prevent 
miners from descending into the pits. This poem is written 
in the first person. 
Un mechant m1 pouss 1 sur un gosse 
~tu d 1 ses loqu's ed' mineur, 
C' galibot veut gagner 1 1 fosse, 
I-arret 1 pres d 1 mi par malheur: 
3 1 brise el cordiau del malette 
Qu 1 i porte attachee a s 1 cou 
3 1 vol 1 ses deux tartin 1 s completes, 
Puis j' disparais comme un fou. 
C1 t 1 action n' me parait point dure, 
Dins m1 delire i m' faut minger 
Et l'briquet d 1 fromache et d' burre, 
S1 lon m'n instinct va m' soulager. 
L' dram' m1 apparait comme un reve, 
Comme eun' douloureus 1 vision: 
L' galibot n' ~eut point fair' greve, 
Y-a trop d 1misere a s' maison1 
3 1 pauv1 briquet me 1 1 dit tout d' suite, 
L'infant n'avot pou s'tiot biec 
Qu'un mine' morciau d' carott' cuite 
Retindu 1 su du pain sec. 
((Galibot, t'vis cor, j'espere, 
Au souv'nir de c' vol ed 1 pain 
Pardonn 1 , par' que j'sus grand'pere, 
Pardonn 1 , car j'avos si faiml))l 
A study of Jules Mousseron would never be complete 
unless careful consideration were given to his "L'souris du 
fond". One cannot help recalling Robert Burns 1 11 To a Mouse 
on Turning Her up in Her Nest with a Plough". It should be 
added at this point that Mousseron's poem is truly worthy of 
comparison with that of Burns. It is well worth the reader's 
while to strive to overcome the orthographic peculiarities of 
"L'souris du fond". Once this has been done, the reader will 
find the poem filled with a simple and natural tenderness 
which, in spite of the apparent lack of elegance in the dialect, 
is wrapped in delicate thoughts. The life, philosophy and 
character of the miner are captured in this one poem. Although 
rather long, we shall reproduce this poem in its entirety, 
as we consider it worthy of careful consideration: 
((Approch' souris, m' bonn' petiot' biete. 
N'euch' point craint': je n' te ferai rien. 
Te vos: j 1 vas esqueute m' mallette 
1 
Pour mi tt donner des miettes d' pain. 
Au jour, si t 1 es 1' terreur del femme, 
Au fond, a l 1homm' te n' fais point peur. 
Bin au contrair 1 , mi 1 1 premier, j't'aimel 
Gr~l' souris, te m' mets 1 1 joie au coeur. 
Mousseron, Dans nos mines de charbon ••• PP• 10-11. 
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Du mineur t 1 es 1 1 compagn 1 fide1e. 
I1 a quer vire t 1 fin musiau 
Au fond de 1 1fosse, t•cri li rappelle 
El jour et l'gazoul 1mint d 1 1 1 osiau. 
J 1 sais qu' timps in timps petit' coquine, 
Te nous fais un peu marronner, 
In f 1 sant des tros dins not' tartine 
Bah1 I t•faut bin aussi minger. 
Rein comm' te rong' la-d'dins heureusse, 
Quand, par tierre, in oublie s 1 briquet. 
Mais comm' te sauv 1 aussi peureusse, 
Au moindre bruit que 1 1 vint i faitl 
Va, ch' n'est rien d'cha. Pu qu' t 1 es du monne. 
I faut t 1nourrir ••• Pis, t 1ming 1 si peu 
Que te n' fais point d 1 tort a personne 
Souvint meme in n 1y vot que du feu. 
Qu' j'aime a t 1 vir, contint' et legere, 
Courir, banq'ter 1 1 long des caillaux 
Oh comm' dins t'sort, t 1 as l'air de t 1plaire, 
Nargre 1 1peu d'saquois que te vos. 
Va g~bad' trott• g~bade incore. 
Pu qu' te t• plais dins t 1 n obscurite, 
N' each' point a vir chuss que t'ignores. 
Te n'connos rien, rien n 1 est r'grette. 
T1n 1 es point non pus, bin sur, sans peine. 
Parfois un mechant ~alibot, 
Pou t 1 avoir, quert a perdre haleine 
Et veut t 1 ecraser sous s'chabot. 
J'sais bin qu' du cote d' 1 1 ecurie, 
Si d 1hazard, te derig' tes pas 
Te risqu 1 beaucoup d 1 la laisser t 1 vie 
Egorge sous les griff's des chats. 
J'sais aussi qu' dins les momints d'greve, 
Quand t 1n 1 vos pu les carbonniers, 
El pain i t' manqu' meme que t 1 in creves 
Ti qu' te veux vivr 1 si volontiersl 
Ahl Je t'ai remarque, ces lend'mains de lutte, 
In veyot comm1 t 1 avos souffert 
Tout dehanque, t'tiot panche a vute 
Parfois meme les quat 1patt 1 in 1 1 air. 
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Mais n'parlons pus d'ces triss af~aires 
Nous avons du pain a plaisi 
Nous brairons quand i s'ra temps d 1 braire 
Viens faire l'festin aujourd'hui. 
Approch1 souris, m1 bonn petiot' biete. 
N1 euch 1 point craint 1 : je n 1 te ferai rien. 
Te vos: j 1 vas esqueute m1 mallette 
Pour mi t 1 donner des miettes d'pain. ))1 
Jules Mousseron died on November 24, 1943, but the 
people o~ the Nord have not let his poetry die with him. 
Eleven o~ his collections, most o~ which have had ten or 
more editions, have been exhausted, and all his works are 
in the process o~ being reprinted • 
• 
1 Mousseron, Croquis au charbon ••• , pp. 17-20. 
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ACHILLE SALETZKI 
Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid 
Some heart once pregnant with celestial ~ire 
Hands that the rod o~ empire might have swayed 
Or waked to ecstasy the living lyre. 
But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page 
Rich with the spoils o~ time did ne'er unroll; 
Chill penury repress'd their noble rage 
And ~roze the genial current o~ the soul. 
Gray, T • ., "Elegy \vritten in a Country Church-
yard~ 
Achille Saletzki was born into a Polish ~amily o~ miners 
on July 26., 1881 at Noyelles., Bethune in the Pas-de-Calais. 
Charles Lamey,in his biography o~ Saletzkil, writes that he 
had a very quick mind. When he received his certificat 
d 1 etudes, he was the youngest yet the first in his class. 
Unfortunately, he was compelled by the quasi-inexorable law 
of the mining region to descend into the pits. At thirteen, 
Saletzki became a galibot. His fellow workers used to sit 
with him in their moments of leisure, and he would recite 
poetry to them. For a time, in his pit it was considered 
a disgrace not to speak in rhyme. 
\1-hen he began writing poetry Saletzki knew nothing 
about rules. He learned prosody on finding an old copy o~ 
Boileau. He then wrote a long poem in French and presented 
it to his engineer who advised him to abandon French as did 
his predecessor, Mousseron, and to use his real mother 
1 A. Saletzki, Apollon din l'carbon, Biographical Intro-
duction by Charles Lamey (Arras: Imprimerie Moderne, 1904) 
pp. I-XI. 
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tongue, the dialect of the mining basin. Saletzki took 
this advice and wrct e a collection l.fu.ich he entitled 
Apollon din 1 1 carbon. This collection was accepted by a 
publisher in Arras and the proofs of this work arrived at 
Saletzki's home on the morning of March 19, 1904. Saletzki 
never saw these proofs as he had died on the evening of the 
eighteenth, just some hours before the proofs arrived. 
His biographer, Charles Lamey, read Saletzki 1 s poems 
to a gathering of dinner guests. He registers their reactions 
in the following lines, 11 Tant8t emus jusqu' aux larmes, tantot 
eclatant de rire, tantot applaudissant aux traits d 1 esprit 
semes sans nombre, ils firent a 1 1 oeuvre un grand succes".l 
Saletzki,like Mousseron,considered mining a very noble 
occupation. He parades the miners' sufferings in the pit and 
gives these sufferings a purpose. A few strophes of "El 
mineur" will serve to give Saletzki's f eelings on his hazard-
ous and difficult toil: 
1 
Pus matinal e qu' 1 1 aurore 
L1 mineur parte a s 1 dur labeur 
Et quand tout l'mond' dort incore 
Il est d 1 ja tout in sueur 
Dins l'obscurite de l'mine 
I prodigu' ses bras vaillants: 
Faut du carbon pou 1 1usine1 
Faut du pain pou ses enfantsl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ibid., P• III. 
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BahJ Chaqu' metier a ses peines 
L'mineur est contint dins s' sort 
Et dins les voe 1 s souterraines 
I cante, i s •moque ed la mortl 
La peur, ainsi qu' la paresse , 
Est banni' du grand tro noir. 
Et quand parte un cri d 1 detresse 
Chacun sait ~aire es' devoir. 
Meurtri d'coups , noir ed poussiere 
L'corps bri se , l'visage b1@mi 
Dins l'mine innnens' ~ourrni1liere 
L'mineur buch' comme un ~ourmi 
Sans r 1 pos dins l'carbon qui pourre, 
S'pic s'i~onc' comma un estoc; 
Avec l'assistanc' de 1' pourre 
I s'creuse un passag' dins l'roc. 
Ouvrier qu'aucunn• machine 
N'a jamais pu remplacher, 
Dins 1es pro~ondeurs de 1 1mine 
L'mineur est ~ier ed bucher. 
Pour arracher l' precieus' veine 
S'bras est d' tout• necessite 
I l'sait ; et i sait qu' i paine 
Pour el bien d' l'humanite.l 
Although he wrote poems on many aspects o~ the miner's 
li~e , Saletzki treats the early years o~ the miner more often 
than Mousseron. This is perhaps due to his own youth. He 
has remarkable emotional acumen for the galibot period o~ 
mining. "El premiere dechinte" is a masterpiece of charac-
ter portrayal. It depicts the galibot going into the mines 
for the first time . The ~uture miner cannot sleep the night 
before his first descent: 
Comma un fiance l'vieill' de s•noce 
I n•a point de l'nuit ~er.me 1 1 oeil . 2 
The next morning the young ga1ibot swelling with pride sets 
1 Ibid., PP• 1-3. 
2 Ibid., P• 11. 
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out with his haversack. Saletzki depicts the worried mother 
standing on the threshold while the proud father and the boy 
leave the house side by side. When the young apprentice arrives 
at the pit, all the miners surround him and tell him: 
L'histoir' du P1tit Bochu rodeur 
Qui vole el briquet du mineur 
Et fait peur dins 1 1fosse a tout 1 1monte 
Mais, i sait bin que ch' n 1 est qu'un conte; 
I leu f 1 ra vir qu' i n 1 a pas peur. l 
But then, with the descent of the cage: 
Alors, malgre li, s 1 coeur i s' glache, 
11ais, i sourit pou' n' pas 1 1 fair vir.2 
Another poem, 11 Les figues du fond 11 , tells the touching 
story of a young mining boy's disillusionment on descending 
into the pits for the first time. There he learns that his 
father's tales of 'tvonderful figs growing in the mine were 
purely chimerical. We shall reproduce this poem so that the 
reader may form a better idea of Saletzki 1 s ability to poet-
ize the sentimental aspects of the everyday life of the min-
ing region. The somewhat gross manner in which the galibot 
is disillusioned in the last strophe forms a very effective 
although somewhat shocking contrast with the tender, senti-
mental nature of the rest of the poem: 
Du temp qu' j'etos gamin, m1 pere -un original-
M'faisot croir' que s 1 trouvot un grand gardin dins 1 1fosse 
Et souvint, pou m'eprouver qu' 1 1histoire n 1 etot pas fausse 
I m1 rapportot des figues in r 1 venant de s'travail. 
((Aujourd 1hui, j'z'ai cueille's dins 1 1 cassis Marechal 
1 Ibid., P• 12. 
2 Ibid., P• 12. 
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Qu' i m' disot; sont-i bonn's? Ravette ichi qu 1 eun 1 grosse 
D'main, si j'ai l'temps d'aller jusqu'a l'voee Andre l'Losse 
I son cor pus chucre's)) 1 1 tour n'etot pas banal. 
Mais l'jour que j'ai plonge pou l'premier' fos dins l'mine 
D1 zirant n' d'avoir troi, quatr' pou mi minger m1 tartine 
J' demande au Per' ~~thieu duss que les figues i sont. 
Un grand qu 1 vau qui passot, trainant quatorze berlines 
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Lieve es' queue et laiss' querr' quequ 1 s boul's su mes bottines 
Tiens, l'zes v 1 laJ qu' i m1 dit l'vieux, 1 1 zes v'la les 
figu's du fond.l 
Charles Lamey, in his preface to Apollon din l 1 carbon 
written after Saletzki's death, rhetorically addresses the 
patois poet in the following words: 
, , , 
Tu r8vas d'immortalite et tu desesperas 
d'y parvenir avec le patois. Tu comptais sans 
le concours d 1 ames genereuses et amies de notre 
vieux langage. Grace a ce livre qui passera de 
main en main dans les corons; grace aux camarades 
qui repeteront les jolis vers sur la route du 
travail; grace aux meres qui les liront a leurs 
galibots en herbe; ~race aux maitres qui les 
reciteront a leurs eleves, ton r~ve bientot se 
realisera.2 
Lamey's prognostications have come true. The miners of the 
Nord have not forgotten Saletzki, and their children learn 
his poetry with that of Mousseron at a very tender age, both 
at home and in school. 
In the poems of Mousseron and Saletzki one can truly 
find the atmosphere of the mining region portrayed in simple 
language. They sing the epic tale of the miner's life not 
in Virgilian fashion, but in popular patois terms so that the 
common people of the region can listen and take heart. Their 
Ibid., P• 9 . 
Ibid., PP• X-XI. 
poems, well known by the miners, have probably many times 




In this study there arises once again the perennial 
question of how to classify Belgian writers in regard to 
nationality. Do they form a completely separate literature 
of their own or should they be classified as French authors? 
I have placed Sottiaux in the category of French authors, 
although his themes are of Belgian inspiration, because he 
spent a great part of his life in France and his literary 
heritage and language are French. 
It is not uncommon to find the works of Belg ian writers 
who use French as their literary medium considered as belong-
ing to French literature. Stefan Zweig, the learned liter-
ary scholar and novelist, writes, "Emile Verhaeren, Maeter-
linck, VanLerberghe dent aucun Fran9ais n'est capable de 
prononcer le nom correctement sent des poetes fran9ais." 1 
Andre Mabille de Poncheville writes of Emile Verhaeren, 
"Certes Verhaeren appartient au monde, mais encore il est 
ala France, dont il a requis le language deux et fort." 2 
Before considering Jules Sottiaux, we would like to com-
ment on rather a strange phenomenon concerning the Belgian 





s. Zweig, Emile Verhaeren, sa vie, son oeuvre, 
Mercure de France, 1910) p. 25. 
A. Mabille de Poncheville, Verhaeren en Hainaut, 
Mercure de France, 1920) P• • 
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of his lifetime,had a great deal of contact with mines and 
miners. He spent many years in Caillou-qui-bique which is 
very close to the coal basin. He also spent a great deal 
of time in Valenciennes, a mining center. He knew Mousseron, 
the miner-poet and expressed his predilection for Mousseron's 
poem, "Le souris du fond".l In November 1896, Verhaeren, 
accompanied by the painters Signac and Luce, descended into 
the mines.2 In spite of all this contact with mines and 
miners, Verhaeren, one of the poets who best reflects the 
industrialism of our age, did not write any poems on mining 
and miners. 
Jules Sottiaux was born on March 6, 1862 in Montigny 
in the region of Charleroi, which is the major coal region 
of Belgium. He became interested at a very early age in the 
work of this area, and he exalts the people and the country-
side of Charleroi for their productiveness. Sottiaux loved 
his native region and most of his poems deal with its people 
and their work. He heads his collection Sambre et Meuse 
with a quotation from Goethe which clearly illustrates the 
source of his poetical inspiration: 
Poete, occupe toi de ton pays; 
La sont tea cha1nes d'amour, 
La est le monde de tes pensees.3 
Charleroi was Sottiaux•s petite patrie,and his literary 
1 Ibid., PP• 153-54• 2 A. Mabille de Poncheville, La vie de Verhaeren,(Paris: 
Merc~e de France, 1923) P• 337· 
J. Sottiaux, Sambre et :Heuse (Louvain: Editions Rex, 
1927) P• 1. 
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works were nearly all devoted to the miners of this region. 
In his collection, La Wallonia hero!que, Sottiaux describes 
Charleroi and its workers in the following awe-striking and 
grandiose manner. 
Ville ardente 
Faite d'ombre et de feu comme l'enfer de Dante, 
Ville apocalyptique ou tout brille en la nuit, 
Ou tout s'endeuille et s'assombrit 
A 1 1 aurore; 
Terre bouleversee, et tremblante, et sonora 
Ou des titans luttent encore, 
Hachant le sol, trouant le roc, ardant le feu 
Et jetant des monts noir a la face de Dieull 
In his poem,"Sources Maudites",we see a perfect sub-
limation of the poet and nature. The communion of the lyric 
poet with nature is very common. But nature in this case 
is a very different one from the nature about which most 
lyric poets write. It is not the glorious,inspiring nature 
of the earth's surface but a sad, cursed nature neglected 
by the poets. Sottiaux opens his poem by telling how poets 
have all sung of beautiful,clear rivers which seem to have 
been cr~ated only for poetry. He then goes on to say: 
Mais il est des sources maudites 
Que nul poete n'a decrites, 
Dont les grelots 
Dans les bures couleur de bistre, 
Eternisent un chant sinistre, · 
Plein de sanglots. 
J'en connus une, son eau blonde 
Semblait faite des pleurs du monde; 
c•etait la-bas 
Dans la bure louche qui brame; 
1 J. Sottiaux, La Wallonia hero!que, (Brussels: 
Editions de la Belgique Artistique et Litteraire, 1911) p. 34. 
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Elle me parlai t comrne une §me, 
Tout bas, tout bas. 
Et j'ai compris votre detresse 
0 pauvres sources sans caresse 
Et sans espoir; 
Vous etes les soeurs perdues 
Dans l'oubli noirll 
Sottiaux's imagination is very fertile. Many of his 
poems have a subconscious tone of horror and his images are 
often terrifying. Death appears to a miner and shows him 
her lethal tools which are the galleries, timberings, water, 
falling stones and coal gas.2 The wind sobs as it comes 
through the mine and seems to suffer because it is forced 
to pass through the narrow and hideous galleries.3 A rat 
becomes frightened when he meets Sottiaux in a vein. In 
turn, the rodent's almond eyes fill the poet with fear-
nNous tremblions tous les deux" .4 Images of this nature 
are comparable in power to those found in the hair-raising 
tales of Edgar Allan Poe. 
Sottiaux's mining poems, like those of Jules Mousseron, 
give the feeling of intimate familiarity with the mines, 
and like Mousseron, he often writes in praise of the miners. 
These two poets differ in what they stress, however. 
Mousseron has a heavy humanitarian element in his works; 
he projects a lyric note of goodness and charity very typical 
1 Sottiaux, Sambre et Meuse ••• P• 199. 
2 Ibid., P• 189. 
3 Ibid., P• 195. 4 Ibid., P• 193• 
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or the mining region into all or his poetry. Anyone who 
has come into contact with miners cannot help noticing how 
much more generous these men are in general than other work-
men. MOusseron himself says in one of his poems entitled 
ncharite", "Au pays noir in aime l'charite".l This spirit 
or fraternity torrard their fellowman makes itselr evident 
especially in times or mining catastrophes. The love and 
cooperation which are usually round among these people who 
must live, work and often die collectively is hardly rerlected 
in Sottiaux. This Belgian poet, however, has a rlair for 
capturing the terror and horror of the mine as no other poet 
has. 
Sottiaux wrote a work in prose entitled, L'illustre 
Bezuquet en Wallonia. Its purpose is to show the spirit or 
the people or Belgium. Sottiaux accomplishes this by having 
the protagonist, a pharmacist named Servantes Who claims 
direct descendency rrom the author of the Quixote, and his 
wife tour various cities of Belgium. Sottiaux shows the 
traits or the people of each city by placing the two Span-
ish tourists in situations which best typify the inhabitants. 
When Servantes and his wire arrive in Charleroi, an en-
gineer invites the rormer to visit a mine. The supposedly brave 
son or the hero of Lepanto accepts and his not too brave 
reactions are described in detail by Sottiaux - his rear 
or the cage, his horror or entering into a narrow vein and 
1 Gahisto, La vie de Jules Mousseron ••• P• 27. 
his terror on coming into contact with coal gas. Sottiaux 
also describes the more pleasant aspects of Servantes' trip --
his delight on being allowed to dig out some coal and espe-
cially his relief on coming to the surface. 
Although Sottiaux was the poet-laureate of labor and 
industry ror the Charleroi region, he did not omit the bright-
ness of light nor the freshness of wind in his poetry. He 
haa many poems on love and nature which reflect a boundless 
joy. His works are truly varied. They run the gamut of 
every major human emotion. His mining poems, however, con-




A FEW WORDS ON A FAMOUS COMMUNIST POET 
Many major political and social movements have had a 
poet laureate; Communism in France has attracted one of 
France's most popular poets, Paul Eluard. Eluard sings of 
the idealistic aspects of Communism for the masses - liberty, 
universal brotherhood and social justice. To illustrate 
his abstract ideals he often uses the mundane facts and 
occurrences of daily life which he expresses in symbols that 
are of a popular, intelligible nature. His poetry, unlike 
much of the symbolistic, arty poetry of our day, usually has 
a practical end. ~uis Aragon, in his preface to the Poemes 
politiques of Eluard, says in regard to what the methods of 
a Communist poet should be: 
Quand je dis un arbre c•est un arbre, 
quand je dis le pain c'est du pain ••• 
OUi, les plus simples des mots sont 
maintenant la musique, et l'opera fabuleux 
se tait pour un enfant qui meurt. Ce n 1 est 
plus le lan~age qui est remis en question, 
c 1 est la poesie m3me. Les interdictions 
sont tombees: tous les mots sont poetiques 
quand ils sont les mots de la vie, car la 
poesie doit avoir pour but la verite pra-
tique. 
Le mariage du ciel et de 1 1 enfer, c 1 est 
aussi la fusion intima, irreversible, de la 
verite et de la beaute. Les Poemes politiques 
de Paul Eluard, c•est ce mariage-la, et que 
le poete enfin qui ne se distingue plus des 
hommes ici le dise: je sais maintenant saluer 
la verite ••• 1 . 
1 P. Eluard, Poemes politiques, (Paris: Gallimard, 
1948) 20th ed., p. 11. 
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We cannot expect to lear.n from Eluard and from the poets 
in general as much about miners as we do from the novelists, 
unless like MOusseron and Saletzki they devote the greater 
part of their literary production to this one subject . Eluard's 
subject matter is extremely varied, and his mining poems are 
few. We can, however, reconstruct his characterization of the 
miner by examining the few poams that have miners as their 
principal characters, as well as by studying the passing 
allusions that he makes to them in other poems. 
In his poem "Ombres", Eluard represents the miner as 
being very much oppressed by the very nature of his under-
ground work and the meager monetary recompense which he 
receives for his toil. Eluard writes: 
Outrage sous les ombres 
Se developpe une ombre 
De degoftt de misere 
De honte et de courroux 
Travailler sans espoir 
Creuser sa propre tombe 
Au lieu d'illuminer 
Les yeux des semblables 
Les mineurs ont dit non 
A la defaite aux cendres 
Ils veulent bien donner 
Donner mais qui re~oit 
Le coeur n'a pas de bornes 
Mais la patience en a 
Nul ne doit pas avoir faim 
Pour que d'autres se gavent 
D1 autres qui sont ap8tres 
De la terre engloutie. 
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Camarades mineurs je vous le dis ici 
Mon chant n'a pas de sens si vous n'avez 
raison 1 
Eluard, following the theoretical Party line, holds up 
hope for a utopian world. He sustains the thesis that man 
is the ruler of his ot4n destiny. It is man's will that 
regulates the ways of the world. To illustrate the force of 
man 1 s will, Eluard wrote "Tout est sauve", a poem in which 
he imagines in a nightmare-like vision that all the world is 
topsy-turvy - the laws controlling nature are in disorder, 
and everything is destroyed or reversed. Eluard ends this 
poem with the lines: 
Rien ntest detruit tout est sauve nous le voulons 
Nous sommes au futur, nous sommes la promesse.2 
In "A mes camarades imprimeurs 11 , he again expresses strong 
hope for the future: 
Nous attendons un grand printemps 
Nous attendons la vie parfaite.J 
Eluard represents the miners as being very heroic fighters 
in the battle of liberation from Capitalistic oppression. 
They were the first to raise their voices against the exploita-
tion of workers.4 In all his references to miners, Eluard 
expresses a deep sympathy for them. The relatively large 
amount of space he has allotted to miners in his multi-themed 
1 P. Eluard, Une le9on de morale (Paris: Gallimard, 
1949) PP• 53-54· 
2 Ibid., ·pp. 147-153· 
4
3 Eluard; Poemes · politiques ••• P• 29. 
E1uard, Une 1e9on de morale ••• P• 152. 
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poetry is rather indicative of the fact that he was impressed 
by this group of hard workers and militant defenders of social 
justice. 
There is no doubt that Eluard will always be considered 
as one of the twentieth century's outstanding French poets. 
Many of his editions have been exhausted and most of his 
works have had from six to twenty printings. It is not our 
contention that it has been his social poetry alone that has 
made him so popular. His love poems have brought about nruch 
of his popularity. It is rather through a double poetical 
orientation, amorous and socio-political, that Eluard has 
gained such outstanding popularity. His poetical clarity 
also contributes to his popularity as it brings his poetry 
into the mental range of a large group of readers. 
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Chapter V 
MINING THEMES IN FRENCH DRAMA 
Mining has found its way into two French plays, Le 
repas du lion, one of the finest plays of Fran~ois de Curel, 
and L1 ame des notres of Jules Sottiaux. Le Vicomte Fran~ois 
de Curel was born in Metz, the center of the coal and steel 
region of Lorraine. Roger LeBrun tells us that his family, 
the Curel-Wendel family, owned a huge steel enterprise 
which employed fourteen thousand workers.l Curel was trained 
to take over this huge company. However, the Germans took 
possession of Lorraine after the Franco-Prussian War of 
1870 and they refused to let him manage his business unless 
he became a German citizen. Curel renounced the management 
of his company rather than give up his French citizenship. 
Having been forced into a life of leisure, he turned to 
letters. 
The circumstances which gave Curel the idea for Le repas 
du lion are related in detail in the 11Historique" which 
Curel himself wrote to this play. One day the dramatist 
was taking a walk on his estate when suddenly he saw a jet 
of water in the form of a beehive rise on the surface of a 
pond . Some workmen repairing a dike were also present when 
this strange phenomenon occ~d. Curel concluded that this 
1 R. LeBrun, Fran~ois de Curel,(Paris : E. Sansot, 
1905) p . 12. 
spurt of water was caused by gas escaping from a coal bed 
under his property. His deduction was strengthened by the 
fact that a company was doing some core drilling near his 
estate in an attempt to relocate certain lost coal beds of 
the Saarbruck coal basin. This was the incident that set 
Curel's imagination working. He imagined the coal company, 
reinforced by government approval, coming and devastating 
his beloved woods to exploit the subsoil. From these musings 
came the plot of Le repas du lion.l 
3ean de Sancy, a young noble who loves deeply the woods 
of his family estate, sees a coal company come into his 
beloved forests and begin excavating. This company is in 
partnership with 3ean's father whose fortune has waned. The 
father has taken advantage of this industrial project to 
strengthen his economic situation. Jean1, in order to prevent 
the mining company from destroying his beautiful forests, opens 
a dike during the night to flood out the mine. The mine is 
inundated and an intoxicated miner who was left behind by 
his fellow workers drowns. On seeing the body of this man, 
Jean swears that he will devote his life to the cause of 
workers. The rest of the play centers around Jean's changing 
views on the economic structure or society. 
Le repas du lion was presented at the Theatre Antoine 
in 1897 and at the Comedie Fran9aise in 1920. There are two 
1 F. de Curel, Theatre complet, 11Historique a Le repas 
du lion" (Paris: Albin }fichel, 1920) Vol.IV, pp. 8-9. 
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versions of this play , the original brochure, Which has five 
acts, and the theatrical version, which has only four. The 
two versions vary greatly. 
Curel , in his historique to Le repas du lion, denies that 
he meant to write a social play, affirming that he only wanted 
to study a psychological case . In spite of whatever Curel's 
intentions may have been, this play does give a social mes-
sage. Actually, it is a moral justification for the wealth 
of industrial leaders. Le repas du lion is very autobio-
graphical . The relationship between the protagonist Jean 
de Sancy and Curel is evident. LeBrun says: 
C1 est quelque chose de plus inherent a 
l'auteur, quelque chose comme la confession 
de sa vie materielle et morale d'avant sa 
manifestation nouvelle - une oeuvre retro-
spectivement subjective . On n 1 en saurait 
douter, a suivre le simple expose de la piece 
pour peu qu'on en confronts les peripeties 
avec les documents biographiques qui prece-
dent.l 
And further on in this same work LeBrun says : 
Dans Le repas du lion, Curel se montre a nous 
sous les traits de Jean de Sancy, desespere 
de voir 1 1 industrialisme envahir et devaster 
la nature du pays nata1 . 2 
In Chapter XVI of the Spanish section of this present study, 
we shall meet a very similar situation in the case of Palacio 
Valdes . 
Curel was very much opposed to Socialism in all its 
1 
2 
LeBrun, Fran9ois de Curel • •• 
Ibid., p. 67 . P• 38. 
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aspects. He ~eared its possible, devastating ~orca on the 
existing society and its leveling influences. In Le repas 
du lion, Curel preaches a doctrine o~ Nietzscheistic indi-
vidualism. Let us consider the di~~erent phases o~ the so-
cial thought o~ Jean de Sancy. 
A~ter the death o~ the workman, Jean wanders about 
preaching a Christian Socialism which in essence embodies 
the encyclicals o~ Leo XIII. To show that Jean has been 
influenced by Leo, Curel directs in the stage setting o~ the 
second act that a picture o~ Leo XIII be placed in a promi-
nent place in Jean's study. Jean becomes a leader o~ Cath-
olic action among the workers and stirs them by his oratory. 
He propounds a social and economic system in which the workers 
and the owners ~orm one big Christian family. Jean blames 
all the labor trouble in industry on the fact that simple 
pieces o~ paper, stocks, have become the employers. Georges 
Boussard, one of Curel 1 s spokesmen in this play , criticises 
this last statement and Jean's ideas on Christian unions in 
the following manner: 
~ 
Et moi je me disais que les jours detrneute, 
lorsque les grevistes envahissent la maison 
du directeur, ce n 1 est pas precisement un 
papier qu 1 ils jettent par la ~enetre et 
tra1nent sanglant le long des rues •••• Qui 
done soutenait que vos cercles sont des 
cabarets chretiens? ••• Ce sont des casernes 
remplies de soldats enroles sous une banniere. 
Vous mettez le Sacre-Coeur et la Vierge sur 
la banniere, d 1 accord, mais elle n'en est 
pas moins rouge et sachez bien que vos 
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clients suivent la couleur et non la Vierge.l 
Although Curel was not a practicing Catholic, he was 
brought up in a completely Catholic atmosphere typical of 
Lorraine. Curel saw the beauty in the social teachings of 
the Church, but he also saw what he considered to be its 
impractical aspects. Furthermore, he did not sympathize 
wholeheartedly with the workers. Jean de Sancy asks if it 
is his fault that he cannot love the workers with a Chris-
-tian charity devoid of egotism. He adds that love is not 
to be reasoned. 
In the second act, Broussard expresses a completely 
individualistic doctrine to which Jean adheres completely 
by the end of the play: 
Suivant moi, il n 1 y a qu 1une seule 
espece d'8tres secourables: ceux qui ouvrent 
des voies nouvelles a l'activite h~aine. 
L'immense majorite des hommes a besoin qu'on 
lui suggere ses idees, ses gestes. Quelques 
individus, superieurement doues, combinent 
en realisant devant un troupeau de singes 
qui copient leurs moindres mouvements. Ils 
sont les bienfaiteurs de ces singes ••• 2 
In Act III what might well be considered the outstanding 
theme of the play is given in one axiomatic phrase, "L'ego-
!sme qui produit est, pour la multitude labourieuse, ce que 
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Ibid., P• 107-108. 
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On the death of Georges Broussard, who was killed by a 
striking mob of miners and steel workers, Jean sees the wis-
dom of an industrial system based on productive egoism. He 
takes over the company and rules with an iron hand. He ful-
fills the moral of the fable of the lion and the jackals . 
The lion (the industrialist) kills the prey (production), 
takes his share (the major part of the profits) and leaves 
some flesh for the jackals (the pay of the workers). 
In the last act of Le repas du lion, Robert, the young 
Socialist strike leader who has become a conservative minis-
ter of labor, and Jean, now both old men, meet and discuss 
their lives . Jean asks Robert's opinion on which part of 
his life best fulfilled his vow to the laborers. Robert says 
that his life as an industrialist satisfied this vow much 
better than his life as a preacher of Christian Socialism. 
He tells Jean that his fortune has grown immensely, but the 
prosperity which he has brought to the region justifies the 
lion's share of the profits which he has retained. 
Curel was of the intellectual and social elite. He 
feared Socialism because it presented to him a society in 
which superior men would have the same position as the medi-
ocre and the imbeciles. His personal contact with the miners 
and steel workers produced a different effect on his economic 
and sociological views than in the case of most writers of 
mining literature. He is not at all in sympathy with the 
miners . He treats them as drunken, dissatisfied workers who 
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must be controlled and suppressed in order that they be pre-
vented from forming themselves into a bloodthirsty mob. We 
must, however, only remember the influences of his family 
and birthright, and this phenomenon is easily explained. 
The second play to be considered in this chapter is 
L1 ame des notres by Jules Sottiaux. The action of this play 
takes place at the time of the great Belgian coal strikes in 
1886. In the opening scene, Jack, an engineer-poet, declaims 
in a very long recitation his love for the mines. Jack also 
has a second love, Brunette, a young coal cart roller. 
There is, however, a rival, Bernard, who on being jilted by 
Brunette becomes jealous of Jack. Jack and Brunette become 
engaged but unfortunately the strikes occur and disturb their 
otherwise peaceful existence. The miners invade Charleroi, 
and having been pushed to extreme misery, they begin to pil-
lage and destroy. Brunette, the heroine of Joan of Arc-like 
stature, throws herself without concern for her own safety 
between the police and the striking miners, thus saving many 
lives. The crowd cheers wildly. The strikes over, the lovers 
are ready to settle down and live happily ever after, but the 
villain, Bernard, prepares his cruel vengeance for his having 
been jilted. Hoping to get rid of Jack, Bernard ignites 
the mines and a coal gas fire occurs. Brunette, the fearless 
heroine, dramatically descends into the pits with the rescue 
crew to save Jack; but , unfortunately, she is killed. She 
dies in Jack's arms while the latter weeps profusely over 
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her dead body and recites a long poem of farewell. 
The foregoing summary of the plot is sufficient to in-
dicate its exaggerated, melodramatic nature. The speeches 
are much too long and the play is filled with unrealistic 
situations. Sottiaux expresses some preoccupation for the 
miners' social condition but does not fearlessly champion 
their cause as did many other authors. In the following 
lines quoted from Fernan Bernard's Jules Sottiaux, Sottiaux 
speaks out for the miner: 
Le peuple monte, il monte, et le soleil 
Qui semble s'elever des lointaines houilleres 
Deverse a larges flots son or sur leurs miseres. 
Regardezl On dirait que le chemin rugueux 
Epanouit des fleurs d'espoir devant les gueux; 
Que vers des horizons de paix et de clemence 
A grands pas leur exode effroyable commence.l 
But then Bernard adds: 
Mais par la suite, on remarque certaines 
hesitations comme si l'auteur avait craint 
d'exprimer entierement son avis ou de s'aban-
donner completement a sa genereuse inspiration 
democratique.l 
L'ame des notres has neither great literary nor social 
value. We include it in this thesis only to make it as 
thorough a survey of mining literature as possible. 
1 F. Bernard, Jules Sottiaux, (Brussels: Societe Belge 
de Librairie, 1912) p. 47• 
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Chapter VI 
HINING THEMES IN THE FRENCH SHORT STORY 
The mining region of Valenciennes is often referred to 
as L'Athenes du Nord. It has produced more authors, artists, 
architects and musicians than any other region of the Nord. 
Valenciennes can claim the above mentioned title by dint of 
its cultural activities in an industrial region which is, 
relatively speaking, culturally barren. It has also produced 
three internationally known figures - Froissart, the famous 
chronicler and poet of the fourteenth century, and Watteau 
and Harpignies, in whom lies the glory of French painting 
in the eighteenth century. The above mentioned are the three 
outstanding men in a very long list of accomplished figures 
from Valenciennes. The two writers to be considered in this 
chapter, Charles Deulin and Florian-Parmentier, are both 
from the Valenciennes region. 
Charles Deulin was born in 1827 in Conde-sur-l'Escaut, 
a town very near Valenciennes and just a few kilometers from 
the Belgian border. This town has hardly changed since 
Deulin's time. It is a brewery town with a population of 
three thousand. In Deulin's day it was served by only one 
local public travel utility - the railroad of the Compagnie 
des Hines d'Anzin. 
The above mentioned railroad gave Deulin the opportunity 
to meet miners at a very early age. Later on in life, Deulin 
had even closer contact with the miners when he, like most 
other men of the Nord, began to spend his free time in the 
estaminets. The estaminets of Conde-sur-1 1 Escaut were con-
stantly filled with the workmen of the Valenciennes region. 
Les centes d'un buveur de biere are stories which Deulin 
heard in the estaminets in the days of his youth. He took 
the best of the popular tales which the miners, glass blowers 
and brewers told and retold them in his own fashion. 
Deulin saw that there were few opportunities in Conde-
sur-1 1Escaut to advance his literary caree~ so in the mid-
fiftiesJ he decided to go to Paris. It was there that he met 
Francisque Sarcey who became his sponsor and later his brother-
in-law when Deulin married Sarcey's sister, Anne. In Paris, 
Deulin published short stories in the Journal pour Tous, La 
Semaine des Enfants, Revue Franyaise, and Journal de Paris. 
By these stories, he became known as the outstanding story-
teller of the legends of Flanders and of the French and Bel-
gian Hainaut. Deulin's stories were very popular during his 
life time. His method of writing these tales was to take the 
fantastic folkloric legends of Hainaut and Flanders and put 
them into a realistic atmosphere. Sainte-Beuve pointed out 
that Deulin added much of his own invention to these tales,l 
and Leon Bocquet says of Deulin 1 s stories: 
Art complexe, en effet, de rajeunissement 
1 c. Deulin, Centes d'un buveur de biere, (Paris: Mercure 
de France, 1944) P• 21. 
~ . 
des rables ou le rantastique s 1 allie au 
realiame , ou la fantaisie s 1unit a !'ob-
servation precise, ou entin le temps passe 
se rond avec le temps present par un mi-
racle d 1 equilibre et d 1 ingeniosite menee 
aux confins de l'invraisemblance .l 
Charles Deulin 1 s two major collections or short stories 
are entitled Contes d'un buveur de biere2 and Contes du Roi 
Cambrinus. 3 These two collections and three more or his short 
stories were combined in 1943 and published by Mercure de France 
under the title or the rirst collection, Centes d 1un buveur 
de biere. One of Deulin's tales deals with the mining region 
or Anzin and is entitled "La marmite du diable". It rollows 
the general pattern or all of Deulin1 s stories , namely an 
imaginary tale in a realistic milieu. 
"La marmite du diable 11 is the rolkloric story of how 
coal was discovered. Jean Hullos , a blacksmith, while wan-
daring through the forests or Anzin, comes across a hut. On 
looking through the window he sees three hairy, soot-black 
dwarrs sitting around a hearth in which black stones are 
blazing. Hullos asks one or the dwarfs what they are burn-
ing and receives the reply : 
Si on le savait, dit le second, qu 1un 
jour l es entrailles de la terre brftleront au 
soleil , les voitures marcheront sans chevaux, 
les vaisseaux vagueront sans ~oiles et les 
lampes brilleront sans huilel~ 





Ibid., P• 21 . 
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Deulin, Contes d'un buveur ••• 
rupted by a whistle which calls the dwarfs to work. Like 
the miners of today, they immediately answered this mechan~ 
ical tyrant whose command sends men into the bowels of the 
earth. 
Hullos follows the dwarfs underground and sees men 
assuming all kinds of awkward positions to break huge blocks 
from black veins in the earth. These blocks are loaded on-
to boats which bring them across a river. Hullos,on looking 
to the other bank, sees a huge kettle kept boiling by means 
of these black stones. 
A whistle is heard and the workers take a ten minute 
break. All of them drink beer, and Hullos accepts a mug of 
beer offered to him. The beer puts him to sleep, and in his 
dreams, he sees the above mentioned big kettle,only this time 
with the devil leaning over it. 
Hullos awakens and finds himself in the forests. He 
decides to go home, but on entering his tolvn, he finds that 
it has all changed. Like Irving's Rip Van Winkle, Hullos 
has slept for a hundred years. He tells all that has happened 
and what he has seen to the townsfolks who,on hearing the 
fantastic tale~accuse him of witchcraft and bring him before 
the town judge. The judge is none other than the devil of 
the kettle dream, and he condemns Hullos to death. 
On his way to his execution Hullos recognizes one of his 
descendants, and it is she who establishes his identity from 
the stories which she has heard of him. The people then 
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believe his story and condemn the judge to death for wanting 
to deprive them of the great benefits of coal. They seize 
the judge and put him to the stake, but all of a sudden, 
he turns into a giant bat and flies to a coal laden moun-
tain in Anzin. 
The next day about twenty resolute men set out with 
picks and shovels, and when they dig in the spot indicated 
by Hullos, they find coal. They called it houille in honor 
of its discoverer, Hullos. 
Deulin ends his story by saying that the devil,in order 
to avenge himself on the miners for taking his property, 
lights coal gas fires. However, his efforts to stop the 
miners from digging coal are useless. The brave miners con-
tinue to mine so that humanity may prosper. In even this 
tale of folkloric nature, the author cites the outstanding 
heroism and usefulness of the miners. 
The second short story writer to be considered in this 
chapter is Florian-Parmentier. He was born in the city of 
Valenciennes itself. J.H. Rosny Aine treats of his many 
talents in his work, Carillons et sirenes du Nord.l Florian-
Parmentier is known as a short story writer, poet, philos-
opher, novelist, critic, historian, dramatist and even as a 
musician and a painter. He was a very prolific writer and 
often illustrated his own texts. 
1 J.H. Rosny Aine, Carillons et sirenes du Nord, (Paris: 
Les Editions de France, 1928) p. 305. 
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In his collection of short stories entitled Le moulin 
du r8leur, contes du Val des Cygnes et du Hainaut, he has one 
story entitled "Un drame dans la mine". He dedicated this 
story to Jules Mousseron. Although the other stories of this 
collection are of a light and amusing nature, "Un drrune dans 
la mine" is a tragedy. 
As in Deulin' s 11La rnarmite du diable 11 , this story takes 
place in Anzin, one of the principal mining centers of the 
Nord mining basin. The plot is rather a simple one. Upon the 
cessation of a strike, Tianleux, a strike leader, and his 
daughter, Ugenie, are not rehired by the mine foreman. Ugenie 
and the foreman's son, Joseph, also a mine worker, are in love. 
Ugenie asks Joseph to persuade his father to rehire both her 
and her father. When Joseph tells her that he is unable to 
do this, she kills both Joseph and herself by caving in the 
tunnel in which he is working. 
As in most short stories, the plot is the main element 
of "Un drame dans la mine", but Florian-Parmentier also took 
time to point out some of the characteristics of the miners. 
He cites the miners' tendency to be taciturn. This envelope 
of silence is broken only in times of strike when the drink-
ing places are crowded with garrulous, angry miners who fill 
the air with an atmosphere of revolt. In a few well chosen 
phrases, Florian-Parmentier captures all the excitement of a 
strike in a mining town - the crowded taverns echoing with 
the voices of vehement preachers of revolt, the crowds mill-
ing around the mining pits, the throwing of stones at the 
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dragoons sent to protect the pits, the dragoons charging 
the strikers and the complete dissipation of the miners' 
aggressiveness at the end of the strike out of fear of not 
being rehired. All these things are sketched in a page of 
description. Florian-Parmentier has a gift for saying a 
great deal succinctly. 
As is to be expected,the treatment of the miner is not 
very thorough in these two writers. One can hardly expect 
a complete social treatment or psychoanalysis of a group in 
a few short pages. The latter is the task of the novelist 
rather than the writer of the short story. 
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Chapter VII 
THE DEBUT OF THE MINING THEME IN FRENCH NOVELS 
The first mining novel to appear in France ranks amongst 
the first novels which should be burned at a literary stake 
for heresy against the dogmas of good sense and good taste. 
A maudlin gentleman named Elie Berthet, who began his career 
by writing novels which were published serially in nel.Vspapers, 
wrote in 1866 a mining novel entitled Les houilleurs de 
Polignies. An excellent 11 scbmaltzyn movie of the 1920's could 
have been made of this novel with very little effort. If 
Monsieur Berthet had written his novel in our age, much of 
it could be considered as an excellent parody of all other 
mining novels. There is only one element in this novel which 
can be considered a feeble redeeming factor - Berthet does 
have some ver,r striking and realistic descriptions. In short, 
where the author brings his unfettered, somewhat effeminate, 
romantic imagination into play, the novel turns into one of 
the biggest fiascos that we have ever encountered in literature. 
We shall begin the consideration of this novel by giv-
ing the reader an idea of the plot. Leonard, the hero, a 
brilliant -ymmg engineer and nephew of a very wealthy rail-
road director, comes to the coal mines of Polignies disguised 
as a mine worker so that he may learn mining thoroughly. 
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While working as a miner he falls in love with Amalie, the 
mine owner's daughter, but because of the apparent differ-
ence in their social stations, Amelie refuses to marry him. 
Leonard is promised anything he wants by Amalie's father if 
he finds a very rich coal vein which is thought to exist in 
the mines of Polignies. Although he finds it, he is refused 
the hand of Amalie for social reasons. Leonard's true iden-
tity is finally revealed and he marries Amalie. 
The pattern of the ancient chivalric novels can be seen 
in this plot. The young knight in disguise is refused the 
princess' hand for social reasons; a promise is made by the 
king to grant anything requested of him if a certain task is 
accomplished; the young hero knight accomplishes the task, 
reveals his true identity and wins the princess. 
In 1866 the bitter struggle between the mine owners and 
the miners had just begun. In his novel, Elie Berthet cham-
pions the mine owner. When we consider the actual economic 
conditions which existed in the mines at t h is time, it be-
comes evident that Berthet's Les houilleurs de Polignies is 
divorced from reality. It is completely out of tune with its 
subject and age. 
The villain of this novel is the Socialist, Grand Leopold. 
The author tells us that he stirs up the workers to strike 
against the poor mine owner, Van Best. Berthet portrays Grand 
Leopold as a murderer, blasphemer, drunkard, and a bully. 
His bad character stands out sharply because everyone else 
in this novel with the exception of a nagging, sick woman, 
is the essence of goodness. It is only Grand Leopold, preach-
ing villainous, subversive doctrines such as the miners' 
right to decent living conditions, who possesses every evil 
trait conceivable. 
The social gap between the mine worker and owner is 
constantly apparent. Although the superhuman hero, Leonard, 
is such an extraordinary person, the big barrier which pre-
vents him from marrying Amelie is the supposed difference in 
social level. The author points out that in spite of this 
difference, the heroine is so magnanimous that she loves 
this commoner. The author's consciousness of social differ-
ences reflects almost a medieval frame of mind. At one 
point in the novel, the mine owner's daughter descends into 
the pits to talk to the rebellious miners. While she is 
there a cave-in occurs. Leonard descends into the mine and 
saves her. During the rescue, he is injured and is brought 
unconscious to the surface. When the doctor asks where he 
should be ·taken, the following scene occurs: 
••• -Chez moi, dans ma chambre, sur mon lit, 
dit Van Best; je ne saurais faire moins pour 
le brave jeune homme qui vient de sauver ma 
fill e • 
••• -Merci, ohl Merci, mon excellent perel 
S 1 ecria Amalie, en se jetant dans ses bras.1 
E1ie Berthet tries to create a favorable portrayal of the 
1 E. Berthet, Les houilleurs de Polignies, (Paris: 
Librairie Hachette, 1904) 9th ed.,p. 131. 
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mine owner throughout the entire novel, but a simple analy-
sis of the above scene reveals the sham of his illustrations. 
In exaggerating a simple act of decency to make it appear as 
a splendid magnanimous act, the author only succeeds in por-
traying the traditional,bourgeois, pusDlanimous mental state 
of the mine owner. 
The following somewhat undemocratic scene occurs between 
the father of Amalie and Leonard. When the latter asks to 
marry Amalie the father says to Leonard: 
Insolentl s 1 ecria-t-il d 1 une voix tremblante 
de colere, tu as ose lever les yeux ••• toi un 
simple ouvrier tout barbouille de charbon, tu 
as l'audace d'aspirer a ma fille, a mon Amalie, 
si douce, si delicate, si belle, si superieure 
a tout ce qui 1 1 approche ••• Tune sais done pas 
que notre famille appartient a la plus ancienne 
noblesse de Flandre.l 
To give his work an "and they lived happily ever after" end-
ing M Berthet had to solve the problem of the social difference 
existing between the lovers by making Leonard a member of the 
upper class who had disguised himself as a worker. 
A study of the character of the miners reveals a great 
deal of falseness in the portrayal of their character and 
working conditions. Elie Berthet 1 s principal concern seems 
to be in cleansing these men so wretchedly dirty in the eyes 
of any respectable person. M. Berthet has an absolute horror 
of the dirty appearance of the miners. Let us examine how 
he scrubs the bourgeois hero clean. Two miners make their 
appearance before the heroine: 
1 Ibid., p. 254. 
Antoine avait sea habits de travail 
tout noirs de charbon comma a l 1 ordinaire. 
Leonard portait aussi le costume habituel 
des mineurs ••• mais ce costume etait d 1une 
proprete telle qu 1 il ne semblait jamais 
avoir servi. Cette nettete meticuleuse 
causait 1 1 etonnement et le desespoir du 
pauvre Antoine.l 
The author adds concerning his cleanly scrubbed hero miner: 
Il etait en costume de travail, mais 
comme d 1 habitude, il avait su preserver mi~ · 
~uleusement de la poussiere de charbon ses 
mains blanches et delicates, son beau et 
noble visage.2 
We heartily approve of the word miraculeusement used in this 
paragraph. The writer spent four hours in the galleries and 
veins of a mine in Vicoigne and it took him four days to rid 
himself of the coal on his hands and eye-lids in spite of the 
modern convenience of hot showers. 
The culminating point in M. Berthet 1 s clean-hands mania, 
which seems more typical of a squeamish female writer than 
of a male writer, comes at the end of the novel. P~toine, 
a miner, has been raised to the rank of supervisor by Leonard. 
His bride does not rejoice in a raise in pay or shorter hours, 
but she bursts out with, "Quel bonheur1 Mon pauvre Antoine 
ne sera plus oblige de se noircir les mains et le visage 
dans les tailles connne autrefois."3 
There is absolutely no verisimilitude .in the characters 
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over-fortuitous coincidences. The characters are developed 
in an extremely artificial manner, and they do not repre-
sent the true miner at all. There is the straightman, An-
toine , who lavishes the hero, Leonard, vii th obsequious praise 
when they are in the presence of the heroine. Even the dia-
logue is greatly exaggerated. The following examples will 
serve to illustrate this point : 
Ma foil ce ne serait pas possible • • • Tu pre-
vois tout , tu penses a tout . Ayez confiance 
en Leonard, Mademoiselle, dit Antoine; c'est 
un fin matois •• • l 
•• • c'est un fier homme , allez , que Leonard1 
Il n'a pas besoin de voir, lui; il sait tout, 
il devine tout, il vous dit d'avance tout ce 
qui arrivera ••• 2 
Now let us hear from the hero himself . After beating a bully 
miner twice his size without receiving even one blow, this 
modern David says to the heroine : 
Mes camarades me sont temoins, reprit 
Leonard , avec un accent de moderation, que je 
n'ai pas use de toute ma force contre le maitre 
sondeur. Je ne l'ai pas frappe car j'aurais 
pu le tuer. 3 
The above considerations have shown the inability of the 
author to construct realistic situations and his lack of in-
sight into the psychology of the miner . Neither the miners nor 
any other members of the laboring class speak or act in the 
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deeming element in this work and that is the excellent descrip-
tions o~ the mining region. The book opens with a fine de-
scription o~ a mining establishment. Quoted below are some o~ 
the aspects of the vast verbal picture which Berthet paints 
of the countryside between Valenciennes and Mans: 
Les usines, les hauts ~ourneaux, les 
cheminees colossales dont la campagne est par-
semee semblent atre autant de temples eleves 
ala gloire du Dieu charbon ••• La houille 
penetre partout, s 1 enfiltre partout, comme 
l 1 air et la lumiere. Les maisons sont noires; 
les eaux courantes, la poudre des chemins, 
tout est noire . Le ~euillage des arbres 
demeure couvert de la poussiere fine et bril-
lant du charbon. Il n'y a pas jusqu 1 au soleil 
lui-mame qui ne prenne une teinte charbonneuse ••• 1 
After this description of the countryside, there comes 
an excellent description o~ the work at the surface. Berthet 
truly captures the tempo of the busy activity of the workers 
and the machinery that takes care of the miners below. He 
describes vividly the water being pumped out, the air being 
pumped in, coal ce.rts being received full and sent back empty, 
the hangers, the timber storage and the myriad o~ mining cart 
railroad tracks criss-crossing to form a confusing network.2 
All the above mentioned things are skillfully described to 
form an intricate picture bursting with life. 
In Les houilleurs de Polignies, there is a detailed 
treatment o~ the religious attitude of the miners. The miners 
o~ Polignies have a great devotion to la Vierge Noire, a 
1 
2 
Ibid . , p . 2. 
Ibid . , PP • L~-5· 
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statue o~ the Madonna in coal which was sculptured by nature. 
The workers built a chapel to her in an unused section o~ 
the mine, and they would visit her daily. It is la Vierge 
Noire who punishes the villain at the end of the novel. 
Les houilleurs de Polignies is, on the whole, worthless 
~rom a literary viewpoint. We shall reproduce below some 
lines taken from the section devoted to Berthet in the La-
ftousse Grand dictionnaire universel, 1865 edition. The 
reader should bear in mind while reading this quotation that 
Les houilleurs de Polignies was written in 1866. After faint 
praise o~ Berthet 1 s early work the article goes on to say: 
Aujourd 1 hui M Elie Berthet continue sa chasse 
au roman dans les petits journaux; mais faut-il 
le dire? Son ~usil commence a ~aire long feu; 
et quand par hasard le coup porte, il tombe plus 
de merles que de grives; d 1 ordinaire il commence 
le roman d 1une maniere assez interessante, et le 
lecteur se sent pris a ses gluaux; mais le drame 
palit tout a coup, l 1 intergt s 1 evanouit, et 1 1 on 
disait parfois que c 1 est a son portier ou a son 
valet de chambre qu'il passe le peloton de fil 
en disant a ce collaborateur d 1 un nouveau genre: 
((A ton tour maintenant, et tire-t-en comme tu 
pourras ) ) .1 
From a social viewpoint , however, Les houilleurs de Po-
lignies is noteworthy. It seems strange that a writer should 
de~end the mine owner's viewpoint during the mid-nineteenth 
century if we are mindful o~ the spirit of protest which pre-
vailed at that time against the abuses perpetuated on the 
1 P. Lafiousse, 11Elie Berthet", LaRousse grand diction-
naire universal, (Paris: Administration du Grand dictionnaire 
universel, 1865) Vol. II, p. 616 . 
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working classes. Berthet's views on the miners' proble~ 
are evidently false when held up to the light of reality. 
He illustrates, however, the bourgeois attitude of the time 
towards the miners and workers in general. It is a bour-
geois author who speaks in Les houilleurs de Polignies , and 
his views are distasteful to our enlightened century. In 
the following chapters of this thesis, the reader will en-




ZOLA' S GERMINAL 
Since Zola said in his literary manifesto, Le roman 
experimental, that the Naturalistic writer should be purely 
objective,l many critics have taken him at his word and 
have classified him as an impersonal author. Zola has even 
been called a photographer rather than an artist. The fallacy 
of this analogy is evident upon carefully reading his works. 
Zola's wish for complete objectivety and self effacement in 
his works is an end impossible to attain. There cannot be a 
complete divorce of the artist's feelings and his work. 
There are two very common methods of writing a novel. 
The author can make us aware of his presence by recounting 
the various incidents as though he were a witness to all the 
events, or he can make himself felt even more by commenting 
and moralizing on the occurrences . Zola does not use either 
of these methods. He uses a method which in appearance is 
objective but in reality is more personal in the relationship 
of characters and author. His method can best be categorized 
as a transvertebration of the author with his characters. The 
fact that Zola does not permeate his work with countless inter-
polated exhortations and invectives against injustices does 
1 E. Zola, Le roman experimental, (Paris: Charpentier, 
1880) PP • 41-53. 
not necessarily mean that he is impersonal. He constantly 
expresses his own ideas through the dialogues of his charac-
ters . This rather dramatic method, in its externals, is 
seemingly objective. The author's thoughts and feelings are 
hidden in the disguise of his characters. It is especially 
in his work, Germinal, that Zola uses this method which closely 
resembles the dramatic rather than the novelistic genre . He 
develops his story and gives his ideas mainly through action 
and characterization rather than description and comment. 
In his works, Zola did not follow his own literary braying of 
Le roman experimental . Further in this study the fallacy of 
Zola's claim to impersonality will be shown through direct 
quotations in which his feelings protrude patently through 
the words of his characters . 
Germinal, the thirteenth work in the Rougon-Macquart 
series , was published in 1885. It is universally accepted 
as one of Zola's greatest masterpieces. This work, which 
embodies perhaps Zola's most violent and vitriolic attack on 
the society of his day, strangely enough, received praise 
from even the most conservative of critics. The abuses com-
mitted by Capitalism against the exploited miners were brought 
at last before the eyes of the world in a novel . Zola gave 
the public a frank and detailed account of the struggle be-
tween the mine owners and the miners . This is also the first 
truly great work which has miners as protagonists . Its in-
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fluence on many other novels of a social nature up to our own 
times is too well known for it to be stressed in this study. 
The general influence of this novel on the reading public can 
be appraised by the number of editions which it has had not 
only in France but throughout the entire world. 
With Germinal Zola began a mining epic cycle. We do not 
hesitate to use the words epic and cycle as we feel sure that 
anyone who has read the mining novels of France from Germinal 
to Fosse XV would notice the epic ·quality and close relation-
ship of these works. Zola laid down the pattern, cut on the 
lives of the struggling miners, and the later writers followed 
it closely. In these works, the miners are the heroes and 
martyrs of our age - an age of the proletariat. 
At this point it would be well to consider how Zola 
characterizes the miners. In Germinal, we see that the miners 
have been taught from generation to generation a strong re-
spect for the hierarchy of the mine personnel and complete 
submission to the orders of their superiors. They have been 
filled with a sense of their inferiority to the mine directors 
and owners and have been taught to respect these men, for 
whom they sacrifice their lives daily, as demigods. Whenever 
the workers speak of the management, it is always as though 
they were speaking of a hidden God in a tabernacle. Etienne, 
a machinist, tells Catherine, a coal carter, that he was 
dismissed from his last job for daring to strike a foreman. 
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She is astounded. Her inherited ideas of submission are 
shaken. Even today, although the idea of slavish submission 
to overseers has been abolished by the rational concepts of 
our century, a strong spirit of complete submissiveness still 
exists in the mines. In a visit to the mines of Vicoigne, 
the author was amazed by the gruff manner in which the en-
gineer spoke to his men. In spite of the traditional rough-
ness of these miners, it was amazing to observe the respect 
and the immediate response which they gave to the abrupt and 
uncivil commands of the engineer. 
In Germinal the miner possesses a very fatalistic out-
look on life. Zola depicts this outlook in recounting the 
attitude of the Maheu family toward working and living in 
the mining region. The great grandfather and all the fgmily 
who came after him were miners and lived in wretched condi-
tions. The Maheus, at the time of the novel, lived in these 
conditions, and they felt that their offspring would inherit 
these very same miserable living conditions. This was the 
inexorable law of the Nord mining region, and they accepted 
it almost without recalcitrance. The wretched living condi-
tions kept the miners in a spirit of rage and violence. Fights 
would break out amongst them over the ~ightest pretext. The 
anger accumulated by the abuses heaped upon them had to have 
some sort of an outlet, so the miners usually aired their 
wrath on each other since they could not attack the rich and 
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powerful Mine. 
Zola parades the debauchery and the excessive drinking 
of the miners in detail . He was greatly censured for this 
by Henri Duhamel, the literary critic of the Figaro who in 
the April 4, 1885 edition of this paper accused Zola of un-
justly representing the miners as being excessively immoral 
and alcoholic. Zola was greatly affected by this criticism. 
He answered Duhamel in a public letter from which a few ex-
tracts will demonstrate clearly the author's attitude toward 
the accuracy of his own work : 
J 1 arrive ala fameuse accusation d 1 avoir 
traite les rnineurs comme un ramassis d 1 ivrognes 
et de debauches. M Duhamel defend la moralite 
et la proprete des corons . Je ne le puis que 
le renvoyer a mon livre ••• Quant ala prornis-
cuite , a l 1 immoralite qui tient aux conditions 
memes de l'existence ••• qu 1 on ne me contredise 
pas avec des raisons sentimentales •• • qu 1 on 
veuille bien se rensiegner sur les lieux, et 
1 1 on verra si j'ai menti • •• La rnisere sera bien 
proche d'etre soulagee , le jour ou 1 1 on se de-
cidera a la connaitre dans ses souffrances et 
dans ses hontes . On m1 accuse de fantaisie or-
duriere et de mensonge premedite sur de pauvres 
gens qui m1 ont rempli les yeux de larmes • •• 
Je n'ai eu qu'un desir, les montrer tels que 
notre societe les fait et soulever une telle 
pitie, un tel cri de justice , que la France 
cesse enfin de se laisser devorer par 1 1 ambi-
tion d 1 une poi~ee de politiciens, pour s 1 occu-
per de la sante et de la richesse de ses enfantsll 
We may further add that the consuption of liquor amongst the 
miners even today is phenomenal and has led the government to 
run especially heavy slogan campaigns against alcoholism in 
1 Dictionnaire des oeuvres de tous les temps et de tous 
les pays, (Paris: Laffont-Bompiani, 1952-54) Vol. II, p. 450. 
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the mining regions. The immorality of the women of the min-
ing basin is not as externally flagrant today as Zola de-
picted it in Germinal . The evils which encouraged the im-
morality in Zola's time do not exist today. However, even 
at the present time, the coron des cent vingt, one of the 
older remaining corons in Anzin, is considered amongst the 
miners as a place of debauchery. Fortuitously enough, this 
is the very coron where Zola spent much of his time when he 
came to the Nord. 
At no time, however, does Zola blame the miners for their 
promiscuity. Throughout the entire novel, he blames the de-
bauchery on the undesirable conditions that existed. The 
mines employed girls as herscheuses (ore carters). These 
girls were often sent to galleries at very low depths where 
the temperature was so high that they had to work in scanty 
clothing. It was this situation which would arouse the miners' 
sexual instincts and lead to immorality. 
There was not enough room to have any kind of privacy 
at home . Etienne, the protagonist of Germinal, is affected 
in the following manner by the situation. 
Depuis que sa nature s'affinait, il 
(Etienne) se trouvait blesse davantage par les 
promiscuites du coron . Est-ce qu'on etait des 
betes, pour etre ainsi parque les uns centre 
les autres, au milieu des champs, si entasses, 
qu'on ne pouvait changer de chemise sans mon-
trer son derriere aux voisins. Et comme c'etait 
bon pour la sante, et comme les filles et les 
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gar9ons s 1y pourrissaient forcement ensemblell 
Jean Jaures, founder of the French Socialist Party and 
secular saint and martyr of labor, encountered the same con-
ditions that Zola describes when he came to the Nord in 1902 
(17 years after the publication of Germinal). He was taken 
into a room where a couple and six children lived. One of 
the children was two months old. Pierre Hamp,in his work, 
Les metiers blesses,records what happened on this occasion: 
-Madame, demanda Jean Jaures, a quelle heure 
est-il venu au monde? 
-De bon matin. Il etait six heures. 
Heure ou les enfants n'etant pas a 1 1 ecole 
ou a l'usine, tous avaient assiste dans cette 
chambre a 1 1 accouchement. 
-Merci, Madame, dit Jean Jaures. 
Il sortit. Ceux qui 1 1 accompagnaient virent 
des lar.mes sur son visage. Cette mere avait 
mis au monde en plein jour un enfant devant 
ses autres enfants, avait ete pour eux le 
spectacle d'une creature qui ouvre les jambes 
et pousse des cris. La derniere pudeur etait 
profanee par le taudis. L'homme au grand 
coeur pleurait.2 
These were the crowded living conditions in the Nord which 
Zola saw and wanted to better. Zola's display of immorality 
was not without purpose. We shall requote a few lines which 
emphasize his aims: 
Je n'ai eu qu'un desir, les montrer tels que 
notre societe les fait et soulever une tel 
pitie, un tel cri de justice, que la France 
cesse enfin de se laisser devorer par l'am-
bition d'une poignee de politiciens pour 
1 E. Zola, Germinal (Paris: E. Charpentier, 1952, Reg. 
Edit. No. 410) Vol. I. P• 185. 
2 P. Ramp, Les metiers blesses (Paris: Gallimard, 1946) 
PP• 272-273. 
s'occuper de la sante et de la richesse de 
ses enfants.l 
Unlike our p~esent day western society in which the fe-
male is usually kept under closer surveillance than the male, 
economic circumstances encouraged the families of the corons 
to do just the opposite. The girls were of no financial 
assistance to the family as a female's earnings were hardly 
enough to support herself. So, they were not forbidden to 
roam about, for the sooner they became pregnant, the sooner 
they would marry and leave their families. Concerning the 
miners' unethical views on the early sexual experiences of 
the male and female Zola says: 
Qa (debauchery) ne tirait pas a con-
sequence, on se mariait ensuite, les meres 
seules se fachaient lorsque les gar~ons com-
men~aient trop tot, car un gar~on qui se ma-
riait ne rapportait plus a la famille.2 
Periods of hard times in the corons, such as the periods 
of lay-offs or strikes, also fostered immorality. The food 
stores were controlled by company agents, and in Germinal, 
the company agent in question would only give credit during 
the strike period in exchange for carnal pleasure with the 
miners' wives or daughters. Dire poverty by its very nature 
has often debauched entire sections of countries. When the 
imperative natural exigencies of our body are not satisfied, 
the feelings that are produced impede clear thinking. A 
1 
2 Dictionnaire des oeuvres ••• Vol. II, p. 450. Zola, Germinal ••• p. 112. 
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hungry virgin who has a swollen, air-filled stomach, with all 
its debilitating effects, can hardly concert her efforts on 
the retention of her virtue when the loss of it can serve to 
alleviate her sufferings. Zola, in his lean days, living as a 
Bohemian in Paris wrote, "How they lie, those who pretend (sic) 
that poverty and suffering are the mother of genius! Let them 
but count those whom despair has extinguished or debauched 11 • 1 
Another characteristic that Zola gives to his miners is 
a recalcitrance to armed force. The spirit of submission of 
the miners in Germinal was cast aside when the soldiers 
arrived to occupy the mines. Their arrival stirred the miners 
to violence and revolt . Pierre Hamp, in his work, En passant 
par la Lorraine, compares the reaction of the French and the 
German miners to militarism, and, like Zola, cites the French-
man's disgust for armed force. Hamp says, 11 L1 allemand cherche 
toujours un maitre. La croix gammee c'est le collier; ((~ber 
alles)) c 1 est le sifflet. Quand il l'entend il court. Le 
Fran9ais s'asseoit. Obeir le degoute. 11 2 
Zola treats of the influence of religion and priests on 
miners' lives only briefly, but expresses his views very 
clearly on this matter. His attitude toward the Catholic 
clergy's standpoint in regard to the miners' social ills is 
hardly an objective one, but Germinal is not the only work 
1 M. Josephson, Zola and His Times, (New York: Garden 
City Publishing Company, ~928) p. 68. 
2 P. Hamp , En passant par la Lorraine, (Paris: Gallimard, 
1947) P• 117. 
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in which Zola has shown himself to be anticlerical and in 
many instances anti-Catholic. In so far as the influence of 
the clergy on the miners' lives is concerned, Zola presents 
it as negligible. In Germinal he depicts two clergymen, and 
neither of them is a friend of the miner. One, who favors the 
cause of the mine o1~ers because he fears their power, resem-
bles the cowardly Don Abbondio of Manzoni's I promessi sposi. 
The other is a fanatic who sees the resuscitation of the mili-
tary and temporal power of the Church by the clergy's control 
of the masses. 
These two clerics definitely do not represent the stand 
of the Church in the period in which Zola was writing. In 
the very decade in which Germinal was published, two Papal 
Encyclicals, Humanum Genus and De Rerum Novarum, were read 
from the Catholic pulpits throughout the world. Leo XIII, 
the 11 Pope of Labor 11 , did not publish these encyclicals to 
reinforce or clarify an article of faith or to combat a her-
esy, but to give the official stand of the Church on a social 
question - nrumely the relationship between the employer and 
the employee. In short, the Church was one of the foremost 
socially minded institutions of that time . It was defending 
the interests of the laborer against the exploitation of un-
scrupulous employers in an age where social abuses were little 
controlled. Leo called for an honest day's wage for an honest 
day's work. This was actually the same thing which all the 
Internationals sought , but the Church asked that it be done 
without violent struggle and in the spirit of Christian charity. 
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The contents and the methods proposed for a labor re-
form in the encyclicals of Leo XIII are very idealistic and 
noble but somewhat impractical. They presuppose a non-exis-
tent virtue on the part of the covetous employer, and it can 
be added, many times on the part of the indolent worker. The 
ink was hardly dry on the two cited encyclicals when Zola 
allotted the clergymen in Germinal a role which was far from 
being in accord with the spirit of the Church towards labor. 
Zola has often been accused of producing characters that 
are too brutal to exist in large numbers. But, anyone who 
has spent time in primitive areas which do not partake of the 
benefits of our civilization - education, comfort and leisure, 
cannot help noticing a tendency towards brutality. The in~ 
tensity of the brutality of many savage peoples is often in 
direct proportion to the fierceness of their economic struggle 
and to· the . amount of spiritual and intellectual knowledge 
which they may possess. The pack animal existence of the 
miners depicted in Germinal annihilated the intellectual and 
spiritual qualities that distinguish civilized men from ani-
mals. The characters of Zola are not creations of a sadistic 
mind. They existed and continue to exist today in many areas 
of the world. 
LeMaitre said of Zola 1 s squalid portrayal of the des-
titute, "les peintures de }1 Zola sont outreesn.l 
1 J. LeMa1tre, Les contem orains, etudes et 
litteraires, (Paris: Boivin et Cie. Editeurs, 1903 
LeMaitre 
ortraits 
Vol .. I,p.253· 
did not believe that life was filled with so much bestiality 
and misery nor that it could consist of just the gross mat-
erial . Man is a spiritual and intellectual being . Zola does 
not deny the existence of the intellectual and spiritual 
qualities in man but rather studies the effect of external 
pressures upon these two qualities . Many of the characters 
in Germinal were born in squalor and had only visions of dy-
ing in squalor as did their parents before them. 
In summarizing briefly the principal points of Zola's 
characterization of the miners, the reader notes that there 
is submission counteracted by a violent temper, and a spirit 
of fatalism counteracted by a spirit of revolt . All in all, 
a. pa.rodoxical characterization, but the multiplicity of any 
truly human and natural situation always shows a great deal 
of paradox. The con~sting elements in the miners' charac-
ter provide a perfect field for the sowing of a new social 
doctrine of hope . A social seed of hope was planted in the 
mining region at the time of Germinal, and what this seed 
produced from that time to the present day can be traced very 
clearly in French mining literature . 
The source of Zola's information on the miners is of 
paramount importance in the appraisal of the exactness of 
his characterizations and descriptions . His personal con-
tact with the miners was not a prolonged one . Edmond LePelle-
tier describes in detail Zola 1 s method for writing a work. 
Zola took great pride in his experimental procedure . He 
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would surround himself with abundant documents; he would 
read . newspapers, notices, magazines and documentary works 
concerning the subject about which he was to write. He 
would question in detail the contemporaries of the period 
concerned and would go to the places which were to be the 
setting of his novel. In this manner Zola assembled both 
first and second hand information. His first steps in writ-
ing a novel were more similar to the work of a juge d'in-
struction than that of a novelist. For Germinal, Zola visit-
ed the mines where he descended into the galleries lamp in 
hand. LePelletier says: 
Il remontait du puits connaissant le 
travail souterrain comme un porion; il prou-
vait alors dans Germinal qu 1 il avait ramene, 
du fond des ~aleries, une pleine banneree de 
documents precieux sur 1 1 existence et sur les 
passions du sous-sol.l 
Zola always observed very closely and filled a notebook 
with a myriad of details. In reading Germinal one would 
think that Zola had spent many years in the mines. This 
effect of prolonged personal experience is given in all his 
works. Zola had an extremely acute sense of observation. In 
his above mentioned work, LePelletier tells many incidents 
characteristic of Zola's work methodsr When Zola was plan-
ning his novel, Argent, he was invited to a reception at the 
sumptuous home of M Menier. Throughout the entire reception · 
1 E. LePelletier, Emile Zola, sa vie, son oeuvre, {Paris: 
Societe du Mercure de France, 1908) p. 86. 
Zola paid no attention to the excellent artists present but 
wandered instead through the gilded rooms staring closely 
at the furniture, drapery, rugs, etc. while slyly taking 
notes on the back of his program. The home of Menier became 
the home of Saccard in Argent. 
For the work, Le ventre de Paris, Zola spent many days 
at Les Halles. Before writing La faute de l'Abbe Mouret, 
Zola, the non-believer, spent hours in the church of Sainte 
Marie de Batignolles. The Hotel de Mlle . Valtesse on the 
Boulevard Malesherbes became the home of Nana. His otvn early 
Bohemian days of penury in Paris made up the background of 
L'Assomoir. Similar observations can be made for the doc-
umentation of all of Zola's novels. 
Germinal was based on documents and chronicles dealing 
with miners and on his personal visit to the mines and to the 
miners' living quarters in the Nord. The most recent and most 
thorough study on Zola's itinerary in the mining regions was 
made by M. Francis Loquet in his article,"La documentation geo-
graphique dans Germinal".l M. Loquet studied Zola's stay in 
the mining region carefully and shows how this visit is re-
flected in Germinal. The geography of Germinal is analagous 
to the region around Denain. M. Loquet inserted a map in his 
article showing the similarity of Zola 1 s regional setting with 
that of Denain. In outlining Zola's itinerary, he estimates 
1 F. Loquet, "La documentation geographique dans Ger-
minal", Revue des sciences humaines, (Juillet-Septembre;-!955). 
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that Zola spent three weeks in Denain. During this time he 
visited the mines, the miners• homes and the local estaminets. 
In the aforementioned article, M. Loquet sums up the results 
or Zola 1 s visit to Denain as incorporated into Germinal in 
the rollowing manner: 
Ce que Zola a conserve des souvenirs 
de son voyage, c•est la verite de l'ensemble. 
Il a respecte ce qui raisait 1 1originalite 
du Nord minier. L1 authenticite n 1 est pas 
celle du detail mais celle de l'ambiance du 
cadre, du milieu materiel.l 
Jules Mousseron, miner-poet or Denain,2 in his poem, 
"A Emile Zola", which he read at Medan by special invitation 
or Zola 1 s daughter, also tells us that Zola descended into 
the pits and gives Zola's purpose ror doing so. Mousseron 
writes: 
T1 es v 1nu su m1 sol natal, t•as desquindu a l 1rosse,-
A 1 1ross 1 meme ou j 1 ouvros, chetir hiercheux d 1 quinze ans ••• 
T1 es v•nu dins l'Nord luron, dins 1 1 Nord, puissant colosse, 
Dins 1 1 Nord model' d•ardeur, model' des coeurs vaillantsl 
Pour ecrir 1 Germinal, t 1 as voulu vir eun 1 Mine, 
Dins les intrall's du sol, t 1 as vu mes compagnons 
Qui chuinott•nt in sueur, in s 1 epautrant 1 1 echine 
Sous les roes raboteux, pou saquer du carbon,-
L1 carbon pour el royer du riche et du minape; 
L1 carbon pour 1 1 industrie et ses progres nouviaux 
Qui s 1 artoun 1nt bin souvint su 1 1 dos du pauver diape, 
Malgre que pou c 1 carbon, il a sourrert mill 1 mauxl 
Et t 1as moutre tout cha, Zola, pou raire eclore 
El justic' dins les am1 s, 1 1 amitie dins les coeurs, 
Pou que l'sort du mineur justemint s•ameliore 




Zola, Germinal ••• p. 380. 
Supra, Chapt. ii. 
Mousseron, Dans nos mines de charbon ••• P• 67 • 
The above described personal experiences with mines and 
miners and Zola's careful study of the prevailing environ-
mental circumstances furnished him the material for his 
realistic portrayal of the miners' individual and collective 
lives and problems. 
In Germinal, Zola parades before the reader the misery 
caused by capitalistic abuses. The bulk of the descriptions 
of the miners' living conditions are to be found in the first 
four parts. It is in these four parts that Zola paints the 
picture of the environment; the last three parts are filled 
with the effects of the environment upon the miners' lives. 
This pattern is in keeping with the main theme of the Rougon-
Macquart series which stresses the effect of heredity and en-
vironment on a person or group. 
Zola used many dexterous methods to bring out vividly 
the miserable life of the miners at home and in the mine. In 
part III, chapter IV, the reader witnesses scenes of dire mis-
ery in the miner's home where hunger is the guest of honor. 
Zola describes the penury and misery of the miners with bold 
strokes. Then there is a sudden change. The scene transfers 
abruptly to another home and board- the mine owner's dining 
room. The change is extreme, the contrast effective, the in-
justice apparent and touching. The miners who leave their 
sweat and often their lives in the mines receive hardly enough 
to eke out their lives, while the mine owners, who have put 
only their money into the mines, live in luxury. 
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A short, selected paragraph of a table scene in the 
sumptuous home of a stock-holder will serve to show the vitri-
olic satirical force of Zola in setting up contrasts. One of 
the mine owners has just advanced the theory that the miners• 
dissatisfaction comes from what he terrned the prosperous war 
years. The following conversation results: 
-Quand je songe, cria-t-il, que ces gail-
lards dans nos fosses, pouvaient se faire jus-
qu1a six francs par jour le double de ce qu'ils 
gagnent a presentl Et ils vivaient bien, et ils 
prenaient des gouts de luxe ••• Aujourd1hui, 
naturellement ga leur semble dur, de revenir a 
leur frugalite ancienne. 
-Monsieur Gregoire, interrompit Madame 
Hennebeau, je vous en prie, encore un peu de 
ces truites ••• Elles sont delicates, n 1 est-ce pas?l 
This scene takes place during a strike period in which the 
miners do not even have bread on their tables. 
Zola describes in detail the discomfort and misery of 
mine work. \ihen working the upper galleries of the mine, 
the miner is always cold and wet. When working the lower 
galleries, it is so hot that he has to work semi-nude or com-
pletely nude and in air filled with nocuous gases. The coal 
dust stains his skin and imbeds itself in every fold of flesh. 
The miners have to assume the most uncomfortable of positions 
to work effectively. At the time of the action in Germinal, 
they descended into the mines at dawn and did not come out 
until the day was nearly over. The company paid their men 
by the number of carloads excavated. It was this underpaid 
1 Zola, Germinal ••• Vol. I, PP• 230-231. 
piecework which made the miners work very rapidly and steadi-
ly, every man struggling to earn what was hardly enough to 
keep hLm and his ~amily in food. Zola describes the situa-
tion very aptly in the ~ollowing manner: 
••• ils tapaient plus fort, ils n'avaient 
que l'idee ~ixe de completer un gros nombre 
de berlines. Tout disparaissait dans cette 
rage du gain dispute si rudement. Ils ces-
saient de sentir l'eau qui ruisselait et en-
flait leurs membres , les crampes des atti-
tudes forcees, l'etouffement des tenebres ou 
ils blemissaient ainsi que des plantas mises 
en cave.l 
The returns of this labor at a sustained, rapid pace are re-
vealed patently in a family scene on pay day. Throughout the 
entire world, pay days are always welcomed as days o~ abun-
dance and days o~ security. The pay day scene from Germinal 
quoted below occurred when the coal company decided it was 
paying its already misery laden miners too much and began to 
fine them for dirty coal and improper timbering. La Maheude 
had asked I~eu to buy a bit of meat ~or supper since it was 
pay day: 
De Montsou au coron, Etienne et Maheu 
n•echangerent pas une parole. Lorsque ce der-
nier entra, La Maheude, qui etait seule avec 
les enfants, remarqua tout de suite qu'il 
avait les mains vides. 
-Eh bienJ tu es gentill dit elle. Et mon 
cafe, et mon sucre et la viande? Un morceau 
de veau ne t 1 aurait pas ruine. 
Il ne repondait point, etrangle d'une 
emotion qu'il renfor9ait. ~is , dans ce vi-
sage epais d'homme durci aux travaux des mines, 
il y eut un gonflement de desespoir, et de 
1 Ibid., Vol. I, P• 53. 
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grosses lar.mes creverent des yeux, tom-
berent en pluie chaude. Il s 1 etait abattu 
sur une chaise, il pleurait comme un enfant, 
en jetant les cinquante francs sur la table. 
-Tiensl begaya-t-il, voila ce que je te 
rapporte ••• C1 est notre travail a tous. 
La Maheude regarda Etienne, le vit muet et 
accable. Alors, elle pleure aussi. Comment 
vivre neuf personnes avec cinquante francs 
pour quinze jours? Son aine les avait quittes, 
le vieux ne pouvait plus remuer les jambes: 
c 1 etait la mort bientot. Alzire se jeta au 
cou de sa mere, bouleversee de 1 1 entendre 
pleurer. Estelle hurlait, Lenore et Henri 
sanglotaient. 
Et, du coron entier menta bientot le 
meme cri de misere.l 
To add to the miseries of the miners, there is the 
weather. Zola captures the rigors of the winter climate of 
the Nord remarkably well. Anyone who has been in the Lille 
region during a winter season realizes the effect which the 
sun's absence and the excess of cold, damp weather have on 
a person's disposition. The temperature does not go below 
freezing very often in this region, but the moderate cold 
coupled with dampness is almost unbearable. It is constantly 
foggy and not uncommon to see the sun for only six or seven 
hours in the course of a month . In the winter season the 
landscape and skies assume a dismal dreariness that is per-
haps unparalleled in any part of the world . One has to make 
use of an electric light to read even in the middle of the 
day. The people of this part of France are known for their 
lack of exuberance. The surly nature of many of these people 
1 Ibid., pp. 204-205. 
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is due in part, no doubt , to the weather . When he was there , 
Zola must have felt the effect which the climate had on the 
inhabitants of this region for he makes the dullness of the 
weather an important part of the setting for his story. 
The above mentioned conditions finally were too much 
for the miners. Spurred on by the voice of Etienne and his 
promises of better times , they rose up in rebellion . Their 
usual spirit of submission vanished , and there sprang up a 
spirit of revenge and violenc e . The miner had been pricked 
once too often by the goad of the mine ovmer . The stampede 
began . At first , under Etienne's direction, the miners were 
calm and orderly, but Etienne continued to stir the mob by 
preaching a doctrine of revenge and redemption . The results 
of these speeches coupled with the living conditions were 
fatal . The miners began to move without control . They 
would no longer listen to Etienne and began to rumble on in 
bestial violence against the mine O\vners and against all those 
who were not of the miners' class . They sought revenge 
and justice, but in their seeking of justice for themselves, 
they forgot to give it to others . The ponderous momentum 
of this mob crushed all in its way without distinguishing 
between the guilty and the innocent . This brutal mob of min-
ers carried with it all , the ill effects that insatiable mob 
movements of this type have brought throughout the ages : 
murder , plunder and uncontrolled destruction . Zola portrays 
the miners ' mob strikingly . The fiery spirit of the revolu-
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tion or 189 is evoked in all its glory and terror. 
Zola was in sympathy with the mob and saw justice in 
its ror.mation, but he could not condone its actions once it 
began its destructive march. The following scenes capture 
vividly the violence and the frenzy or the miners on the move: 
Les remmes avaient paru, pres d'un millier 
de femmes, aux chevaux epars, depeignes par 
la course, aux guenilles montrant la peau nue, 
des nudites de femelles lasses d•enranter des 
meurt-de-raim. Quelques-unes tenaient leur 
petit entre les bras, le soulevaient, l'agi-
taient, ainsi qu 1un drapeau de deuil et de 
vengeance. D1 autres, plus jeunes, avec des 
gorges gonflees de guerrieres, brandissaient 
des batons; tandis que les vieilles, affreuses 
hurlaient Si rort, que les Cordes de leurs 
cous dechar.nes semblaient se rompre. Et les 
hommes deboulerent ensuite, deux mille rurieux, 
des galibots, des haveurs, des raccomrnodeurs, 
une masse compacte,qui roulait d'un seul bloc, 
serree, conrondue, au point qu'on ne distin-
guait ni les culottes deteintes, ni les tri-
cots de laine en loques, erfaces dans la m~me 
uniforrnite terreuse. Les yeux brulaient, on 
voyait seulement les trous des bouches noires 
chantant la Marseillaise, dont les strophes 
se perdaient en un mugissement confus, accom-
pagne par le claquement des sabots sur la 
terre dura •••• c•etait la vision rouge de la 
revolution qui les emportait tous, fatalement, 
par une soiree sanglante de cette fin de siecle. 
Oui, un soir, le peuple lache, debride, galo-
perait ainsi sur les chemins: et .il ruissel-
lerait du sang des bourgeois, il promenerait 
des t~tes, il semerait l'or des coffres even-
tres.l 
Although the above quotation gives a rather comprehensive idea 
or Zola's mob portrayal, all the chapters dealing with the 
miners• revolt must be read in order to obtain a true picture 
1 Ibid., Vol. II, PP• 64-66. 
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of the violent spirit that Zola infuses into this unbridled 
human stampede. 
Zola 1 s political and social ideas are expressed through 
his protagonist, Etienne Lantier, a young man of about twenty-
one who comes to the mines wholly indifferent to the exist-
ing social order of the world. While watching a fifteen 
year old girl push coal wagons through the mine, he begins 
to change in his way of thinking. Zola writes: 
Depuis qu'il se trouvait au fond de cet en-
fer, une revolte lente le soulevait. Il re-
garda Catherine resignee l 1 echine basse. Etait-
ce possible qu 1 on se tuat a une si dure be-
sogne, dans ces tenebres mortelles, et qu 1 on 
n'y gagnat meme pas les quelques sous du 
pain quotidienll 
This sight of social injustice planted a seed in Etienne 
which was to germinate and flourish. 
Etienne read the yet undeveloped Socialist ideas of that 
time. The things he read pleased him, and he became filled 
with the fervor of a neophyte. One idea obsessed him, the 
bourgeoisie had to be swept away immediately. He understood 
very little of the multiple Socialist ideas which he had 
read. Nevertheless, he was spurred to action and he came to 
lead a revolt - a revolt to crush the existing Capitalistic 
society of the mining area. But, Etienne like many others 
at his time, did not know just exactly what kind of society 
should replace the old one. Zola expresses Etienne's con-
1 Ibid., Vol. I. ,p. 57. 
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fused state of mind and the reaction of the miners to his 
ideas in the following paragraph: 
Etienne recommen~ait a parler. La 
vieille societe craquait, ~a ne pouvait dur-
er au dela de quelques mois, affir.mait-il 
carrement. Sur les moyens d 1 execution, il se 
montrait plus vague, melant ses lectures, ne 
craignant pas, devant des ignorants, de se 
lancer dans des explications ou il se perdait 
lui-meme ••• Et les Maheu avaient 1 1 air de com-
prendre, approuvaient, acceptaient . les solu-
tions miraculeuses, avec la foi aveugle des 
nouveaux croyants pareils a des chretiens des 
premiers temps de 1 1 Eglise qui attendaient la 
venue d'une societe parfaite, sur le fumier 
du monde antique.l 
With his advancement as the leader of the group, Etienne 
began to take on bourgeois habits . He bought some elegant 
clothes and a fine pair of boots. Personal ambition began 
to bud and then flourish within him. He became more interest-
ed in his ideas and his leadership than in the people whom 
he was leading. Socialistic reformers who lost their ideals 
to personal ambition fill many of the pages of history. 
Etienne talked and the miners were stirred. First came 
an improperly organized strike, then the disorganized, vio-
lent mob marched. It was a mob listening to a preacher as 
he told them of a golden age which was to come . Unfortu-
nately, the mob became impatient to have its share in the 
promised happiness~ Etienne stirred up the miners, then 
watched the results of his vitriolic speeches in terror. He 
could no longer control this mass that was violently demand-
1 Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 189-190. 
ing its rights by plunder and destruction. After seeing the 
results of violence Etienne began to think differently. At 
the conclusion of the novel the following thoughts occur to 
Etienne: 
Et il songeait a present que la violence 
peut-etre ne hatait pas les choses. Des cables 
coupes, des rails arraches, des lampes cassees, 
quelle inutile besognel Cela valait bien la 
peine de galoper a trois mille, en une bande 
devastatricel Vaguement il devinait que la 
legalite, un jour, pouvait etre plus terrible. 
Sa raison murissait, il avait jete la gourme 
de ses rancunes.l 
In the closing pages of Germinal, Zola extols the miners 
for valiantly fighting for social justice. He encourages 
them and portends success for their cause. The existing 
bourgeois social order of the time was on the wane and pro-
perly organized general strikes could bring about its end. 
Zola says: 
1 
Les charbonniers s 1 etaient comptes, ils 
1 
, , 
ava ent essaye leur force, secoue de leur cri 
de justice les ouvriers de la France entiere. 
Aussi leur defaite ne rassurait-elle personne, 
les bourgeois de Montsou, envahis dans leur 
victoire du sourd malaise des lendemains de 
greve, regardaient derriere eux si leur fin 
n•etait pas la quand meme, inevitable, au fond 
de ce grand silence. Ils comprenaient que la 
revolution renaitrait sans cesse, demain peut-
etre, avec la greve generale, l'entente de 
tous les travailleurs ayant des caisses de se-
cours, pouvant tenir pendant des mois, en 
mangeant du pain. Cette fois encore, c•etait 
un coup d'epaule donne a la societe en ruines, 
et ils en avaient entendu le craquement sous 
leurs ~as, et ils sentaient monter d'autres 
jusqu'a ce que le vieil edifice, ebranle, 
Ibid., Vol. II, p. 262. 
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s'effondrat, s'engloutit comme le Voreux, 
coulant a l'abime.l 
We may add that anyone who has read in Germinal the descrip-
tion of the engulfment of the Voreux mine realizes the in-
tense power of Zola's above quoted metaphor. 
At the end of Germinal, Etienne , much wiser because of 
his experiences in the mining basin, leaves the mines to go 
into the outside world to spread his social doctrines of grad-
ual reform rather than violence. As he leaves Montsou, he 
can almost hear the picks of his comrades who are working 
hundreds of meters below his feet. Zola ends his novel with 
the following six lines: 
Aux rayons enflammes de 1 1 astre, par cette 
matinee de jeunesse, c 1 etait de cette rumeur 
que la campagne etait grosse. Des hommes pous-
saient, une ar.mee noire, vengeresse, qui germait 
lentement dans les sillons, grandissant pour 
les recoltes du siecle futur, et dont la ger-
mination allait faire bientot eclater la terre.2 
The above quotation gives us the key to the title Germinal. 
Zola tells us that a social seed has been planted, and it 
has to grow naturally and gradually. Just as it is not the 
nature of a plant to germinate and flourish in a day, so it 
is not the nature of a healthy social movement to spring up 
and flourish without gradual development and maturation. 
Zola, in Germinal, is one of the staunchest defenders the 
exploited miners have ever had. He shows the many abuses of 
1 
2 
Ibid., Vol. II, P• 261. 
Ibid., Vol. II, P• 263. 
Capitalism and has much to say about Socialistic reforms and 
how they should be brought about . Germinal is both an ex-
cellent social treatise and a very fine novel . Zola wrote 
this work shortly after Socialism as a political party had 
come into existence in France . The principal question of the 
time was how to bring about the reforms advanced by this eco-
nomic popular movement . The Socialist party made its appear-
ance when a strong need for social reform was felt. The Vati-
can was issuing Papal Encyclicals in favor of an idealistic 
social order based on Christian principles . Anarchists were 
throwing bombs wantonly into cafes in the hope of terrorizing 
humanity and forcing it to effect a quick change . Communists 
were scheming new revolutions upon which to rebuild a better 
world, and Socialists dreamed of a social evolution that would 
produce a utopia. 
Zola also felt this need for a social change, but as in 
the case of other moderate Socialists, he wanted it to come 
about gradually and in a practical manner. Like Montaigne 
three centuries before him, he saw the evil that social up -
heavals bring with them. The damage caused in the course of 
a rebellion often outweighs the good which the movement brings 
about. To express his social beliefs Zola leads his protago-
nist, Etienne Lantier, through a social maze. Etienne emerges 
from this Milesian social expedition as a moderate Socialist . 
He is the symbol of the birth, childhood and growth of 
Socialism. He reflects all its mistakes and its possibilities 
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for future greatness. 
In Germinal, Zola expresses firmly his belief that with 
time the miners would ~triumph in their social struggle. In 
the seventy odd years that have elapsed since the writing of 
this novel, the miners have won their fight, and moderate 
Socialism, which appealed so strongly to Zola, is the ruling 
system in France. Time has proven that Zola's faith in the 
courage and heroism of the miners was not misplaced. They 
have always led the fight for social justice in France. It 
was their strikes and protests that helped raise the living 
standard. of_ the workers throughout all France. 
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Chapter IX 
MINING IN TWO POPULAR DIDACTIC NOVELS 
After Telemaque and Emile, perhaps the two best known 
novels in France of this same didactic nature are Le tour de 
France par deux enfantsl of Mme . Alfred Fouillee and Sans 
famille2 of Hector Malot. Both these novels have the same 
kind of general framework. The protagonists are boys who do 
not have a family and tour France. The didactic element is 
presented by the authors through the various experiences which 
the young heroes have on their journeys. 
The purpose of Mme , Fouillee 1 s work is to give young 
people a better knowledge of their country 1 s geography, his-
tory, civics, industrial and commercial economy, etc. In 
her preface to Le tour de France par deux enfants, the author 
says in expressing the educative purpose of her novel: 
En groupant aussi toutes les connaissances 
morales et civiques autour de 1 1 idee de France, 
nous avons voulu presenter aux enfants la pa-
trie sous ses traits les plus nobles et la leur 
montrer grande par 1 1 honneur, par le travail, 
par le respect profond du devoir et de la jus-
tice . 3 
The circulation of these two novels has been very great 
in France . They are national classics for the youth. In 
June 1952 Le tour de France par deux enfants had its four 
1 First edition 1886. 
2 Idem. 1878. 
3 A. Fouillee, (Pseud. G. Bruno), Le tour de France ~ar 
deux enfants, (Paris: Librairie Classique hugene Belin, 19 2, 
407th ed.) p. 3. 
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hundred and seventh edition. It is rather difficult to deter-
mine the number of editions that Sans famille has had because 
of the many companies that have published it. Its popularity, 
however, more or less parallels that of Le tour de France 
par deux enfants. The fact that there are fourteen editions 
of Sans famille in the Bibliotheque Nationale is rather in-
dicative of its popularity . 
There is a great difference in the importance of the 
role which mining plays in these two books. Mme . Fouillee, 
in having her two orphans tour France, brings them through 
the Nord and the mining basin. On their trip throughout all 
France, the two boys come into contact with many trades. The 
author describes the various trades thoroughly. When they are 
on a farm, for example, the milking, churning, plowing, etc., 
are presented in detail. The same is done with all the other 
trades treated in this work. However, when the boys visit 
the mining region, Mme Fouillee has very little to say. The 
chapter dealing with mining {Chapter LI) begins with the boys 
touring the steel works of Creusot. In fourteen lines ~~e . 
Fouillee then goes on to treat of both the surface set-up of 
a mine and the work in the pits. 
There have been no published biographies written on Mme . 
Fouillee other than those found in encyclopedias. In these 
biographies there are no references to any contact that she 
may have had with mines or miners. However , since she has 
so little to write about the coal industry when she writes 
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so much about other occupations which are less important and 
less interesting, one can possibly conclude that she had 
little or no knowledge of coal mining. 
It is very much to the contrary in Sans famille. Five 
of the most interesting and exciting chapters are devoted to 
mining. The mining episodes in this work are very well writ-
ten, especially the episode of the mine inundation. It is 
fast moving and full of suspense. Although Sans famille, 
like Le tour de France par deux enfants, is a didactic novel, 
unlike the latter, its lessons are well integrated with the 
fictional element of the work. The principle of compressed 
air is explained in the middle of the exciting chapters on the 
inundation, and yet it is completely unobtrusive. The geo-
logical history and phenomenon of coal formation and the tech-
nical aspect of mining are given in detail, but all is ex-
plained simply so as to make it understandable to any intelli-
gent youth. It is easy to imagine the youth of France avidly 
devouring the contents of this novel. 
The writer was unable to discover any actual contact 
which ~~lot may have had with mines during his lifetime. In 
his work, Le roman de mes romans, he gives the origin of his 
inspiration for most of his other novels, but when it comes 
to Sans famille, he merely treats of the difficulties that 
he had with his publishing house and how the first part of 
this work was lost during the Franco-Prussian War and had to 
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be rewritten.l However, upon reading the book, one can see 
that he must have visited the mining areas as he describes 
perfectly both the surface and the underground work of the 
mines. Nothing short of plagiarism could have enabled him 
to go into such picturesque and accurate detail if he had not 
actually visited the mines. 
11alot chose the mining town ofVarses for his setting. 
His choice is rather a unique one. The bulk of France's mine 
industry is located in the Nord and on the Franco-German bor-
der. However there are a few very small mining basins in the 
Midi. V~s is located in one of these. 
Malot gives a very vivid description of the town of 
Varses shrouded in coal dust and trembling with industrial 
palsy. This pattern of portraying the dismal aspect which 
the traveler encounters upon approaching a mining region has 
been followed by almost all the authors of mining novels from 
Elie Berthet to Albert Cremieux. The dismal appearance of 
these regions immediately strikes all visitors. An individ-
ual study can well be made on the descriptions of mining 
cities which start most mining novels. The following are 
Malot's impressions on the mining town of Varses: 
••• ce n 1 est point une belle ville, ni propre, 
ni reguliere; les wagons charges de mineraux 
de fer ou de houille qui circulent du matin 
au soir sur des rails au milieu des rues se-
ment continuellement une poussiere rouge et 
1 H. Malot, Le roman de mes romans, (Paris: Ernest 
Flammarion Editeur, 1896) PP• 128-41. 
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noire qui, par les jours de pluie, forme une 
boue liquide et profonde comme la fange d 1un 
marais; ' par les jours de soleil et de vent, 
ce sont au contraire des tourbillons aveu-
glants qui roulent et s 1 elevent au-dessus de 
la ville. Du haut en bas, les maisons sont 
noires, noire par la boue et la poussiere, qui 
de larue monte jusqu 1 a leurs toitsl Noires 
par la fumee des fours et des fourneaux qui 
de leurs toits descend jusqu 1 a la rue; tout 
est noir, le sol, le ciel et jusqu'aux eaux 
qui roule la Divonne. Et cependant les gens 
qui circulent dans la rue sont encore plus 
noir que ce qui les entoure: les chevaux noirs, 
les voitures noires, les feuilles des arbres 
noires; c 1 est a croire qu 1un nuage de suie s 1 est 
abattu pendant une journee sur la ville ou 
qu 1une inondation de bitume l'a recouverte jus-
qu1au sommet des toits ••• audessus de la tete 
des ponts volants, des courroies, des arbres de 
transmission qui tournent avec des ronflements 
assourdissants; les vastes batiments pres des-
quels on passe tremblent jusque dans leurs 
fondations ••• 1 
Malot depicts the miners in a very favorable light. He 
speaks of their frank, friendly manner and praises their cour-
age and charity in times of disaster. Malot, however, does 
not seem very sympathetic toward the miners ' wives. He de-
scribes them as being quite lazy, saying that they are not 
used to working while their husbands are in the pits . They 
clean their homes rapidly then visit each other for hours. 
When supper time arrives they do not have a meal prepared, so 
they run to the delicatessen and buy cold-cuts. 
As for Malot's social views, very little can be said. 
Sans famille does not have a social axe to grind. In fact, 
when Malot speaks of the mining establishment in Varses, it 
1 H. Malot, Sans famille, (Paris: Hachette, 1951) pp.5-6. 
is like reading the prospectus of a mining company looking 
for 1--rorkers. He speaks of the HOnderful mining company co-
operative stores where the miner can find all that he needs 
at a very low price. Malot does not mention, however, that in 
his day these stores were often used by the mining companies 
to vindicate themselves for pay raises which the miners ex-
acted from them through strikes. Usually as the pays were 
raised so 'tvere the prices in these mining company stores. The 
miner would not actually benefit at all from his pay raise. 
Malot's optimistic attitude toward the economic and social con-
ditions in the mines can perhaps be explained by the fact that 
he was writing for the youth of France, a group at the idealis-
tic period of life. Disillusionment is a by-product of age. 
So, we see that Malot's picture of the miners and the 
mining region is very pleasant and optimistic. His descrip-
tions of the miners' work and of the general external appear-
ance of Varses is vivid and detailed. Sans famille is an 
excellent book for French youth, but, in general, it can be 
considered a poor reflection of the true social situation that 
existed in the mining region. Malot was interested in pro-
ducing a novel dealing with geography and natural science in-
stead of a social novel such as Zola's Germinal. 
Chapter X 
PIERRE HA!VIP 
The most thorough coverage of miners and mining in 
French literature is to be found in the works of Pierre Hamp. 
Hamp is one of France's best known present day writers. His 
numerous books have had an average of about ten editions each. 
This author's life can hardly be considered an easy one. His 
early economic struggles are related in his autobiography, Mes 
metiers, first published in 1929. He began earning his living 
at a very early age as an apprentice pastry cook. He refers 
to this period as his basement existence and writes of how he 
longed for air.l Since pastry cooking was not to his liking, 
he left this job and became a railroad worker. He was assigned 
to the Nord and there had his first contact with the miners 
about whom he was to write so much. He then entered engineer-
ing school and served his apprenticeship in the mines of the 
Saar. After this apprenticeship he spent fifteen years in the 
mines of the Nord. 
Hamp received an influence from Zola both in his docu-
mentary manner of writing and in his political beliefs. Hamp 
himself tells us that his first interest in politics was in-
spired by Zola 1 s J'accuse.l 
Pierre Hamp 1 s works can best be summed up as a literary 
1 P. Hamp, Mas metiers, (Paris: Gallimard, 1943, 4th ed.) 
P• 297 • 
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monument to the glorification of labor. In his novels, the 
plot is secondary to the realistic descriptions of the workers 
and their occupations. Hamp wrote three works dealing with 
mining - En passant par la Lorraine, Gueules noires, and Glllck 
~· The first two are documentary, popular social treatises 
on the life and problems of the Saar mining area while the 
last is a novel. Hamp treats of the miner and his problems in 
detail in these works. GlHck auf1 is, to our knowledge, the 
only French mining novel that deals with the miners of the 
Saar mining basin instead of those of the mining basin of the 
Nord. The entire tenor of the mining novel is changed with the 
change of region. The Saar mining basin is more prosperous 
than that of the Nord and a different major problem arises 
there - the enmity between the German and the French miners . 
Ramp blames the Germans for the feeling of antagonism 
which exists between these two peoples. He notes it as being 
especially strong in the frontier region. He says, "Il n 1y 
a pas de ville plus allemande que le Saar ni plus fran~aise 
que la Lorraine".l In the German schools of the Saar, where 
the classrooms are filled with both German and French children, 
he tells us that the teachers make the pupils sing "Deutsch-
land ftber alles 11 , while in the mixed classrooms of the French 
schools, all the children learn La Fontaine and other non-
national poetry. 
1 P. Hamp, Glllck aufl (Paris: Gallimard, 1934, lOth ed.) 
P• 126. 
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According to Hamp, the German clergy is also to blame 
for much of the antagonism between the miners. Their nation-
alistic preachings encourage animosity between the Germans 
and the French. In Gl~ck aufl the mine foreman, Stoeffer, a 
Saarite of German descent who became a French citizen when 
France took over his region after the First World War, goes to 
the Prussian priest, Sauder, for confession. He is informed 
that there are churches and priests in France for Frenchmen. 
Contrary to the attitude of universalism which prevails in 
the Catholic Church, Father Sauder says to Stoeffer, "J'es-
pere que vous n 1 avez pas la pretention d 1 entrer a 1 1 eglise. 
Elle est allemande." 1 
In the Saar, the clergy inter£eres with the miners' 
political life. The Saar is an extremely Catholic region. 
In En passant par la Lorraine, Hamp presents the clergy as 
disrupting the homes of the miners who do not agree with its 
conservative politics. The priests have the Socialists as 
one of their prime targets. Hamp writes as follows on this 
matter: 
1 
Aux femmes des mineurs socialists des 
pretres sarrois ont dit: 
((Vous ne serez pas absoutes et portees en 
terre chretienne si vos maris restent revolu-
tionnaires. )) 
Representez-vous ce que peut etre une mai-
son ou l 1 homme, en rentrant du travail subit les 
pleurs de la femme. Des menages passerent la 
frontiere et a11erent communier en Lorraine. 
Ibid., p. 118. 
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Le pretre fran9ais ne posait aucune condi-
tion . l 
Hamp points out that, in spite of nationalistic enmity, 
there is one place where both the Germans and the French are 
in perfect concord - when they are working in the mine. The 
men of these two nations go about their work in perfect soli-
darity . The author once again is taking the opportunity to 
glorify labor . It is common work and not religion or inter-
national, political preaching which unites these men of two 
traditionally enemy nations - "Si l 1 on pouvait faire Europe 
co, e on fait son m~tier."2 
Ramp's characterization of the miner and his views on 
the effect that mining has on the miner's character are unique. 
All the novelists since the time of Zola have stressed the 
brutifying effect of the miner ' s work . Hamp takes an opposite 
viewpoint . He finds the solitude of the mine conducive to 
thought . He characterizes the miner in the following manner : 
Audace et prudence, h~ro!sme et calcul, rende-
ment et fatigue , politique et corporatisme, les 
suJets de r~flexion abondent dans cette biblio-
theque d ' hommes dont les galeries sont les ray-
ons portant des ouvrages non d ' encre et de pa-
pier mais de chair et de sang . Quelle chambre 
aux volets clos vaut pour la meditation le bure 
aux parois invisibles . Un tres dur m~tier, 9a 
peut etre un repos de conscience.3 
In Gueules noires , Hamp truly treats extensively the 
1 P. Hamp , En passant par la Lorraine, (Paris : Gallimard, 
1947 , 12th ed . ) p . 121. 
2 Ibid . , p . 115. 
3 Ibid . , P• 114. 
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character of the miner. Besides writing of the fortitude 
and heroism of the miners in their work, he also considers 
their pastimes. The miners' principal sports are shot-put, 
javelin throwing and archery. They are inclined strongly 
toward music. It may be well to note that in all France 
there are twenty-six conservatories of music and six of them 
are in the Nord at Lille, Douai, Roubaix, Tourcoing, Valen-
ciennes and Cambrai. The miners of Lens and Douai are f~m-
ous for their choral groups. These men, by the nature of 
their work which calls for regimentation and cooperation, 
are used to united action with their fellow man. Ramp writes 
concerning this trait: 
Vieux pays de foule ou nul ne peut rien faire 
seul. L'homme doit entrer dans un groupe 
contre un autre groupe . On s'unit contre des 
opposants egalement unis. Des enfants aussi-
tot sortis des maisons s'assemblent . l 
Ramp tells us that the Saar mining basin is richer eco-
nomically than the mining basin of the Nord. It also does not 
present such a dismal physical aspect as the Nord mining region. 
The author mentions in GlHck aufl that in the Saar one has 
only to go a short distance to find the ugliness of the mines 
hidden by the deep forests.2 The weather is also much 
more pleasant in the Alsace Lorraine region than in the Nord 
where cloudy weather prevails. Better pay, good climatic 
conditions and the beautiful countryside make for pleas-
1 P. Ramp, Gueules noires, (Paris: Gallimard, 2nd ed., 
1946) P • 84. 
2 Hamp, GlHck aufl ••• P• 60 . 
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ant living conditions for the miners in the Saar region. 
As is to be expected, Hamp 1 s economic picture of the 
Saar mining region is more pleasant than that presented in 
the novels treating of the Nord mining basin. A quotation 
from a section of En passant par la Lorraine in which Ramp 
gives his opinion on the reason for the scarcity of labor 
in the Lorraine mines will serve to show that he no longer 
considers the economic question the grave question in the 
miners' lives . This quotation also illustrates the many eco-
nomic benefits which the miners of the Saar basin receive : 
Nous manquons de main d'oeuvre parce que 
nous manquons de joie... Les briques ne suf-
fisent pas. Il faut la joie. Entasser au m~me 
endroit de gens d'un m~me metier ne leur fait 
pas une vie heureuse. Nous -concevons pour eux 
un bonheur trop mathematique . 
Loyer modique pour un logement spacieux, 
four.niture a bon marche des vivres de la Coopera-
tive. La Mine organise tout et elle est la 
victime de son systeme qui n•est que de l 1 eco-
nomie alors qu'il faut de l'humanite . Regardez 
ces to;ts rou~es , cet agreable ali~ement de , 
la Cite ouvriere . Dans cet ordre regne un de-
sordre : l'ennui. La Cooperative baisse les . 
prix mais detruit la sociabilite. Le petit 
commerce est une plus agreable civilisation. 
Nous raisons trop d'administration, de sorte que 
les gens n'ont plus rien a dire. La bouchere , 
l a cremiere , la modiste sont des attraits. Leur 
devanture orne la rue et leur conversation rompt 
l'ennui. C'est par besoin de sociabilite que 
nos mineurs vendent aux debitants a quarante-
cinq francs le litre de vin que nous leur don-
nons a quinze mais vont le boire au comptoir a 
autant le verre. Nous n•avons pas la vie totale 
mais seulement celle du metier et cela ecarte 
l e recrutement. 
Nous croyons avoir fini quand nous avons 
construit la Cite . L'architecte n'a pas le 
dernier mot. Il faut le pr~tre , l'instituteur, 
le dancing, le bistro , la musique, les ter-
rains de jeux, le multiple commerce, des bou-
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tiques, dans lesquelles les femmes parlent. 
Alors la Cite ouvriere devient la ville. 
L'Humanite domine la Mathematique et tout 
est sauve.l 
There is a great difference between the social problems con-
sidered above and the social problems of the miners in Ger-
minal, which was written fifty years before En passant par 
la Lorraine.2 
In Gl~ck aufl, Pierre Hamp treats mining methods in de-
tail but does so in a very interesting manner. He becomes 
quite technical in many parts of this book, but his descrip-
tions of the particular work in question are devoid of the 
wordiness found in so many other mining novelists when deal-
ing with the different manoeuvres of coal extraction. Hamp 
praises the miners and shows all that coal has done for civi-
lization. He calls mining, "un metier ou on a besoin des 
ames de bravoure et de tendresse."3 
Hamp often stresses the dangerous nature of mining as 
an occupation. He writes, "La navigation a ete le premier 
grand metier perilleux. Ensuite la mine. Aller sur mer, 
aller sous terre, deux hardiesses."4 Many authors before 
Hamp have made a similar comparison of these two dangerous 
occupations. 
Hamp also considers mining as the most difficult occupa-





Ramp, En passant ••• P• 351. 
Supra, Chap. viii, PP• 75-99. 
Ramp, Gueules noires ••• P• 32. 
Ibid., p. 12. 
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occupation. The French are no longer willing to mine. Fif-
ty-nine percent of the men in the pits are foreigners. Ramp 
points out that now that the large recruitment from Central 
Europe, Poles and Czechoslovakians, is cut off, the only na-
tion still sending miners is Italy. The conditions in the 
mines must be improved to a maximum if the French want these 
men to stay. 
Hamp's mining works add up to the following: a good 
characterization of the miners, a thorough description of 
their work and living conditions, a treatment of their social, 
political and religious problems, and a picture of their eco-
nomic conditions, in short, a complete picture of the miner 
and his problems. It must also be stressed that Ramp con-
stantly praises the industriousness of the miners and points 
out the prominent place that labor plays today in our society. 
We shall end this chapter 1dth the closing paragraph of Les 
metiers blesses to illustrate the importance which Ramp gives 
to labor: 
La plus grande force de ce temps est· la 
force ouvriere. C'est par elle que le monde 
change. La transformation des societas n'est 
plus due a la prediction d'un homme -mais a la 
pesee des foules au travail. L'humanite refait 
son arne plus avec ses mains qu 1 avec sa pensee. 
Par la force ouvriere, les hommes fraternisent 
a travers le monde mieux que par la force reli-
gieuse. Il ne peut plus y avoir de salut hors 
le travail. La nation qui lui laisse l'alcool, 
le taudis, est comme celle qui enivrerait son 
messie. Le vieux profit a assez fouette, cru-
cifie et fait crever, de l'esclave au salaire, 
ceux qui portaient la dure peine de nourir le 
monde. Nous serons sauves quand nous aurons 
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compris, apres deux mille ans d'hesitation 
que la plus pure grandeur de l'homme est de 
semer l e ble et de tenir l'outil.l 
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l P. Ramp , Les metiers blesses, (Paris: Gallimard, 2nd edi-
tion, 194.6) P• 334. 
Chapter XI 
ANDflt STIL: A YOUNG COMNUNIST IS HEARD 
I wil.l bring you out from under the burdens of the Egyp-
tians 
And I will rid you of their bondage. 
- Exodus, Chapter 6, Verse 6. 
And that ye may prolong your days in the land which the 
Lord S11\Tore unto your fathers to give unto them and to 
their seed, a land that floweth with milk and honey . 
-Deuteronomy, Chapter 11, Verse 9. 
On entering France, the Communist movement looked for 
the most fertile soil which would grow plants of dreams and 
promises. The Nord mining region proved to be a perfect area 
for their Messianic preachings. In many countries, including 
our own, the most oppressed and exploited workers were the 
miners. The desperate French miners readily embraced the 
Communist doctrines of hope . 
The army that gathers around the banners of Communism 
is very often similar to the people that gathered around Jesus. 
They are the poor and the oppressed. But the preachings of 
the Communist orators are very different from the sermons of 
Christ and his disciples . The early Christians preached uni-
versal brotherhood. The Communists preach brotherhood with 
a strange twist. In France their speeches often ring with 
cries of 11fraternite~ but before the orator finishes, senti-
ments of "A bas l 1Amerique" and "Mort aux Capitalistes 11 are 
heard. Who is their brother? Evidently not the Samaritans. 
Let us examine carefully the economic situation as it 
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actually is today in the mining region of the Nord, before we 
can proceed to its consideration by contemporary writers. The 
miners have made considerable progress toward social better-
ment in the period with which this thesis deals. From the 
point of view of working hours, before 1848 a working day was 
fifteen hours. In 1848 daily working hours were established 
at twelve, in 1892 at ten, in 1919 at eight, and since 1937, 
the miners have had a seven and a half hour day. Every miner 
is entitled to three weeks vacation a year with pay, and be-
sides his regular pay, he receives an additional six thousand 
francs and a railroad reduction of thirty per cent for vaca-
tion travel. These extra allowances are sufficient to pay 
the expenses of a miner and his wife for six hundred and fifty 
kilometers of travel on their vacation. 
The progress made in salaries has also been very great. 
To compare with any effect the wage of a miner in 1900 to his 
wage today would be quite difficult because of the difference 
in the value of the franc and the great variation in living 
costs. The most effective way of describing the miner's eco-
nomic standing is by comparing his present day salary to that 
of workers in other industries. The average factory worker 
in France earns from 30,000 to 40,000 francs per month. The 
average miner's cash earnings are approximately 50,000 francs 
per month. The miner further receives free lodging in a min-
ing cite or coron. These housing projects are often better 
than the average laborer's home. Free coal is supplied to 
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the miner for heating purpose~- and he can buy in cooperative 
stores where prices are cheaper than in private establish-
ments. Most of the miners are also given a small piece of 
land for their own use. The writer has seen these plots 
filled with flowers. The fact that miners are growing flow -
ers rather than vegetables is quite indicative of their liv-
ing standard today. One can hardly imagine the Maheus in 
Zola's Germinal competing with their neighbors in cultivating 
flowers. 
Miners' medical bills are covered by a generous socialized 
medicine law. All medical attention is free and miners pay 
only thirty francs (nine cents) for any prescription they 
have filled no matter what the market cost of the prescrip -
tion is. The miners also have a free rest house outside of 
Cannes to which they can go when they are ill . Fortuitously 
enough, this miners' r est home is near the twenty-eight mil-
lion franc villa of Maurice Thorez, ex-chief of the Communist 
party and a son of the Nord . 
The miners' major benefits discussed above, free rent, 
coal, medical care and vacation allowances add up to a mini-
mum of ten thousand francs per month. On adding this ten 
thousand francs to the miner's salary of fifty thousand, we 
have a total of sixty thousand francs per month as the miner's 
average salary. His relative economic position in regard to 
his fellow workers can be seen clearly by examining the figures 
of a recent survey taken by the Institut Fran~ais d 1 0pinion 
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Publique at the request of the magazines Realite and Cegos . 
The latter is a journal which concerns itself with the study 
and modernization of work methods . The two charts reproduced 
belm-1 which treat of wages and hours show the miner 1 s posi-
tion on the economic scale of laborers in France : 
BUDGET MENSUEL TOTAL DES OUVRIERS FRAN9AIS 
Moins de 20 , 000 francs •••• • ••• 8% 
21. 000 ' 30. 000 II •• • ••• ••29% 79% a 31 . 000 ' 40 . 000 II ........ 24% a 
41. 000 ' 50 . 000 II •••••• • • 18% a 
51 . 000 ' 60. 000 II •••••••• 10% a 
61 . 000 ' 70 . 000 II • . • • • • • • 6% a 
71 . 000 ' 80. 000 II • • • . • . • • 2% 21% a 
81 . 000 a 9o . ooo II 1% . . . . . . . . 
91 . 000 et plus II 2% 1 • • • • • • • • 
HEURES PAR SE11AINE DES OUVRIERS FRAN2AIS 
Moins de 30 heures •••••••••••• 1% 
31 ' 35 II • • • • • • . • • • • • 2% a 43% 36 a 4o 11 ....•.•..... ~2% 
41 a 45 II •••• •• • ••• • • 28%' 
46 a. 5o tf ••••••••••• · l.tl+% 57% Plus de 50 II ••••••••••• • 13% 2 
From the above charts v.re see that the miner fits into 
the bracket of the highest paid workers of the upper twenty-
one percent and at the same time into the category of the 
r orty-three percent who work the least number of hours . 
The above facts and figures show that the living standard 
1 
2 
Realite , No . 65 (April , 1956) p . 8 . 
Ibid., P• 10. 
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of the miner is much higher than that of the average laborer. 
Why then are there so many Communists in the Nord mining re-
gion? The answer to this question is multiple. The nucleus 
of Communism sprang up in this region in the days when capi-
talistic abuses were strong, but today the Communists are 
losing strength to the Socialists in the mining basin because 
of the better working conditions which the Socialist govern-
ment has given the miner. There are many North Africans work-
ing in the mines. The North Africans, who are the targets of 
French prejudice, are perfect preys for the Communists as are 
many of the Negroes in the United States. The miner imagines 
that he can obtain through Communism a more leisurely and 
better paid life,perhaps similar to that of the American miner. 
He forgets that he is living in a relatively poor country and 
that his standard of living is high compared to the other 
French laborers. There are two types of miners - professional 
miners and those who come to the mines to work a few years 
in order to hoard some money from the high salary paid them. 
There are many of the latter, and they are dissatisfied with 
the work. Mining , although highly paid , is hard,manual labor 
and the mechanized civilization of the twentieth century has 
shown no great fondness for this type of work. It should 
also be kept in mind that Jacques Duclos, the present leader 
of the Communist party now that Thorez is inactive, was a 
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miner, and that Andre Stil, editor of L1 Humanite,l comes 
from a mining family of the Nord. It is only natural for 
the miners to feel that someone of their own occupation on 
becoming a member of the government would not forget his 
fellow workers and would try to enact laws in their favor. 
The relatively high standard of living described above 
which exists in the mining region was brought about with very 
little violence. Yet, even today, the Communist leaders are 
constantly trying to stir the miners to violent demonstrations. 
The Communists of France are not pure and simple Fabian ideal-
ists nor are they loyal Frenchmen. In the homes of some of 
the militant Communist miners, the writer has seen pictures 
of Lenin, Stalin and many of the contemporary rulers of Russia. 
Hardly ever has he seen pictures of Thorez ~d Duclos. It 
seems strange that a large segment of a people who have always 
been considered as the world's greatest political thinkers 
should want to emulate the political policies and beliefs of 
a foreign power. But, perhaps this is an indication of the 
type of Frenchman who has adhered to Soviet Communism. Stil 
said in a speech entitled 111'-laziers, la chance de ma vie 11 , 
delivered on April 24, 19.50, "L'amour de la France n'exclut 
pas mais exige 1 1 attachement inconditionne,sans reserve, a 
la cause de 1 1 Union Sovietique, l'inebranlable confiance en 
1 L'Humanite is the Communist party newspaper of Paris. 
In 19.56, before the Hungarian crisis, it had a circulation 
of approximately 180,000 daily edition and 400,000 Sunday 
edition. 
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Staline."l Stil should be reminded of the well known words 
of Scripture - "No man can serve two masters" - especially 
two masters who are so different. 
Since the Communists make up such a large part of the 
population of France, it is only natural that they should be 
reflected in her literature. They have their own publishing 
company called Les Editeurs Fran9ais Reunis. Some of the 
most popular Communist writers of France are Aragon, Abraham, 
Courtade, Monmousseau, Sadoveanu, Saxton, Eluard, and Stil. 
The question as to whether or not these Communist writers 
will leave anything of value to French literature will be 
discussed briefly later in this chapter. 
Having considered the economic and political situation 
in the Nord , let us now turn to the Communist writer to be 
treated in this chapter. Andre Stil is editor-in-chief of 
L'Humanite, a member of the Central Committee of the French 
Communist party and after Thorez and Duclos, France's third 
most prominent Communist. Stil was born in Hergnies, a town 
in the mining basin of the Nord, on April 1, 1921. His fam-
ily is a mining family, and Nr . Stil told the author in an 
interview2 that some of the characters in his novel, Le mot 
mineur, camarades, are his relatives. Stil himself was not a 
miner. He taught philosophy for a few years then gave up 
1 A. Stil, Vers le realisme socialiste, (Paris: Editions 
de la Nouvelle Critique, 1952) P• 28. 
2 Interview with }~ . A. Stil, March 10, 1956. 
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teaching to become Secretaire General of the Liberte.l In 
1949 Le mot mineur, camarades was published and Stil was made 
editor-in-chief of the Paris daily, Ce Soir. In 1950 a col-
lection of short stories, La Seine a pris la mer, was pub-
lished. In April of this same year he was made a member of 
the Comi te Cent,ral of the French Communist party, and in May 
at 29 years of age, he became editor-in-chief of L'Humanite. 
In }~ch 1952, Stil received the Stalin prize for literature. 
He was the first non-Russian Communist ever to receive this 
prize. Later in this same year, Stil was arrested and im-
prisoned with Jacques Duclos for sabotaging the French cause 
in Indo-China. 
Although never a miner himself, Stil has descended into 
the mines as a visitor many times. In the course of his life-
time, he has spent a great deal of time among the miners. 
He was in the Nord stirring up the miners during the big min-
ing strikes of 1947 and 1948. He told the writer that he 
has always been well received by the miners and accepted as 
one of them due to the fact that he was born into a mining 
family. 
As is to be expected, the constant contact that Stil 
has had with the miners, because of his upbringing and party 
affiliations, shows itself in his writings. Le mot mineur, 
camarades is a novel based entirely on miners. In Stil's 
work, La Seine a pris la mer et six autres histoires pour la 
1 Liberte, published in Lille, is the Communist paper 
of the Nord. 
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paix, two of the short stories, 11 Le pont de la Renaissance", 
and "La lec;on de franc;ais", deal with miners. He did not 
forget his people of the Nord. 
Be£ore considering the social aspect of Stil's works, 
we should like to make a brief comment of a stylistic nature. 
Although social, Stil's novel and short stories possess a 
strong poetical element. In his works, there are many vivid 
and poetically picturesque metaphors. There is absolutely 
no doubt that Stil is grinding an axe, but his style is that 
of a very sensitive poet rather than a writer of a social 
treatise. 
In Le mot mineur, camarades Stil is the harbinger of a 
new age. The age of the nobles, clergy and bourgeoisie has 
passed. With the fall of the outstanding representative fig-
ures of the past, the noble and clergy of the Medieval days 
and the bourgeois from the late Renaissance to the 19th cen-
tury, the age now belongs to the proletariat, and the person-
nage representatif amongst the proletariat is the militant 
Communist party worker. Stil further tells us that the out-
standing members of the proletariat are developing especially 
in the mining areas. He writes, "Le bassin minier, c 1 est un 
immense loupe, ou l'on regarde agrandi, en pleine lumiere, 
l'homme d 1 aujourd 1hui".l 
Who is the hero of today and what is he like? Stil 
l A.Stil, Le mot mineur, camarades, (Paris: Les Editeurs 
Franc;ais Reunis, 19S2) p . 160. 
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answers this question clearly by selecting typical miners of 
the Communist Party and describing them in detail. The mi-
nute characterization of a miner, Jerome, is especially used 
to depict the aims and activities of the Party. Stil gives 
us a physical picture of Jerome with a display of wounds re-
ceived in the cause of democracy. Throughout all his writ-
ings, Stil constantly refers to the excellent work that the 
Communists did in the resistance movement during the German 
occupation. He then begins to bare Jerome's sentiment and 
intellect. Jerome has one principal aim and interest in 
life - the success of the Party. OUtside of the Party there 
is no justice. T.he Party is Jerome's family. Stil expresses 
Jerome's feelings toward his Party in the following manner: 
Le Parti, la class ouvriere, c•etait 
d 1 abord les hommes comme luit Jer8me, les 
piliers, les bitisseurs du debut et de toujours, 
ils avaient bien gagne de se sentir comme chez 
eux, a la fin, dans cette grande famille ou les 
vieux sont plus aimes que dans aucune autre ••• 
Jerome etait deja un pas en avant sur les hommes 
de notre temps. De n•avoir jamais accepte a au-
cun moment de sa vie d'~tre une victime sur la 
defensive, d'avoir toujours au contraire pris le 
taureau par les comes, marcbe a 1 1 assaut de la 
vie, il lui etait arrive une fois pour toutes de 
franchir le cap de l'homme humilie.l 
Jerome is extremely militant. Even in his old age he 
attacks the c.R.s.2 with his cane. He threw eggs and enve-
lopes filled with red lead at the Greek consulate when the 
l Ibid., PP• 143-44• 
2 Compagnie Republicaine de Securite - law enforcement 
agency which concerns itself chiefly with controlling public 
demonstrations. 
Greeks were accused of shooting hostages. He wrote on the 
sidewalk outside the Greek Consulate door in big red letters, 
Assassins de Patriotes. He infiltrated his young son Charles• 
mind with Communism. Even when Charles was just a boy, he 
brought him to all the party meetings. But since nature has 
not given immortality even to Party members, Jerome died. 
Stil tells us that his death was natural in all externals, 
but in reality he died of a broken heart. It was the effect 
of colonial propaganda on Charles• ideology that killed him. 
Charles had been drafted and sent to Indo-China to fight the 
Communists. While there, he never went to the front, but 
Stil tells us that the French government filled him with 
propaganda in regard to Communist atrocities. Charles aban-
doned the Party because of this propaganda. His change in 
political thought killed his father, who like many fanatical 
parents, believed there was nothing in life when his son's 
thinking no longer conformed to his own. But Charles, on 
going back to the factory, learned that his government had 
lied to him in Indo-China (Stil does not tell us how Charles 
learned in the factory in France that they had lied to him 
in Indo-China), and he returned to the Party: "Et que voulez-
vous qu1 il fasse, Charles, quand il pense a cette mort, si 
ce n 1 est serrer les poings."l 
Stil 1 s feeling towards how society can be changed when 
1 Stil, Le mot mineur, camarades ••• P• 152. 
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the people are discontent with their surroundings can per-
haps be seen in a paragraph f'rom "Le pont de la Renaissance". 
The setting is the mi ning region during the Ger.man occupation. 
The resistance movement is rolling, and Paul, a miner, al-
though unaccustomed to authority, is placed in charge of a 
group of men. He loses all fear and becomes a leader and a 
hero. Stil gives the reason f'or this military heroism in 
the following paragraph: 
••• ~a peut 3tre l'enthousiasme ou une volonte 
f'olle d 1 en f'inir avec tout ce qui ne va pas, 
quelque chose qui ressemble au suicide, mais 
tourne vera l'exterieur, une volonte dure et 
f'roide comme du marbre. Cirel ~a peut 3tre 
aussi la colere, la haine, une bonne, une saine 
envie de t uer, c'est plus rare, de tuer une bete 
malfaisante.l 
After seeing the methods practiced by Communism and after 
r eading Stil's works and the works of' his Communist col-
leagues, it is plausible to assume that this 11une bonne, 
une saine envie de tuer 11 is not meant to be applied only to 
the German occupation in question, but also as a method to 
be used by society when it wants to "finir avec tout ce qui 
ne va pas". 
The miner is described in general by Stil as a man of 
action who loves outdoor life. He is kind, but kind only 
tov1ard the Party members. The Party holds out hope f'or the 
miner, and the miner holds only violence f'or anyone who does 
not belong to the Party. 
1 A. Stil, La Seine a ria la mer et six autres his -
toires pour la paix Paris:Les Editeurs Fran~ais Reunis, 
1950) P• 39. 
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Stil, in Le mot mineur, camarades, is the harbinger or 
a Messianic hope. The Party is the Messiah which will soon 
bring the miner into the land o£ milk and honey. The miner 
is told that the road is a violent one but the end is sweet, 
and that he, the miner, is to be the champion in this fight. 
Et vers un avenir digne d 1 elle, ce sont les 
mineurs qui creusent le chemin. Derriere eux, 
toute la nation vient, derriere eux, depuis 
ceux qu i montrent ce chemin tout neu£ jusqu 'a 
ceux qui pretendent le refuser.l 
Stil gives a certain majesty to l abor in this work. 
When speaking of labor he employs a quasi-epic style which 
carries his mess age of battle and conquest to the laborer. 
He sings o£ the fall o£ the n6ble and the retreat o£ the 
bourgeoisie. The laborer is now about to rule the earth; 
nEt pourquoi pasl puisqu' on le sent bien qu• on va vers un 
autre monde, si chacun pousse a sa roue."2 
Stil's work is full o£ vitriol. The miner is described 
as the bitterest individual imaginable. He cannot £orget 
his vendetta towards the mine owners for a moment. It is 
revenge for an old debt. Phrases like,"S'il ne £alla.it pas 
se retenir, on serait toujours en colere", 3 " ••• mieux que 
1 1 espoir la volonte et la colere",4 permeate te mot mineur, 
camarades. Stil,in a speech given at Ivry on April 24, 1950 
before a group of French Communis t intellectuals, gave the 
1 Stil, Le mot mineur,eamarades ••• p.29. 
2 Ibid., p.67. 
4
3 Ibid. ,p. 19. 
Ibid., p.31. 
reasons w.hy he has become a Communist writer. A short para-
graph rrom this speech will show how Stil arriliates his 
writing with the Party's cause, and it will also show why he 
depicts the miner as being so bitter and so full or desires 
ror revenge. 
On y apprend qu'il peut n 1y avoir pas de raille 
entre le militant et l'ecrivain; qu'on ~eut 
n 1 etre pas moins communiste, lorsqu1 on ecrit 
une nouvelle, un roman, un poeme, que lorsqu' on 
discute avec des camarades; mais au contraire 
qu 1 ecrire exige une adhesion, un engagement 
autrement total. Et c•est pourquoi j 1 ai res-
senti comme une vraie victoire, comme le signe 
que je venais de raire un pas en avant, ces 
pages, qui sont dans mon premier livre, ou a 
ressurgi, quand je les ecrivais, remonte du 
~lus profond, le souvenir extraordinairament 
emouvant de ces formes de la lutte des classes 
propres a l'enfance, a mon enfance dans les 
corons: mon voisin, le vieux mineur communiste 
Edmond Lardaud, qui va auJourd 1hui sur ses 
quatre-vin~s ans, qui a inspire plusieurs 
personnages de mes nouvelles; mon oncle Antoine, 
le mineur, dont j'ai raconte comment il rut 
ecrase sous une pierre et dont le sang fut le 
premier que j'eus le desir de venger.I 
Stil does not hesitate to express in bitterest terms his 
hate for the bourgeoisie. He says of the mine and ractory 
owners who inhabit the city or Lille: 
Qui pourrait croire, en passant devant 
ces cblteaux des grands boulevards des trois 
villas que la se cache - le mot n•est pas trop 
fort - peut-&tre la bourgeoisie la plus cor-
rompue, la plus repugnante ~1 soit au monde. 
Le secret est tres bien garde. Qui ne la 
conna1t est facilement trompe. Ce monde-la 
secrete de la vertu comme une bate son venin. 
Au milieu de chaque famille, on a eleva au 
moins un pr3tre, comme un clocher dans . un vil-
lage des Flandres: 11 sert de paratonnerre. 
1 Stil, Vers le realisme socialiste... PP• 26-27. 
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Cette grasse bourgeoisie, honteuse, non 
seulement d'&tre bourgeoisie, mais surtout de 
sea tares, de ses defauts partieuliers, eleve 
la dissimulation, le camouflage, preeisement 
a 1 1etat de religion. • •• Ainsi elle est sourde 
aux oris dechirants qui font trembler les 
vieilles vitres de ses usines.l 
Stil gives us a very dismal portrayal of the plight of 
the oppressed miner - all is decadence in the mining region. 
His house is undermined by water coming from the mines and 
begins to crack and corrode little by little, " ••• un peu comme 
la cai'ie se met dans une dent. n2 In his home hunger always 
has its place at table. Newly born infants I'eceive the mange 
fi'Om their mothers, and the young and old must submit them-
selves to an atrocious medical ti'eatment. The mange constantly 
keeps their bodies covered with scabs. These scabs are cleaned 
by scrubbing the body with a stiff brush and black soap. After 
this agonizing scrubbing, the sores are then covered with sul-
phur. When a child must be treated, this barbarous procedure 
is always carried out amidst wild screams. 
In the novel Le mot mineur, camarades_, .. the author tells 
us that the amount of coal allotted to the miner by the com-
pany is not enougn to heat his home. He has to send his fam-
ily out to glean coal Which has been dropped and abandoned by 
the wayside. These stray pieces of coal will never be reclaimed 
by the company, yet guards chase the gleaners away. Stil de-
scribes one of these child gleaners collecting coal in the 
following very touching manner: 
l Stil, Le mot mineur, csmarades ••• PP• 38-39· 
2 Ibid., P• 17. 
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Petite fille au sourire, dirait un 
peintre. Pourquoi? Toutes les petites filles 
de 10 ans ont un sourire. Mais celui-ci res-
sort plus, par contraste. Ce qui l'habille, 
trop long, trop large, trop lourd, la ceinture 
serrant le bas des banches, c'est sans doute le 
vieux manteau de jeune fille de sa maman, le 
basJ le bord des manches replies seulement, tau-
files a la main. Ce sourire ne va pas a 1 1 ecole. 
Il va en haut du terril, grappiller, en luttant 
contre le vertige et la peur du garde, remplir un 
sac de cinquante kilogs ••• 1 
It may be well to add that none of the above described suffer-
ings exist today. Since the mines have been nationalized the 
miners have excellent medical treatment and plenty of coal. 
The reader must bear 1n mind that Stil's stories take place in 
the difficult period during and immediately following World 
War II. Stil's descriptions of the poverty of this period still 
do not present nearly as dire a picture of poverty as did Zola's 
in Germinal Whose action takes place some 60 years before. 
In Le mot mineur, camarades,. we find that the companies 
will not allow the people to skate, swim and fish in the pools 
which have been formed by abandoned, caved-in mines. Even na-
ture "appartient a la compagnie houillere qui en garde jalouse-
ment le privilege."2 The above mentioned abuses practiced by 
the company fill the men with hate. 
In Stil's short story, "Le pont de la Renaissance" there 
is a description of a miners' strike. It is somewhat reminis-
cent of Zola's mob description in Germinal, but Stil•s depiction 
of the striking mob cannot be compared in descriptive force to 
that of Zola's. Stil's mob does not pulsate with life as does 
1 Ibid., P• 158. 
2 Ibid. • P• 15. 
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Zola's. His scenes are exaggerated and over dramatic in 
their presentation. When a tear gas bomb is thrown into the 
striking miners by the C.R.s., Stil describes it as such a 
cruel and major catastrophe that one would imagine that a 
lethal bomb had been dropped in the miners' midst. The C.R.S. 
dropped this tear gas bomb to the miners• dramatic chant of 
••• Contra nous de la tyrannie 
L'etandard sanglant est lave ••• 
Stil also attacks the police in Le mot mineur1 c~arades 
for treating striking miners with violence. The question of 
police violence is at the present time one of paramount im-
portance in France. The French press and the movie industry 
have been conducting a drive against violent police methods. 
The treatment Which the miners receive from the police as 
described by Stil is brutally inhuman. Striking mdners are 
arrested on charges such as entrave a!! liberte_de travail, 
brought to the police station, beaten with clubs and black-
jacks, and kicked. One miner died from internal haemorrhage 
after one of these beatings. He bled for two days and was 
refused medical treatment. 
Stil describes these beatings minutely. He revels 1n 
displaying police brutality and sadism as practiced against 
the Communist miner. A miner describes to a comrade his mis-
treatment at the hands of the police in the following manner: 
Mais ces coups sourds qui pleuvaient sur ma 
t3te avaient l'air de s•additionner. C1 etait 
comme si mon sang s•epaississait. Au bout 
d 1un moment, je suis alle m'abattre les dents 
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en avant sur le bord de la planche inclinee 
ou l'ingenieur etale ses plans. Mes dents, 
avant de se casser, ont mordu dans le bois ••• 
Jete a terre, recroqueville, je fus bourre 
de coups de pieds, dans le corps, dans les 
jambes, sur la tete, dans la figure. 9a a 
dure longtemps ••• jusqu'au moment ou je me 
suis deplie un peu sur le tapis et alors j'ai 
re~u, comme un eblouissement, le coup le plus 
terrible, le dernier dont je me souvienne, 
juste entre les jambes, en plein dedans, mon 
vieux11 
The reaction of the miner to this mistreatment is that of 
a hero martyr to his cause. He was willing to be beaten 
again before he would betray his cause and comrades. The 
battered, abused miner tells his comrade: 
Alors le Frangais a voulu me faire signer un 
papier. Je n'y voyais rien. J'avais du 
sang qui me coulait de l'oeil. J'avais eu 
l'arcade fendue sans m1 en rendre compte. Je 
fis semblant de vouloir lire. Je voulais 
gagner ainsi un moment de repit. A travers 
mon sang le premier mot que j'arrivai a lire , 
au milieu d'autres, c 1 etait((Renard)1. Ce 
me fut une grande joie, au milieu du terrible 
mal de tete que j 1 avais. Je me dis a peu 
pres: ((Malgre que tune vas Jamais aux re-
unions, tu vois, tu n'as pas ete plus bete 
qu'un autre. Tu 1 1 as devine que c'est Renard 
qu'ils voulaient1 )) Quand ils ont Vu que je 
ne voulais pas signer, ils ont recommence a 
taper avec leurs casques, pour le plaisir.l 
As well as making a martyr of the miner these brutalities 
also aroused vindictive hate in him. Stil points out that 
since these striking workers were being treated as social 
pariahs, it was only natural that they should revolt against 
the existing society and its laws. The beaten miner says: 
1 Ibid., P• 112-113. 
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((Voila de quoi j'ai le plus souffert. 
Voila ce que j'ai a leur faire payer. 
((Cette fois-ci je n'avais rien fait, 
mais la prochaine fois ••• ))1 
So, according to Stil, it is the existing capitalistic,fasc-
istic society that has driven the miner to acts of violence. 
We may further add, at this point, that Mr. Stil told us that 
he witnessed much of the police brutality which he describes 
in Le mot mineur, camarades, and that which he did not wit-
ness, came to him as first hand information. 
Another aspect of this work which deserves mention is 
that Stil, as is to be expected of any newspaper man , also 
brings in the press as a target. He attacks many of the 
newspapers of the Nord and especially the Catholic paper, 
La Croix du Nord, as being tools in the hands of the Capital-
ists to be used chiefly against the mine and factory workers. 
As to the durability of Communistic literary production , 
much depends on the success of the Communist party. If the 
Communists and the left wing Socialists come into power in 
France and remain in power , the works of Stil, Eluard, Ara-
gon and the other Communist writers mentioned above will be, 
beyond a doubt, the heralds of a much greater literary move-
ment. Past socio-political literary history will substan-
tiate this claim. If the above mentioned political groups 
cease to exist, the works of the Communist writers will per-
haps fall into oblivion - an ephemeral literary reflection 
1 Ibid., p. 115. 
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of a brief, extremist soci al movement . Laurent Casanova 
said concerning Communism and literature: 
Quand les peuples s'ebranlent, l'origine des 
valeurs culturelles et les raisons de leurs 
progres affleurent a proprement parler et de 
fa~on immediatement perceptible du mouvement 
m~me des masses... Et lea masses engagees 
dans le combat quotidian ont alors le droit 
de se tourner vera les hommes de la pensee et 
de l'art eng~ges avec elles, ou qui suivent 
avec sympathie leur effort, pour leur dire: 
((Qu•allez-vous faire de cette matiere neuva 
que nous offrons? Il depend aussi de vous 
que soient portees plus loin lea raisons nou-
velles que nous avan~pns.))l 
Stil further adds to this thought 'When he says of Aragon's 
Comnmnistes: 
Ceci devait ~tre rappele, au bout de cette 
premiere etape des Communistes qu'on ne peut 
apprecier ·en dehors de ces deux raits: a 
cet appel, elle a ate la reponse de loin la 
plus importante, decisive, .dans le domaine de 
la litterature; et .son auteur, en m~me temps, 
a ete, dans cette bataille, ce qui en toute 
bataille decide de beaucoup, l'entratneur 
d'hormnes.l 
Concerning What Stil terms bourgeois literature, he writes: 
Il n'est m8me pas question des ecrivains 
qui, se pla~ant sur les positions de -labour-
geoisie pourrissante, sont desormais incapables 
d'ecrire un roman digne de ce nom sur aucune 
periode de notre histoire moderne. Comment 
pourraient-ils creer des personnages et des 
situations vraies, tout en donnant raison a 
la bourgeoisie et tort a la classe ouvriere. 
Ces personnages a chaque pasJ ces situations 
a tout moment, seraient forcement en contra-
diction avec l•experience pratique de leurs 
lecteurs bourgeois.2 
1 Stil, Vera le realisme socialiste ••• P• 59. 
2 Ibid. 1 P• 68. 
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Narrovdng down the subject still further, Stil says concern-
ing literature and the mines: 
C'est pourquoi, il faut le dire en passant, 
cette terre ~ charbon, c'est aussi une terre 
a roman. Tous savant bien qu'il s'en est 
fallu de peu qu'ils ne soient ce heros du 
recit, de la nouvelle, du roman. Le fait 
qu 1 aucun roman marquant ne sol t encore oo rti 
de cette terre ne prouve rien, comporte tout 
au plus une critique severe de ce qu'est en-
core la litterature. Nais nous en reparlerons 
dans vingt ans. Le charbon lui-meme n'a ate 
exploite qu'au XVIIIe siecle.l 
On reading this chapter, the reader notes that Stil has 
portrayed the miners as vindictive men. Stil's stories take 
place in the period during the war and the days immediately 
following the war. 'l'hese were days of bitter disillusion-
ment for all France. Even Paris was devoid of its usual 
verve during this time. 
Stil's writings would be more appealing if they confined 
themselves more to their plots rather than constantly bring-
ing in his personal political feelings. A saliant strerum of 
propaganda mars both his novel, Le mot mineur, camarades,and 
his collection of short stories, La Seine a pris la mer et six 
autres histoires pour la paix •. 
1 Stil, Le mot mineur, camarade~ ••• pp. 159-60. 
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Chapter XII 
TWO RECID~T MINING NOVELS 
In Prorondeur 1400, a novel by Louis Gerin published in 
1943, there is no treatment whatsoever of the miners' economic 
struggle. Up to the publication of this novel, the economic 
struggle of the miner was the predominant theme in all the 
principal mining novels. At the liriting of Profondeur 1400~ 
however, social and economic conditions had improved greatly 
in the mining regions. Now that food and shelter were no long-
er a problem, the writers could turn to the spiritual and moral 
struggle of the miners. 
In brief, the plot deals with the director of a coal 
company named Marc Ferrieres who has devoted his entire life 
to the exploitation of the subsoil. Ferrieres annihilated 
his personal emotional life and replaced it with a life of 
industrial monasticism filled with privations so that he 
might have a greater knowledge of his God, Coal. Gerin devel-
ops the character of this industrial Caesar very well. 
The plot itself, because or its unconcern ror the miners' 
social life, does not interest us greatly. The background, 
however, is replete with social information. Gerin portrays 
the mining region magnificently. Many readers perhaps can-
not appraise the excellence of Garin's descriptions because 
they have never been in coal regions. Our interest in a book 
is usually in proportion to our own personal experiences. 
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The reader who has been in a prosperous coal basin will re-
live his experiences upon reading the following striking par-
agraphs . All is silent in the foggy dawn, then : 
Tout a coup , les sirenes du puits numero 
6 annon~ant la remonte des equipes de nuit, se 
mirent a bramer, interminables et lugubres ainsi 
que des appels de navires perdus dans la brume. 
Ce fut comrne un signal . Chaque puits, a son 
tour, poussa son cri , et bientot, du nord au 
sud et de l ' est a l'ouest, le ciel s'emplit de 
longs hululements, de sifflets stridents, de 
glapissements, toute une cacaphonie appelant au 
travail . 
Au bruit les villages s'eveillaient . Des 
lumieres s'allumaient partout, constellant le 
paysage comrne si les etoiles, disparues au ciel, 
fussent tornbees sur la terre , tandis qu'a tra-
vers les murs des maisons s ' enflaient d'aigres 
sonneries de reveille -matin, des remuements de 
meubles, des bouts de disputes . Des portes cla,... , 
qQaient , des voix enrouees se helaient, des hommes 
au torse nu se lavaient sous une pompe en me~ 
glant comme des phoques, des gosses piaillaient 
dans les cries enerves des femmes . 
Puis les rues s' emplirent; les maisons vo:- · 
nlissaient des paquets d ' hommes; il en debouchait 
de tous les chemins, de toutes les ruelles, de 
toutes les gares ou les petits trains qui font 
le tour des fosses en dechargeaient sans cesse . 
Et bientot, sa formidable vie quotidienne enfin 
commen~ait, ••• 
• • • les cheminees vomissaient de gros boui;. -. 
ll.:.Ons de fumee , toujours les voix du travail cla·- -
maient . C'etaient des sirenes gemissant des cris 
de betes a la mort,, des pompes d'exhaure eruc-
tant des gar gouillements de monstre , des venti-
lateurs et des compresseurs haletant des souffles 
de tremblement de terre , des machines d'extrac-
tion ebranlant le sol de leurs trepidations , 
mille mecaniques , ahanant , rugissant; toute une 
barbare et puissante s~nphonie qui semblait re-
peter sans treve un motif toujours le meme : du 
charbon , du charbon , du charbon , dans les arrache-
ments rauques de ses voix de fer . l 
1 L. Gerin , Profondeur 1400 (Paris : Mercure de France, 
1943) P• 21 . 
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Gerin describes many o~ the daily aspects of mining life. 
He speaks of the disciplined behavior that the miners and the 
mine management must assume during working hours. Dozing on 
the job can prove fatal. The miner cannot smoke at all dur-
ing the work day nor is he allowed to bring alcoholic bever-
ages to his work. This may not seem a hardship to Americans, 
but for the French, who are used to drinking wine with all 
their meals, this is quite a privation. The leaders can 
never show wealmess in directing the men. On finding an old 
foreman asleep in the dressing room after a hard night's work, 
Ferriares says to ~= 
Vous aurez vingt francs d 1 amende. Oui, 
pour vous apprendre a vous dominer parce que le 
premier devoir d'un homme qui cammande aux autres 
est de se commander a soi m3me. Autrement1de quel droit oserait-il exiger l'obeissance. 
Gerin describes vividly the hardShips of mining, espe-
cially at great depths. The most striking mining scenes in 
this book, however, are those of a cave-in coupled with a 
coal gas fire. Gerin describes masterfully the Dantesque 
scenes that take place When a catastrophe strikes a mining pit. 
Profondeur 1400 has some o~ the finest descriptions of mining 
accidents to be found in any mining novel. The paragraphs re-
produced below will give the reader some examples of Garin's 
descriptive force. 
1 
Dans le haut du chantier, des ombres fuy-
aient, on entendait des eclatements sourds, des 
Ibid., P• 31. 
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chutes de pierre ••• Auteur d'eux, un orage 
eclatait, la voute grondait comme au passage 
d'un lourd train express, les boisages ecla-
taient avec le bruit sec de bouchon de bou-
teille a champagne sautant. Tout a coup, 
derriere eux, la taille s'emplit d'incendie 
violet, une explosion d'astre se brisant 
s 1 eclata, tandis qu'une trompe d'air em-
poignait les hommes, les lan9ait davant elle 
comme une catapulte. Ils roulerent, assommes, 
sur le sol. 
Dans le reste de la taille, les hommes 
se sauvaient dans la galerie de roulage mais 
le fleuve de feu arrivait avec un grondement 
de torrent rompant ses digues, brouant lea 
corps dans un cyclone vertigineux, cependant 
que le plafond s'ecroulait en avalanche. On 
entendit les cris sauvages des hommes qui 
s'enflammerent comme des torches, des hurle-
ments de corps ecrases, des appels de secours, 
des blas~hemes, des invocations a Dieu. Puis 
la nuit eternelle des profondeurs noya le 
chantier, un silence de tombe s'appesantit 
et la terre abreuvee de sang, se rendormit.l 
These descriptions capture all the terror of superhuman forces 
unleashed against helpless man. They are reminiscent of the 
horrors described in the Apocolypse of Saint John. 
Gerin considers all the aspects of a mining accident in 
detail. He describes very touchingly the scenes on the sur-
face when a cave-in occurs: 
Toute cette foule vint buter centre les 
grilles fer.mees en hate. Lorsqu'elle aper-
9Ut Ferrieres qui traversait la cour, une 
~ense clameur gronda: 
-On veut savoir ••• on veut savoir ••• Le 
nom des morts ••• 
Il passa sans repondre et penetra dans 1 1 in-
fir.merie. Une affreuse odeur de pharmacie, 
1 Ibid., pp. 100-01. 
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de sang, de chair brulee, de sanie lui soufi'la 
au visage. La petite salle regorgeait de lits 
de sangles, de matelas jetes a terre ou des 
hammes se tordaient en gemissant, 11 y ava1t 
du sang partout, jusque sur le carrelage blanc 
des murs, et l'on i'r1ssona1t aux plaintes 
atroces des corps dech1quetes que les ini'ir-
miers lavaient et desini'ectaient, au lugubre 
appal au secours d'un moribond ~ui sentait sa 
vie 1' abandormer, aux cris hysteriques d 1 une 
vieille ouyriere tombee en lar.mes sur son en-
i'ant mort.~ 
There are also vivid descriptions of scenes below ground after 
the catastrophe. Ferrieres , in going through the galleries, 
comes across the i'ollowing hellish spectacle: 
••• se heurta eni'in au premier cadavre, celui 
d'un jeune homme d'\Ule vingtaine d'armees. 
La mort avait d'ft le saisir en pleine fu.ite 
car 11 etait tombe sur le ventre et le fleuve 
du feu du grisou n•avait touche que son dos, 
y creusant un trou noir d' ou m.ontai t une puan-
teur qui donnait envie de vomir. Ferrieres 
fit un signe: on avan9a un cercueil et l'on 
y eni'ouit le cadavre. Il tomba en rnorceaux 
~and on 1 1 empoigna. Il i'allut le ramasser 
ala pella... A present les cadavres se succe-
daient comma les pions d'un echiquier ou 
l'epouvante et la mort fUrent partenaires. 
On en trouvait partout, renverses sous des 
eboulements, des boisases, des wagonnets; des 
t8tes noires et grima9antes ~isaient 9a et 
la, parmi des membres arraches, des torses 
sans bras ni jambes d'ou degoulinaient les 
boyaux, des lambeaux de chair 1nnombrables.2 
We have quoted the above descriptions at great length to show 
directly with what mastery Gerin captures the atmosphere and 
movement of the coal country, the horrors of a cave-in, the 
pitiable anguish of the people waiting to hear of their loved 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 116. 
Ibid., PP• 147-48• 
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ones, the exhausting and bloody task of the doctors, and the 
merciless destruction of humanity left behind by the cave-in 
and the coal gas fire. 
In the cave-in, a few of the men survived in a gallery 
for a day. Gerin describes in detail the psychological effects 
produced by the shock of being trapped fourteen hundred 
meters below the surface of the earth. T.he survivors pass 
through various mental states. At first there is complete 
despair, then hope, then anguish When the trapped men think 
of their loved ones; then a desperate rage for life Which ex-
presses itself in unfettered, violent outbursts, and finally 
resignation before death. Gerin describes minutely the men-
tal effects of every incident which happens to these trapped 
men. A rescuer's tap brings them hope, then despair when 
they think of how far the rescuers are and their own scarcity 
of oxygen. A flow of water makes them happy as it satisfies 
their thirst, then fills them with terror as they realize 
that if the water continues to rise they will drown. All 
their psychological reactions are extreme, just as the con-
ditions in which they find themselves are extreme. 
Profondeur 1400 _ _is an excellent study of both an indi vi-
dual, Marc Ferrieres, and an occupational group, the miners. 
In some parts of this novel, Gerin has equaled Zola in de-
scriptive force. The development of the plot, however, is 
weak and the novel on the whole lacks the sustained force 
necessary to treat effectively the members of such a peril ous 
and heroic occupation. 
L' OMBRE DE LA MORTE 
On September 27, 1954, the Editeurs Plon innaugurated 
into their series of Roman a work entitled L'ombre de la 
morte. The author of this novel is Alphonse Narcisse, a 
miner. Narcisse was born in Beuvey-lez-Bethune in the Nord 
mining basin on February 7, 1909. In spite of bombardments 
of the First World War which caused erratic class attendance, 
Narcisse obtained his certificat d'etudes at the age of six-
teen. He then descended into the pits Where he continues to 
work at present. 
L'ombre de la morte gives us a different view of the 
miner's life than those Which we have encountered up to this 
point. It does not concern itself with the labor, economic, 
or psychological problems of the miners. It is a simple 
love story which takes place in the mining country - a love 
idyl of the Pays Noir. In this novel Narcisse truly captures 
the simple, honest spirit of the inhabitants of the mining 
basin. 
The plot of L'ombre de la morte is a very simple one. 
The story takes place in 1934• Louis, a miner, falls in love 
with Anna who is killed in a train accident. Fran9oise, a 
servant girl, falls in love with Louis and tries to help 
him forget Anna. Louis marries Fran9oise, but the memory of 
Anna constantly overshadows their marriage. Fran9oise feels 
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that of the two women in Louis' life she has the better part 
as she now has physical possession of him. 
Narcisse begins his work with a mediocre physical de-
scription of the mining country . It is neither thorough nor 
striking. He then goes on to describe mining work . This 
description is both comprehensive and effective. It becomes 
immediately evident to the reader that the author has exper-
ienced the reality which he describes. Even Zola, who gives 
splendid detailed descriptions, does not capture the atmosphere 
of the activity of mining establishments as does Narcisse . 
However, although his descriptions of mining work are excel-
lent, Narcisse has made them much too long . 
After the first thirty pages, work in the mines is hard-
ly mentioned, and we see the life of the miners outside of 
the mines . The characters of this work acquaint the reader 
with the principal pastimes of the miners, dancing, choral 
and orchestral work, cock fights, rabbit raising and garden-
ing. The miners work hard, but they also play hard . It is 
not uncommon for the young miners to dance till four in the 
morning at the Ducasses or Ker.messes then to go to work with-
out sleeping . We have heard old miners boasting of their 
ability to dance fast polkas and waltzes all night and then 
put in a longer day's work than the youth of today . And, of 
course, they did better work than today's youth. 
Narcisse reveals the simplicity of the spirit of these 
people - the extreme timidness of the two lovers before the 
parents, the traditional rrankness or the miners, the clurasy 
but sincere manner in which these people verbally show their 
arrection,and their outward, emotional expression or sorrow. 
Carerul attention to detail inthis book will also dis-
close some important economic facts. As mentioned above, 
this story takes place in 1934· The author reflects the rela-
tively sound economic conditions or the mining region during 
this period. The hero, Louis, earns enough money for his 
daily needs by mining and by playing in a band when the miners 
have dancing. He eats and drinks well and as often as he 
wants. He has three suits and enough money to take a cor-
respondence course in order to become a mining engineer . No 
dire poverty or misery is shown in this work. The general 
tone of the novel is rather a happy one. 
Other aspects of the miner's life can be traced in this 
work. The mining country is perhaps still somewhat looser 
in morals than most regions of France. This tendency is 
rerlected in L1 ombre de la morte by the facility with which 
Louis seduces both his women. When Anna was struck by the 
train, she was already two months pregnant, yet unmarried. 
After Anna's death, it does not take Louis very long to have 
his way with Fran~oise, who replaces Anna's physical presence. 
In both Profondeur 1400 published in 1943 and in L1 ombre 
de la morte published in 1954, the economic struggle of the 
miners has no role. Both these novels were written by men 
whose lives have been very closely linked to the mining region. 
The fact that they do not mention an economic struggle is 
indicative that the economic situation today in the mining 
basin is very much improved. 
Chapter XIII 
THE LATEST NOVEL OF THE MmES 
AND 
-
CONCLUSION TO PART I 
The life of the contemporary French novelist,Albert 
Cremieux, is similar to that of the ~rotagonist of a Spanish 
picaresque novel. He tells his life's story in his autobio-
graphical novel entitled Jours sans pain.l Cremieux worked 
as a const~ction laborer, truck loader, fireman on a train, 
stevedore, shovele~,and When thirty-one, was employed as a 
coal miner in Lens from February to August of 1930. These 
seven months spent in the pits gave Cremieux his inspiration 
for the mining novel Fosse XV. The latter is full of autobio-
graphical material, and except for the marriage of the protago-
nist, Pierre Ansselin, with Sophie, a mine worker, Fosse XV 
can be considered as an authentic continuation of Cremieux' 
autobiographical novel, Jours sans pain. 
The two above mentioned works are the beginning of a 
series which Cremieux has entitled Hommes en chemin~ The 
. ' 
printing of Fosse XV .was completed in October, 1955, and the 
number of copies printed was 103,000. This is a large quan-
tity for an initial printing n France. One can judge the 
popularity of Cremieux as an author from the number of copies 
1 A. Cremieux, Jours sans pain (Paris: Editions Metal, 
1955). 
printed for the first edition. 
In Fosse XV, Cremieux treats the miner's life from sever-
al viewpoints - psychological, intellectual, physical, social 
and economical. The everyday life of the miners 1n the sec-
ond .decade of the twentieth century is described to the reader 
through the experiences of Pierre Ansselin, a young laborer 
who becomes a miner and gives his reaction to all that which 
he sees and experiences. 
Fosse XV begins with a minute description of the dismal 
appearance of Lens, one of the major mining towns of the Nord. 
Even today, in spite of their healthy economic status, the min-
ing towns of the Nord present a wretcned picture. Pierre Ans-
selin on coming te Lens is immediately struck by the contrast 
between the elegant, clean railroad station and the misery of 
the town. After this initial impression of contrast, Gremieux 
presents Lens as a dirty, drab town completely covered with 
coal dust. But more striking than the description of the city 
is his physical description of its inhabitants, the miners. 
Pierre, on seeing a Shift of miners pass, is impressed by their 
brutish appearance. Gremieux describes this human herd 1n the 
following manner: 
Tous fondus dans le m8me moule, petris par 
la m8me main gigantesque, courbes sous la 
m8me etreinte inconnue, allaient, v~tus de 
gros velours, chausses ae bottes ou de sabotsj 
les visages noirs sous le casque de gros cuir, 
presentait des stigmates bleus et Pierre re-
marqua leurs yeux rougis, leurs fortes epaules 
vodtees, leur demarche lente, la figure .et les 
mains en avant comne pour titer dans les te-
nebres. Ce dehanchement stngulier des mineurs 
leur donne, apres huit heures de travail, 
1 1 allure de bu£fles noirs et silencieux. Et 
c'est a peine si, parfois, parmi eux, l•un, 
plus vieux, plus voftte encore, plus maigre, 
ses grosses levres rougies pendantes et comma 
blessees, attirait s~ecialement l'attention 
de Pierre par sa misere ~vidente et pathetique. 
Bien n'est si triste qu'une multitude 
muette et aucune foule n'est aussi profonde-
ment silencieuse qu 1une foule de mineurs. 
Ils defilaient , noirs , dehanches, lourds, 
rendus extraordinairement anonymas par ce 
charbon qui, cachant leurs traits, evoquait 
bizarrement l'idee d~une procession de masques.l 
When Pierre Ansselin applies for a job, he is immediate-
ly recognized as not being a miner because his appearance is 
too supple and clean. Nevertheless, he is given the job. 
When he descends into the dark pits he notes that the miners 
have a peculiar gaze of their own. From working in the dark 
for so many hours the miners come to see better in the dark 
than in the sunlight. When they leave the pits, they squint 
all during the sunlit hours of the day, and often have great 
difficulty in discerning the contour of objects in the sunlight. 
Cremieux also attempts a psychological study of minerse 
Pierre tmagines that if the mine work marks the physical 
appearance of the miners so deeply, it must also have even 
more severe effects on their spirit. After coming from a 
cruel cock fight, a sport which is very common in the mining 
basin of the Nord, Pierre conjectures that these men, because 
of the nature of their work, do not think like the rest of 
1 A. Cremieux, Fosse XV (Paris: Editions Metal, 1955) 
P• 12. 
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men. The cock fight which seems to him to be a manifestation 
of a veey unhealthy and cruel spirit must have another mean-
ing for the miners. Pierre c~ot determine this meaning but 
he reels that this love for a cruel, bloody sport is definite-
ly a result of mine work, a work which tempts death daily and 
in which survival depends on chance and quick acting reflexes. 
On the other hand, the miners have a kind attachment to 
another animal - the horse working in the mines. They feed 
him morsels of their bread even though they themselves do not 
have an abundance of it. Pierre thinks that this attachment 
to the horse may come from a psychological protest on the part 
of the miner against the imprisonment of these unfortunate 
an~als. Pierre feels that the miners see in these animals 
a symbol of their own suffering lives. 
Cremieux believes that the mine has the effect of turn-
ing the miners into brutes. In the mine, their instinct rath-
er than their intelligence is developed. ln the mine, the 
miners must sharpen their intuition to react instinctively 
to the dangers which threaten them with destruction. 
From having to work alone or in groups, qut not being 
able to talk above the noise of the jack-hammers, the miner 
develops a taciturn nature. Even in the taverns, unlike the 
gay, garrulous worker of Southern France, the miner sits and 
says nothing. Only in t~es of strikes does he find the ne-
cessity to unburden himself of the thousands of rebellious 
thoughts which have accumulated in his mind during the many 
hours of toil. 
The almost hierarchical organization which prevails in 
the mines is described in detail by the author. His comments 
tn this regard are similar to those made by Zola in Ger.minal.l 
The discipline or the mine is rumazing to Pierre. He is accus-
tomed to the independent spirit or the Parisian worker. The 
miners, on the other hand, who are usually rough and stubborn 
men, become completely submissive to their superiors on enter-
ing the mine. Drunkards become sober and punctual, and even 
young boys become serious in accomplishing their tasks. Pierre 
compares the manner in which the foremen give orders to the 
~ers to that of prison guards issuing orders to convicts. 
In Fosse XV, Cremieux comments at great length on alco-
holism amongst the miners. This is perhaps the greatest of 
the ills of the mining region. The miners in Fosse XV become 
drunk joylessly. The habit or alcohol is an old one in the 
mining region. Cr&mieux, like many other authors who have 
written on miners, claims that the miners receive at birth an 
inherited tendency toward alcoholism. It is this habit that, 
in ttmes of strike, cuts down by fifty percent their economic 
capacity for resistance. 
As is to be expected, alcoholism leads to a very unhappy 
home lire. Cremieux describes many unhappy scenes in Sophie's 
1 SUpra P• 75• 
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home caused by drinking. Sophie's mother is orten mistreated 
and beaten when her husband comes home drunk. The husband 
beats her without cause, anger, or pleasure. He himselr does 
not know the secret reasons ror the obscure desire to beat 
his wire. After drubbing her, the rather used to mutter ob-
scene compliments to Sophie's mother and then drag her orr 
to bed, "victorieux, bestial, semblable a un homme de ca-
vernes ...... l 
Cremieux paints a very dismal picture or mining as an 
occupation. r~en Pierre comes to the mines looking ror a job 
he talks to an old miner and the rollowing conversation takes 
place: 
-Tu. n• es pas mineur? 
-Non. 
-Et tu veux le devenir? 
-Oui. 
Le vieux redressa sa taille vodtee, dans un 
movement a la rois plein de hauteur et de tris-
tesse. On e~t dit qu'il voulait taire appre-
cier, d•un seul geste, les resuitats de trente 
ans de servitude en presentant un instant de-
bout, artiriciellement redresse, son corps de-
labre par le labeur souterrain. . 
Il dit doucement: 
-Je te conseille de choisir un autre metier. 
-Pourquoi? J'en ai fait de bien durs, j'ai 
ete terrassier (le mineur sourit), j'ai ete 
soutier, manoeuvre1 docker ••• 
-Ce sont de durs metiers, dit le mineur; mais, 
vois-tu, depuis trente ans, je n 1 ai pas vu un 
homme devenir mineur, alors ••• 
-Et vous? 
Le mineur parut rechercher, dans son passe, les 
raisons qui lui avaient rait accepter et subir 
cet asservissement. Elles demeuraient, pour lui, 
1 Cremieux, Fosse xv ••• P• 65. 
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imperieuses, lointaines et indefinissables. 
-Nous, dit-il, vois-tu, on est ((routine)) 
dans le metier; abruti, si tu preferes, des 
1' enfance. 
Il ajouta lentement en pesant sur chaque mot, 
condensant en une phrase tout ce qu'il y a de 
grandeur et de servitude dans le metier de 
mineur: 
-On nait mineur. On ne devient pas mineur ••• 
Ils demeurerent un long moment muets. 
Fa9onne au travail de la mine, le vieux sen-
tait neanmoins tout ce que son metier avait 
d' inhumain. La minute ou un autre honnne allait 
se decider a adopter cette tenebreuse existence 
etait, pour lui, un instant solennel qu'il ne 
fallait point troubler par un inutile verbiage. 
Pierre pesait la phrase du mineur . 
-On nait mineur.l 
Cremieux's judgement on the extremely difficult nature of min-
ing work must be considered with respect since he himself 
actually worked in the mines. He also worked at many other 
hard jobs.2 
After Pierre had the above quoted discussion with the 
old miner, he informed another miner whom he met by chance 
that he was on his way to ask for a job in the mines. There 
occurs the following scene: 
-C'est le bagne, dit l'inconnu. 
-Comment le bagne? 
-Le bagne. Une prison capitaliste, si tu pre-
teres. Une machine a faire suer des dividendes. 
-Si 9a ne me plait pas, je pourrai toujours 
quitter. 
-Non. Quand on est la-dedans on n'en sort 
plus. ttLa Mine" , c'est 9a. 
-Pourquoi "La Mine"? Il y en a plusieurs, 
de mines? 
-Penses-tu? repliqua 1 1 inconnu. Elles sent 
toutes les memes, vois-tu. Ici on dit "La Mine 11 
1 Ibid., PP• 13-1.5. 
2 Supra, p. 146. 
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avec du respect, du servilisme et de la 
haine, et tout le monde comprend. On dit 
"La Mine 11 sans plus preciser, et chacun sait 
de qui 1 1 on veut parler. Cette saloperie 
gigantesque exerce, ici, un pouvoir illimite. 
Elle est anonyme, mais toute-puissante. Elle 
possede des puits, des machines, des porions, 
des ingenieurs, des ouvriers. Elle a ses con-
seillers municipaux, son maire, ses espions, 
son dispensaire, son commissaire de police, ses 
cafetiers, ses ecoles, ses voies ferrees, ses 
maisons. 
Elle est creatrice et marchande, pourvoy-
euse de force, de lumiere, de chaleur, de loge-
ments , de morale, de prisons, d'hopitaux, de 
cimetieres. Qui nie sa puissance est ruine. 
Qui la defie est perdu. 
-Tu es bien eloquent pour un ouvrier, dit 
Pierre. 
-Non. Je ne suis pas eloquent. Je dis 
seulement ce qui est. Je ne saurais pas par-
ler aussi bien d 1 autre chose, mais depuis qu'elle 
exploite mes parents je commence a la connaitre. 
Ici -le commer9ant est son locataire, le 
fonctionnaire son oblige, le rentier son asso-
cie, 1 1 ouvrier son esclave. Elle est tutrice 
universelle et regente terre et ciel. Elle 
oriente 1 1 education des enfants et leur instruc-
tion. Elle seule decide s 1 il lui parait pre-
ferable que ta cuisine soit ouverte au nord 
ou au midi et si elle peut accepter que ton 
mariage ait lieu devant le pretre ou le pas-
teur. Elle t 1 approuve dans le premier cas, 
te tolere dans le second. Mais elle defend, 
a sa fa~on, la liberte des cultes. Si tu es 
pour le mariage civil, elle te prive de coron. 
Cette mainmise d 1une puissance anonyme 
sur toute une ville a des repercussions in-
nombrables et contradictoires. 
Elle cree, ici, une solidarite indestruc-
tible. L'action de "La Minen est tout: un 
parangon, un barometre, un symbole ••• 
Elle monte: tout va. L1 ouvrier tra-
vaille. Le commer9ant vend. L'actionnaire 
encaisse. 
Elle descend: tout croule. La 11 journee" 
diminue, le chomage apparait, le commerce de-
cline, le coupon disparait. Chacun retourne 
ses poches et les trouve vides.l 
The author gives in the two above quoted conversations a pic-
ture of the difficult nature of mining as an occupation and 
the despotic conditions under which the miners had to live 
in 1923. It was the brutifying nature of the work in the 
mines and the company despotism which formed the miners' 
character as described by Cremieux in his novel . 
Fosse XV is the only French mining novel that treats 
in detail the problems and psychology of the many Poles who 
migrated to France to work in the mines . Cremieux, while in 
Lens, must have been very much moved by the sufferings of these 
migrated Slavs. He is even more sympathetic to these people 
than he is to the French miners . 
In the mining city the Poles are given the worst hous-
ing. They have to overcome linguistic difficulties for they 
do not speak French. Cremieux depicts them as often being 
nostalgic for their homeland . They do not want to return, 
however, because of the great misery in Poland. The French 
mines are an Eden to these deracines. When Pierre complains 
of the work to Pozner, a Polish miner, the latter tells him 
of the Polish mines under the Russians. In his youth , Poz-
ner worked with what he terms a chien de mine . The chien de 
mine was a coal wagon about five feet long, a foot and a 
half wide and a foot high which the miner tied to his foot 
1 Ibid., PP• 23-25. 
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and dragged into coal veins which were too narrow to be 
worked with the customary coal cart . The miner , on leaving 
work, dragged his leg . Pozner says , "Quand tu sors de la 
(the mine) , tu tires la jambe aussi dur que si tu etais alle 
au bagne, pendant dix ans, trainer un boulet au pied. 11 1 
The reader of Fosse XV notes that Cremieux's feelings 
for the miners are deep and are a sincere reflection of his 
actual experience in the mines . His study of the character 
of the miners is more thorough than that of many of the other 
authors treated in this thesis . He not only considers the 
physical factors in the miners' life in detail, but also the 
psychological . As in his autobiographical novel, Jours sans 
pain, the reader feels in Fosse XV the intimate familiarity 
of the author with his subject . 
1 Ibid., p . 56. 
CONCLUSION TO PART I 
French mining literature from Barbier's "Les mineurs 
de Newcastle" to Cremieuxts Fosse XV gives us a detailed pic-
ture or the miners• lives £ram 1837 to the present. By care-
£ully examining the French literary works that treat o£ min-
ing, we can trace the miners' economical situation £rom com-
plete penury, as best illustrated in Zola's novel Germinal, 
to relative abundance as seen in Gerin's Prorondeur 1400 and 
Narcisse's L•ombre de la morte. The valiant right tor social 
justice which occurred 1n the period between these novels is 
reflected in the works o£ Mousseron, Saltezki, Sottiaux, Hamp, 
Stil and Cremieux. 
The reader must have noticed that many of the authors 
treat the same saliant characteristics o£ the miner - his 
taciturn nature, respect £or authority, stubborness in times 
of strike, and the physical and psychological effect which 
mining has on him. This appraisal of the same characteristics 
by more than one author gives the reader of the mining cycle 
a very thorough analysis of the miner's character. 
The reader has also noted that all the authors give a 
description of the towns and living conditions of the min&rs. 
The physical aspect of the mining basins has been very thor-
oughly exploited by the mining writers. Arter reading these 
vivid descriptions, one can truly say that he knows the at-
mosphere of the mining regions. The authors• descriptions o£ 
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the mining towns give a more trungible and intimate insight 
into the reality of the situation than would the cold figures 
of construction specifications, street plans, etc. etc. The 
general impressions which we receive in our daily lives are 
not statistical but pictorial, and the verbal reconstructions 
presented by the mining authors can truly be categorized as 
plastic. Furthermore, besides portraying the appearance of 
the mining towns, the authors also capture the tempo of their 
industrial and social activities. Anyone seeking a full pic-
ture of mining life in France in the past two centuries has 
only to read the works considered in Part I of this thes is. 
It is regrettable that we cannot weigh the part which 
the mining novels played in the betterment of the miners' liv-
ing conditions in France. There is no way of determining the 
actual effect of these novels on public opinion and the effect 
which public opinion may have had on the reforms which were 
brought about . We can only say that the mining novels, like 
all other popular social writings, must have influenced to 
some extent the social cause in France. 
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PART II 
THE HINJJifG THEME IN SPANISH LITERATURE 
158. 
Chapter XIV 
MINERS AND MINING IN SPANISH POETRY AND SONG 
The greatest lyrical expression of the Spanish miners 
is to be found in the unwritten songs of the southern min-
ing region rather than in published poetry. From the Rio 
Tinto in Andalusia comes the minera, a type of cante jondo 
which has served for centuries as a lyrico-emotional cathar-
sis for the miners' tormented souls. Like the other types 
of cante jondo, the minera reflects Arabic, Gypsy and Hebrew 
influence .. The latter is perhaps stronger in the minera 
than in any other form of the cante jondo. In many instances, 
the form of the minera is very similar to the synagogal 
chant called Kol Nidrei which the Jews intone on their Day 
of Atonement. In order to better measure the Hebrew influence 
on the minera, it may be well to remember that Andalusia was 
once called the ghetto of Spain. 
The popular folk-loric songs of the Spanish provinces 
can be considered as a spontaneous expression of a collec-
tive soul. The regional songs often give us a key to the 
psychology of the province . The Caba brothers, two keen con-
temporary observers of the meaning of folkloric manifestations, 
in their work , Andaluc!a, su comunismo y su cante jondo, illus-
trate this fact by examining the various regional songs and 
comparing them to the characteristics of the people of their 
respective regions . For example, in regards to the Basque 
• 
and Aragon regions~ the Cabas write: 
La jota aragonesa es recia~ energica~ y brava 
pero ingenua y simplista como el alma del 
~ 1 , aragones ••• E1 aurresku del vasco es itur-
gico, tradicional y primitivo. Parece un . 
canto de selva y una danza panica.l 
The existence of the various regional songs is explained as 
being an outlet for the ethnic feelings of a particular area. 
Since the miner's life in the Rio Tinto region is far from 
a happy one~ the mineras of this area are most often an ex-
pression of profound sorrow. The singer usually begins his 
selection with a long dralm out "lAyJ" 
In the above cited book~ the Cabas say that Russia and 
Andalusia have long been the two centers of a social music 
which expresses the strife of their peoples.2 Both of these 
peoples have suffered penury and hunger in stoic resignation. 
Both have a gay music, a music of escape in forgetfulness, 
and a plaintive music, a music of sighs and sorrow which gives 
them relief by expressing musically their inner sufferings. 
At this point, we again quote from the work of the Cabas, the 
only work, which we know of, that studies the mineras. In 
regard to the affinity between the Russian and Andalusian 
peoples~ they write: 
Ya dijo Tolstoi: ((La revolucion mundial 
1 C.& P. Caba, Andaluc!a, su comunismo y su cante jondo, 
(Madrid: Biblioteca At1antlco, 1933) p. 168. 
2 Ibid., P• 121. 
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ha de hacerlo el mujik ruso o el campesino 
andaluz.)) Rusia ha hecho esa revolucion; 
Andaluc!a la hara, si no nos anticipamos a 
consolarla en su dolor y satisfecer su hambre; 
hambre que no es solo de pan, sino tambien 
de justicia.l 
The authorship of most of the mineras cannot be traced 
to an individual. A person composes the original, then the 
music and the words are handed on by word of mouth. Both : 
words and music are constantly varied by individual inter-
pretation. Changes occur in some cases because of memory 
lapses on the part of the singer. There are some mineras 
whose words and melody have reached the written page . Even 
so, however, when they are sung, they undergo multiple varia-
tions. 
One of the principal themes found in the mineras is 
death. The Cabas point out that the gypsies were especially 
preoccupied with death. The two brothers then go on to say 
that it is very possible that the gypsies acquired this 
preoccupation from the Egyptians who had, and still have to-
day, a profound respect for the dead.2 This fact reflects 
itself in the magnificent paintings of the funeral artists 
who are the glory of Egypt's ancient pictorial art. It is 
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also well known that the Jew generally resigns himself to death 
peacefully. Evident examples of this viewpoint can be found 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 123. 
Ibid., P• 82. 
even today in the works of contemporary Jewish authors.l In 
regard to the Andalusian viewpoint on death the Cabas write, 
" ••• vive ator.mentado por ese sentimiento, pero el dolor so-
cial y metaf!sico, la fruicion profunda de ese dolor, le 
lleva a amarla de un modo moztboso, casi sadico."2 
We shall reproduce two mineztas of a distinct religioua 
nature. In the first one, we see the composer's sorrow at 
the thought of the miners' dying without confession. The 
importance of confession to a Catholic just before death has 
been reflected often in Spanish literature. Even Spain's 
most celebrated bawd, Celestina, cries out for confession 
on dying. The second minera is a little hymn to the Virgin 
Mary. The Andalusians have always had an especially great 
devotion to the Mother of Christ. A· patent expression of 
this devotion can be seen during the famous Holy Week festi-
vals of Seville. Many of the floats are dedicated to the 
Virgin even though the week is liturgically devoted to the 
memory of the Crucifixion and Resurrection of her son. These 
two religious mineras are written in the for.m of a petenera 
- a for.m used usually to express anguish and misery. 
Pobrecitos e los mineros 
lastima les tengo yo 
que s e me ten en las minas 
y mueren sin confesi6n.3 
Virgen Sant e Gador 
que estas ar pie de la sierra 
1 Cf. well- known work of Rabbi Joshua Liebman, Peace 
of Mind. 
2 Caba, Andalue!a, su comunismo ••• P• 84. 
3 Ibid., P• 247• 
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ruego por los mineritos 
que estan abajo e tierra.l 
The theme of the next minera deals with gypsies who 
have been sentenced to the sulphur mines. Until recently, 
in many countries, it was the fate of prisoners to be sent 
to work in mines; free men refused to do so. The ancient 
Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans exploited their mines with 
slave labor. Only in the past few centuries has mining be-
come an occupation chosen by free men. Even today, however, 
it is well known that some countries punish their political 
and war prisoners by condemning them to mine labor and semi-
starvation. 
Los gitanos del puerto 
fueron los mas esgrasiaos 
que a las minas de azogue 
se los llevan sentensiaos, 
y al otro dia siguiente 
les pusieron una gorra 
con alpargatas de esparto, 
que el sentimiento me ajoga. 
Y al otro dia siguiente 
les pusieron un maestro 
que aquer que no andaba listo 
de un palo lo echaba ar suelo .1 
A great many of the themes which are common to all min-
ing literature can be found in the mineras. The two follow-
ing short ones treat of the traditional fear of the mine · 
elevator or cage and the pilfering of the miners' wages by 
the foremen. 
1 Ibid., P •. 248. 
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En diciendo lgente ar tornoJ 
todos los mineros tiemblan 
al ve que tienen su v!a 
a volunta de una cuerda. 
Los capataces de mina 
han comprao una romana 
para pesar el dinero 
~e to!tas las semanas 
les roban a los mineros.l 
Spain is perhaps the only country in the world where 
the miners themselves have a special, spontaneous, collec-
tive, lyrical expression of their sufferings. The minera 
fits very well into this Spanish pattern of regional musical 
expression. Its composers, however, have even a tighter 
bond than the composers of the other areas. Like the other 
regional songs, the minera is limited geographically, its 
roots being in the Rio Tinto area, but it also has another 
un.ii'ying factor. It stems from an occupation which unites 
its workers perhaps more than any other existing occupation.2 
The minera is a very intimate expression in words and music 
of the miners' sorrows, fears, and sufferings from social 
injustices. Understanding the ._mi;;;;;.;;;n;.;.e.;;.r.;;;;a~s ~- one understands the 
soul of the Rio Tinto miners. 
The miners did not fare so well in Spain as subjects of 
written poetical works as they did in France. Our research 
uncovered the published poems of only one poet who concerned 
himself with the miners. The poet in question is Jose Maria 
1 
2 
Ibid., PP• 255-56. 
Cf'. supra, Chapt. X, pp. 106-14. 
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Moron, a young writer, whose Minero de estrellas received the 
Premio Nacional de Literatura in 1933· 
Although the majority of the poems in the Minero de 
estrellas are written in modern symbolistic style, the author 
seems to have captured the atmosphere of the mines fairly 
well in his suggestion of the situation rather than in clear 
cut description. The Minero de estrellas was not written 
to be read by the miners or the masses. It expresses pro-
letariat life and sentiment in a very arty for.m. The de-
scriptions of mining life are very nebulous and are obscured 
by flights of fantasy and imagination. As 1n much modern 
art, the reader who is looking for the poet•s thoughts has 
to contend with the problems of deciphering and interpreting. 
There are, however, a few poems in the Minero de estre-
lla.s where the author expresses his thoughts clearly. In 
these poems, which sometimes resemble Carl Sandburg's rhyth-
mical poems on Chicago, Moron captures vividly the movement 
of the activities in the mines. There is also one simple 
fairy tale of outstanding charm which Moron entitles 11Gnomos". 
A miner tells a little girl that she had better not pass 
near the mines as the king of the gnomes Who lives there is 
looking for a queen.l The portrayal of the gentleness of 
the rough ~er in the presence of the little child has a 
very heart-warming effect on the reader. Although known for 
1 J. Moron, Minero de estrellas (Seville: Imprenta de 
Piftal, 1933) P• 35. 
their physical roughness, the miners' constant nearness to 
death gives them an incredible sense of generosity and a 
kindness of spirit. These attributes in the miners seem to 
have made an impression on the poet. 
In summing up published mining poetry 1n Spain, we can 
again oi te the dearth of it, and 1n the work of the one Span-
ish poet who does deal with mining, there are very few social 
ideas. Moron has produced what might well be ter.med a pseudo-
proletariat work. Because of its artiness, his poetry is 
out of the reach of the proletariat. His work also lacks 
social thought. Moron is more concerned with for.m than with 
ideas, and his poetry lacks the freshness and spontaneity of 
the folkloric mineras. 
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Chapter XV 
P!O BAROJA: A SHORT STORY OF THE MINES 
P!o Baroja, the wel~known contemporary Spanish novelist 
Whose hallmark is his extreme cynici~, came into contact with 
mining at a very early age. His father was a mining engineer. 
The early part of the latter's career was spent in the Rio 
Tinto m±ning basin. In 1886, he accepted an appointment as 
chief engineer of some mines in Vizcaya. P!o Baroja chose 
medicine as his career, and when he received his diploma, he 
accepted a position in Cestona, a town located in the province 
of Guipuzcoa. This town is surrounded by many zinc and coal 
mines. While in this town Baroja had a great deal of contact 
with the miners and had occasion to see their wretched liv-
ing conditions. 
In spite of all the above cited personal contact with 
mining, P!o Baroja wrote very little on this subject. Only 
one of his short stories, "Bondad oculta", and an episode in 
El laberinto de las sirenas deals with mining. We shall not 
consider the mining episode contained in El laberinto de las 
sirenas because nothing of mining life is reflected in it. 
I 
It is merely the story of how one of the main characters out-
wits a San Franciso mining company which had an option on one 
of his mines. The mine in question was thought to be a worth-
less silver mine, but it was in reality a valuable gold mine. 
Because of its unconcern with the social, El laberinto de las 
sirenas is not a suitable work for this study. It is the 
least social of all Baroja's works. 
Baroja's short story, "Bondad oculta", clearly gives 
his views on mining life. It is the story of a brutal, hated, 
mining company superintendent Who runs a mine without mercy 
for his men. This superintendent keeps a mistress whose name 
is Julia. She also is very much hated by the mine workers 
who not only consider her as being morally perverted but also 
heartless. Small pox strikes the mdning community and the 
miners go to the superintendent's house looking for an ad-
vance on their salaries in order to pay the doctor and buy 
medicine. Julia, the mistress, informs tham that the super-
intendent has gone away and will not return for a few days. 
She doesn't believe the miners and regards the sickness story 
as just a ruse to get drinking money in advance. Later, how-
ever, JUlia sees the doctor in the mining settlement and over-
hears a foreman accuse her of cruelty. She then decides to 
visit the sick. She enters the squalid homes of the miners 
and, touched by the misery and suffering, kisses one of the 
sick children. T.his kiss is her redemption. Filled with 
pity, she takes the sick children ot the miners into the 
superintendent's house and cares for them. When the super-
intendent returns, he wants to make them all leave, ·but Julia 
convinces him that they should be allowed to stay and that 
the miners' pays should be raised and the prices in the com-
pany-owned mining stores lowered. The workers, on receiving 
these benefits, judge this as a weakness on the part of the 
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superintendent and abuse his goodness, demanding many un-
reasonable things. The superintendent is dismissed by the 
board o~ directors and the story ends when he and Julia leave 
t heir home and walk away from the mining establishment hand 
in hand. 
~e ~irst page of "Bondad oculta" is a description o~ 
the destruction that mining has brought to nature in the min-
ing region. The mountains have big gaping holes in their 
sides and vegetation has been completely destroyed by the 
chemical-bearing streams of water pumped out o~ the mines. 
Baroja tells us that nothing grows in the mine area except 
cable supports. He then describes the miners' miserable 
adobe huts. He imagines that the mining company even wanted 
to save on air in constructing these living quarters, for the 
windows are so very ~ew and so very small. 
The description o~ the mining area in "Bondad oculta" is 
very succinct. The limitations of the genre ~orce it to be 
so. Its brevity, however, does not take away from its ef-
~ectiveness. Baroja painted a ~ull picture of the miners 
and their living conditions with quick, short, verbal strokes. 
An example of his ability to e~fectively describe the miners 
with a few well chosen words can be seen in the three lines 
quoted below. Baroja makes the reader a witness at the 
changing of shifts, "Se daba la seftal con un toque de bo-
cina e iban saliendo de las galer!as hombres lividos, maci-
lentos; algunos temblorosos; todos con las espaldas tor-
cidas y las cabezas bajas."l In these few words, a compre-
hensive panorama of the miners' suffering is sketched -
hombres lividos - the physical suffering from lack of air 
and sunlight which makes the miners pale, macilentos - lack 
of food, algunos temblorosos - the result of constant fear 
of occupational hazards, todos con las espaldas torcidas -
the mark left by the uncomfortable positions in which a miner 
must work, cabezas bajas - an oppressed and beaten race. 
Baroja then gives us a glimpse into the miners' homes 
which he must have often visited while working as a doctor 
in Cestona. Baroja portrays the following sordid scene when 
Julia goes to visit the sick children of the miners: 
Las mujeres asombradas de verla, le hac !an 
pasar a cuartos estrechos, sin luz, sin venti-
lacion; llenos de un aire caliente, cargado de 
olores nauseabundos de miseria, entre los cuales 
se destacaba un olor punzante de pan tostado 
que exhalaban los cuerpos de los variolosos. 
Alla en los sucios camastros se veian los nifios 
enfermos mezclados con los convalecientes y 
los sanos; los padres acostados, sin desnudarse, 
en el suelo, roncaban con la boca abierta, 
con un bestial ronquido.2 
In the course of this story, when the miners are given 
higher wages and the store prices lowered, one would expect 
a different result in the miners' attitude towards the mine 
superintendent than that 'vhich we find. 3 However, a quick 
glance at some of Baroja's views as he himself has expressed 
1 P. Baroja, "Bondad oculta 11 , Cuentos (Hadrid: Imprenta 
de Antonio Marzo, 1900) P• 4• 
2 Ibid., p. 6. 
3 Cf. summary of plot , s~pra , ·pp.l68 -169 . 
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them in some of his other works shows that the miners' un-
grateful reaction to the superintendent's kindness fits in 
perfectly with Baroja's concepts of life. 
Matheu, in his book Baroja y Azorfn, quotes the follow-
ing lines from one of Baroja's early works, La vida es ~~s f : 
La vida es esto : crueldad, ingratitud, 
inconciencia , desden de la fuerza por la de-
bilidad, y as! son -los hombres y las mujeres 
y as! somos todos . s f, todo es violencia, 
todo es crueldad en la vida . l 
This author's bitterness towards life in general is clearly 
shown in the above few lines. 
Baroja's attitude toward constructive social reform can 
best be summed up in his own words . The following lines of 
Juventud, egolatrfa show his negative and pessimistic out-
look on life : 
Todo lo que tiene el liberalismo de de-
struccion del pasado me sugestiona; la lucha 
contra los prejuicios religiosos y nobilarios; 
la expropiaci6n de las comunidades, los im-
puestos contra la herencia •• • todo lo que 
sea pulverizar la sociedad pasada me produce 
una gran alegrfa . En cambio lo que el libera-
lismo'· tiene de constructi vo, el sufragio 
universal, el parlamentarismo, me parece ri-
dicule , sin eficacia.2 
From the above quotation, we can conclude that Baroja would 
not write a defense of workers . His negativism and pessimism 
would not allow him to sanction the many advantages that 
1 F. Matheu, Barof4 y Azorin (Barcelona : I.G. Seix y 
Barral Hnos., 1945) P • • 
2 P. Baroja , Juventud, egolatrfa (Hadrid : Rafael Caro 
Raggio, 1920) p . 289. 
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union and government reforms could bring to the mining region. 
The miners' ungrateful reaction to the kindness of the super-
intendent in "Bondad oculta" was very natural from Baroja' s 
viewpoint. Baro ja shows no great sympathy toward the miners 
in his short story. To Baroja, the miners, like all humanity, 
are ungrateful wretches. We can only imagine with what caustic 
vitriol this fierce anarchist would have treated the various 
aspects of the miners' lives had he considered them in more 
detail in a novel. 
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Chapter XVI 
ARMANDO PALACIO VALDes: 
A CONSERVATIVE'S VIEWPOINT 
The concejo of Laviana which consists of seven parishes 
is located in the province of Asturias. The principal occu-
pation of these parishes is either farming or ~ing. The Span-
ish novelist, Palacio Valdes was born in 1853 in Entralgo, one 
of the far.ming parishes. Shortly after his birth, his rather 
wealthy family moved from Entralgo to Aviles, a seaport town 
in Asturias. Valdes, however, often returned to his birth-
place in the summer ttme. Entralgo had an especially great 
influence on h±m as is evidenced by the fact that four of his 
novels have this town as their setting - La aldea perdida, !! 
idilio de un enfermo and a large part of La novela de un nove-
lista. 
From his mother, Valdes inherited far.m lands in Entralgo 
which still belong to the family. It was on these lands that 
he developed the strong love for nature Which we see reflected 
in his works. It can be said that Valdes brought into his 
writings all the regions where he lived. In many of his 
novels, the setting is almost as important as the characters 
and the action. Many critics have classified Valdes as a 
regionalist because of the emphasis which he places on his 
settings. One must keep in mind Valdes' background as a land-
owner and member of the upper middle class in considering his 
views on the miners. Also of great importance are this au-
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thor's views on art. 
Valdes' work has generally been classified as realistic. 
This classification is not quite precise. A more exact ter.m 
to describe the nature of his works would be selective or 
pruned realism, or perhaps the seemingly paradoxical phrases, 
idealistic or poetical realism. Valdes labels the nature of 
his own work very precisely in the subtitle of La aldea per-
dida where he classifies this novel as novela-poema - the 
novela corresponding to the realistic element and the poema 
to the idealistic treatment of the novel's events. This same 
observation can be made for many of the works of the Spanish 
Realistic period. 
A patent illustration of the exactness of the above ob-
servation can be found in the manner in which Valdes portrays 
many of his characters. There is no doubt that many of his 
fisherfolk and peasants are idealized. This idealization is 
obtained by hastily passing over or omitting the sordid and 
the ugly in the life of these people and by emphasizing the 
pleasant element. Unlike, for example, the pastoral, which 
takes the ideal and exaggerates it completely, producing a 
completely artificial situation, Valdes takes the idealized 
circumstances, events and descriptions Which develop his 
characters and describes them with Balzacian exactness and 
minute attention to detail. The s ituation seems to be fal-
sified by lacunae in the overall picture, but it is made to 
appear completely realistio by its exact detail. Zola and 
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Valdes are both guilty of the same fault but in opposite direc-
tions. Zola misrepresented life's overall picture by omitting 
the beautiful amidst deta.iled description of the sordid, and 
Valdes by omitting much of the ugly and presenting only the 
beautiful. Valdes abhorred literature that treated of the 
ugly, and his antipathy to the Naturalistic and Realistic 
schools is expressed clearly in the Pr6loso ,_to Los ma,1os de 
cadiz: 
La Unica razon (£or the writing of this 
prologue) que hallo en m1 esp!ritu es la con-
tradiccion en que me reconozco con los gustos 
y tendencias que dominan actualmente lo mismo 
en las artes plasticas que en la poes!a. Esta 
contradiccion me atormenta sobramanera, porque 
me hace dudar de m! mismo. Derramo la vista 
por Europa y no veo en la pintura y en la poes!a 
, , i ma que escenas lugubres y prosa cas, no es-
cueho sino acentos de muerte ••• surgen anali- ' 
sis indigestos, obscenidades escandalosas ••• 
El arte se me representa como un tnmenso ataque 
de nervios ••• ; el publico estragado por ellos 
{the Naturalistic and Realistic writers) y por 
el utilitarismo reinante, sin criteria para 
distinguir lo bello y lo sano de lo feo y lo 
absurdo ••• un asunto digno y her.moso es el 
mejor hallazgo que un artista puede tener en 
su vida.l 
It was a desire to overthrow the tendency towards these Nat-
uralistic and Realistic abuses that made Valdes swing in the 
opposite direction. 
Having considered Palacio Valdes• background, social 
standing and artistic tendencies, it is now time to consider 
his two mining novels, La aldea perdida and Santa Rogelia. 
1 A. Palacio Valdes, L.os majos de Cadiz (Madrid: Tipo-
graf!a de los Hijos de M.G. Hernandez, 1896) P• VI. 
In general, Valdes is not a didactic writer. or his many 
works only three are definitely of a didactic nature. Two 
of these are within the scope of this thesis, La aldea perdi-
da and Santa Rogalla. 
Valdes was living in the valley of Laviana in the last 
half of the nineteenth century, a period when extraction of 
the newly found ~eral wealth was progressing rapidly in 
this fertile valley. Be saw his beloved country-side being 
made ugly by huge craters through which men entered the earth. 
Coal dust spillage was blackening his green valley, and rivers, 
Which were once crystalline, became black and muddy. Valdes 
shows sharply in La aldea perdida the contrast between the 
idyllic beauty of the far.m lands and the industrial filth of 
the ~es. He describes Laviana, before the mine exploitation, 
as a valley where all was peace and beauty. After describing 
the various towns nestled on the mountain slopes, Valdes un-
folds this poetical little corner of the valley: 
El gran r!o cristalino herido por los rayos 
de la aurora parec!a una franja de plata. 
Los maizales que bordan sus orillas sal!an 
del suefto de la noche esperezandose blanda-
mente al soplo de la brisa. El tenue, blanco 
vapor que los cubria se perd!a en la claridad 
del aire. Un rayo de sol vivo, refulgente, 
hir16 la cabeza de la Pefta-Mea tiftdndola de 
color naranja. Una nubecilla arrebolada, na-
dando por el cielo azul, vino a besarla y 
des~ues de darla largo y prolongado beso si-
guio mas alegre su marcha.l 
After the mines have been in exploitation for aWhile, the 
l A. Palacio Valdes, La aldea perdida, (Madrid: Librer!a 
General de Victoriano suarez, 1922) PP• Sl-52. 
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picture changes: 
El valle de Laviana se transformaba. Bocas 
de ~as que flu!an la codiciada bulla man-
chando de negro los prados vecinos; alambres, 
terraplenes, vagonetas, lavaderos; el rio 
corriendo agua sucia; los castaftares tala-
dos; fraguas que vomitaban :mucho humo espeso 
esperando que pronto las sustituir!an grandes 
fabrfcas que vomitar!an humo mas espeso toda-
v!a. . 
For Valdes the Plutonian age was replacing the Saturnian age. 
Valdes watched the materialistic progress Which was tak-
ing place in Laviana and saw only evil in it. The quest for 
the buried minerals was def'iling the beauty of nature and 
carrying in its wake the corruption of her true children, the 
farmers. To Valdes everything connected with agricultural 
life was good, and all that was connected with mining was bad. 
His love for the beauty of his patria chica made him take a 
very impractical view on industrial development. He attacked 
with zest the spread of' the mines. The impossibility of stop-
ping the industrial momentum of that time was evident. Valdes 
was merely kicking against the goads. It was rather a ques-
tion of helping the victims of the Industrial Revolution -
the exploited workers. 
Valdes made no attempt in his novels to help better the 
miners• lot. On the contrary, he expressed his disapproval 
with the methods being used by the miners in their endeavor 
to obtain decent living conditions for themselves and their 
1 Ibid., P• 215. 
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families. Zola cried out sreve while Valdes says in Santa 
Rogelia: 
Todo eso de la huelga es una mnsica 
nueva que han inventado los holgazanes que 
quieren ganar mucho y trabajar poco. Son 
los viciosos, los gandules , quienes ar.man 
esas bullas. De todo ello no resulta casi 
siempre mas que lagrimas para las pobres 
mujeres y hambre para los niftos.l 
Valdes did not have the foresight of Zola to see What the 
strikes were to accomplish for the miners in the future. 
Throughout La aldea perdida1 the peasants are idealized. 
They are all good and their faults are minimized. Even the 
town slanderers are described in such a manner as to make 
them amusing people rather than malicious defruMers of their 
fellowmen. This type of character delineation is the usual 
type to be found in all the works of the benign Valdes. But, 
on treating the miners, we find a new and unusual twist in 
this author's portrayal of a class. Valdes departs from his 
customary idealization. Miners are described as always carry-
ing knives which they freely draw, ugly tempered, foul mouthed 
and immoral. The miner becomes a completely demoralized, ani-
mal-like being in the hands of this author. Demetria asks her 
bridegroom, Nolo, to take her away tram her once beloved town 
because she doesn't want to live near the miners. She says 
to Nolo, "-INo quisiera vivir mas en Canzana, Nolo! lLlevame 
1 A. Palacio Valdes, Santa Rogelia (Madrid: Imprenta 
Helenioa, 1926) P• 17. 
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ala Brafta, llevame lejos de estos hombres blas£emos y malditosJ"l 
This Asturian author did not feel the su££ering o£ the 
miner as deeply as diq most of the other authors o£ mining 
works. He describes the miners' suffering very briefly and 
superficially. ln La aldea perdida there is no detailed con-
sideration o£ their suf£ering as there is of the idyllic life 
of the peasants or the sumptuous life of the rich city dwellers. 
Valdes definitely saw the suf£ering of the miners, but he 
passes over it very quickly. In his two novels in which miners 
appear. La aldea perdida and Santa Rogelia,. not even two pages 
of description on the miners' miserable existence can be com-
piled. 
Valdes• sympathy was not with the miner. As has been 
mentioned above, he discourages strikes - the long range 
plan of the social idealists to better the miner's lot. Yet, 
at the beginning of Santa Rogelia, 1ri one of the very few 
passages in which he describes the miner's life, he says of 
the £emale miners: 
Eran pobres seres flacos y curtidos, 
consumidos por el trabajo, sin atractivo, 
sin deseo tampoco de agradar, verdadero jumen-
tos de carga, enseftando los huesos como los 
caballos de alquiler.2 · 
Still he hardly raises a word against the men who made these 
people jumentos de carga. It was left for Spanish novelists 
like Blasco Ibiaez and Concha Espina to cry out against the 
l Palacio Valdes, La aldea perdida... P• 261. 
2 Palacio Valdes, Santa Rogelia... P• 9. 
abuses practiced on the mdners. Valdes was too concerned 
about what was happening to his beloved valley to be greatly 
moved by the suffering of these industrial slaves. His "In-
vocaciona to La aldea perdida clearly expresses his personal 
feelings on the industrialization of Laviana. It begins with 
a moving description of his idyllic childhood. He idealizes 
greatly his early years in Laviana. His opening words best 
sum up his feelings: "S!, yo tambien nac! y vi rl en Arcadia. "1 
Then came industrialization .and all changed. Valdes writ~s: 
La Arcadia ya no existe. Huyo la dicha 
y la inocencia de aquel valle. ITan lejanoJ 
lTan escondido rinconcito m!ol Y, sin embar-
go, te vieron algunos hombres sedientos de 
riqueza. Armados de piqueta cayeron sobre 
ti y desgarraron tu seno virginal y profana-
ron tu belleza tnmaculada. lOh, si hubieras 
podido huir de ellos como el a~zclero del 
cazador dejando en sus manos tu tesoroJ2 
Valdes felt that the mdners themselves were the villains who 
were destroying his countryside rather than the victims of the 
capitalistic mine owners, many of w.bom were English and French 
capitalists who had never seen their ow.n property. 
In La aldea perdida, Valdes wanted to show that with the 
industrial exploitation of the mines would come the contam-
ination of the peasant class of Laviana. In this novel, the 
threat of the tull scale opening of the mines hangs like the 
sword of Damocles over the head of this peaceful valley. 
Little by little people begin to change. The sport of duel-
1 Palacio Valdes, La aldea perdida... P• 5. 
2 Ibid., P• 6. 
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ing with staffs is soon changed to stabbing with knives; 
the laborer, instead of going straight home after his day's 
work , frequents the brawlish drinking-houses in the evening. 
What was once peace begins to take on bellicose aspects: 
Poco a poco aquellos mineros ensefiaron 
su oficio a los zagales de Carrio y Canzana • 
••• Sin embargo no poco se amortigu6 al ver 
que con el oficio los mineros ensefiaron a 
los zagales sus vicios . l 
The didactic element of La aldea perdida is brought out by 
showing the bad effect that industrialization had on the 
peasants. 
Valdes' spokesman in La aldea perdida, Don Cesar de las 
Matas , is a very quixotic individual . Like Cervantes, Valdes 
chose a monomaniac to deliver his message. Don Cesar is a 
scholar-farmer who is as wrapped up in the history and poli-
tics of Greece as Don Quixote was in the novels of chivalry . 
His chief enemy is Pericles . He permeates his speech with 
Hellenic allusions, and he even emulates the ancient Greeks 
in his living habits. The similarity between the character 
of Don Cesar and that of Don Quixote is extremely evident . 
The two characters in question coincide in hundreds of details. 
It may be well to point out that the humor of Valdes has 
often been compared to that of Cervantes. 
Don Cesar de las }~tas is the prophet of the tragedy 
which is to befall the beautiful valley of Laviana if it 
turns to mining . Throughout the entire novel he makes bom-
1 Ibid. , P • 216 . 
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bastic speeches in favor of following the work of Ceres 
rather than that of Pluto. Let us examine some of the pas-
sages in which he considers the ill effects which mining will 
have on the townspeople. In one passage Don Cesar says: 
~yde los pueblos que corren presurosos 
en busca de novedadesl lAy de los que, ol-
vidando las pristinas y sencillas costumbres 
de sus mayores, se entregan a la moliciel 
lAy de los aqueosl iAy de los doriosl El 
regimen austere, la vida sobria y sencilla 
que form6 a los hombres de Maraton y las Ter-
mopilas desaparecera muy presto. Los produc-
tos refinados de la industria, las modas y 
los deleites corromperan nuestras costumbres, 
debilitaran lue~o nuestros cuerpos y no que-
daran al cabo mas que hombres afeminados y 
corrompidos, miserables sofistas, desprecia-
:b res~ parasites que escucharan temblando el 
chasquido del latigo romano.l 
Don Cesar says later: 
En efecto el trabajo expuesto y penoso 
de las minas no es propio de los hombres libres, 
tengan D no derecho de ciudadanfa. Pienso 
que es solamente adecuado para los esclavos 
tracios y paflagonios, y aun si se quiere, 
para los periecos, gente ruda por lo re gular 
y cuyas vidas no tienen mucha estimaci6n.2 
The entire town laughed at the words of this monomaniac. 
Don Cesar knew this and upbraided them. 
Bien comprendo que mis palabras suenen 
mal en vuestros ofdos, no avezados a escuchar 
los ecos de la sabia antigHedad. De i gual 
modo los ostrogodos y longobardos refan cuando 
los filosofos y retoricos del Lacio pretendfan 
doctrinarlos.3 
At the end of La aldea perdida, the valley exp eriences 
1 .Ibid., p. 66. 
2 Ibid., PF• 67-68. 
3 Ibid., PP• 230-231. 
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the accuracy of the prognostications of Don Cesar. It had 
been the custom of the towns to challenge each other to 
friendly brawls in which only sticks were used. These tussles 
usually occurred during the romerfas.l Throughout the novel, 
Valdes describes all these encounters of the townspeople in 
a comico-hero1c manner by imitating the grandiose language 
of the medieval epic. In the closing Chapter of this book, 
however, a battle occurs at a romer!a Which is far from comi-
cal. The encounter is not one of the usual ones between two 
towns, but between the miners and the townspeople. The fight 
turns out to be a savage and bloody encounter. Instead of 
sticks, guns and knives are used. It happens that the guests 
of the double wedding party of the four principal characters 
chance to arrive at the romer!a when this fight is going on. 
A miner, Pluton, who had previously attempted to rape one 
of the brides, Demetria, draws his knife and slashes her 
throat. Another miner, Joyana, fatally shoots one of the 
bridegrooms, Jacinto. Amidst all this slaughter caused by 
the miners, Don Cesar raises his voice against the material-
ism Which the industrial advocates called the progress of 
civilization. He cries out, "Dec!s que ahora comienza la 
civ1lizaci6n ••• ~es bien, yo os digo ••• lO!dlo biens ••• Yo 
os digo que ahora comienza la barbarieJ"2 
1 romer!a - A festival usually held to celebrate a 
patron salrit*s day. 
2 Palacio Valdes, La aldea perdida •• • P• 292. 
On this desperate note~ Valdes ends his novel, La aldea 
Rerdida. He overlooks co~letely the basic causes of the 
social evils in mining regions. A change of occupation rrom 
farming to mining is in itself hardly a corrupting factor. 
The plow is not more virtuous than the pick. Valdes' · prin-
cipal aims seem to be blackening the miners' character and 
showing the unhappiness that mine exploitation will bring to 
agricultural regions. Because of personal feelings motivated 
by ultraconservatism, and perhaps~ by land interests, Palacio 
Valdes does not seem to approach an objective appraisal of 
the true worth of miners and mines in our society. 
Chapter XVII 
BENITO P~REZ GALD6S' MARIANELA 
Benito Perez Galdos, one of Spain's greatest liberal cru-
saders of the latter part of the nineteenth century, wrote 
Marianela, a novel which has the Asturian mining region for 
its background. As is to be expected, he expresses his. so-
cial views very firmly in regard to the injustices found in 
the living conditions of the miners. His daughter Marfa in-
formed us that her father gathered the back-ground material 
for this novel during his summer trips to Torrelavega, a 
mining town in Asturias. A group of mines called Riot!n 
, 
are located near this town. Galdos visited these mines with 
miners Whose acquaintance he had made during his summer vis-
its to Northern Spain. He knew many miners and spent a great 
deal of time in their company listening to their complaints 
and discussing their problems.l 
Marianela is principally a love story of two young 
people. Although the novel deals principally with the sen• 
timents of a rich blind boy, Pablo, and an orphan, Marian~la, 
the ever socially-minded Galdos brings in a consideration of 
the living conditions of the people Who inhabit the mining 
area where the action takes place. Marianela is a delicate, 
tragic tale with unobtrusive, short, social lessons of k~ 
1 Interview with Maria G ldos, July 10, 1956. 
ness and charity given by Galdos' spokesman, Doctor Teodoro 
Golffn. 
The story opens with Doctor Golt!n•s arrival in the min-
ing basin. Galdos describes in great detail the impression 
which Golfin receives from the grotesque results of open pit 
mining. From these vivid descriptions, it becomes evident 
to the reader that Galdos himself must have been very much 
impressed on seeing the damage done to nature by man's greed 
to despoil her mineral wealth. Galdos' verbal descriptions 
of the mining landscape are very similar in nature to Dore• s 
illustrations of Dante's Inferno. He gives a Freudian sub-
conscious tone to these descriptions. The grotesqueness of 
the mines of Soeartes is experienced by Golf'!n in a vague, 
nightmare-like fantasy rather than in a realistic, conscious 
manner. ~paragraph of Galdos' description will illustrate 
the fantastic nature of the area in question. As has been men-
tioned above, according to Galdos 1 daughter, the region de-
scribed is Torrelavega.l This fact is also claimed by Mauro 
Frfa Lagoni -~o writes in regard to the mine scenes of Maria-
nela, "En el escenario en que esta joya literaria se desarrblla 
-
reconocemoa a Torrelavega, el Villamojada de la novela, R!o-
corbo y Cartes."2 
El viajero, que habfa andado algunos pasos junto a su gu!a, se detuvo, asombrado de la 
1 Cf. supra, P• 185. 
2 M. Fria Lagoni, Concha Espina y sus crfticos (Toulouse: 
Editorial Figarola Maurin, 1929) P• 182. 
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perspectiva fantastica que a sus ojos se ofre-
c!a. Hallabase en un lugar hondo semejante 
al crater de un volcan, de suelo irregular, 
de paredes mas irregulares aUns En los bordes 
y en el centro de la enorme caldera, cuya mag-
nitud era aumentada por el engaftoso claroscuro 
de la noche, se elevaban figuras colosales, 
hombres disfor.mes, monstruos volcados y patas 
arriba, brazos inmensos desperezandose, pies 
truncados, dispersas figuras semejantes a las 
que for.ma el caprichoso andar de las nubes en 
el cielo; pero quietas, inmobles, endurecidas. 
Era su color el de las momias, color terroso 
tirando a rojo; su actitud, la del movimiento 
febril sorprendido y atajado por la muerte. 
Parec!a la petrificaci6n de una org!a de gigan-
tescos demonios; sus manotadas, los .burlones 
movimientos de sus disformes cabezas hab!an 
quedado fijos como las 1nalterables actitudes 
de la escultura. E1 silencio que llenaba el 
ambito del supuesto crater era un silencio que 
daba miedo. Creer!ase ~e mil voces y aullidos 
hab!an quedado tambien hechos piedra, y piedra 
eran desde siglos de siglos.l 
T.he above described setting would make very suitable back-
ground material for some of Goya's Grotescas~ . Go1ffn imagined 
this scene as being similar to a brain attacked by a terrible 
headache.2 
Another excavated region reminded Golf!n of a horrible 
shipwreck. T.he huge opening in the earth was similar to the 
hollow of a split hull. The sides of the opening took the 
for.m of a wrecked ship's ribs and the huge stones left behind 
resembled the remains of a cargo which had been damaged by waves. 
In the light of the moon, Golffn imagined that he saw among 
this scene of nautical ruins bodies which had been partially 
1 B. Perez Galdos, Marianela {Madrid: Librer!a y Casa 
Editorial Hernando, 1954) p. 15. 
2 Ibid., P• 116. 
devoured by fish, mummies and skeletons - all seemed dead and 
semi-decomposed.~ 
In Chapter V,Galdos describes the process or refining 
iron ore in detail. The digging, washing and smelting of iron 
must have caught his fancy. The fact that he was impressed 
by much of what he saw in Torrelavega is evident in many parts 
of Marianela. Golf in's amazement at the appearance of the min-
ing region, his relief on leaving a mine, and the interest with 
which the refining processes are described all seem to be evi-
dent reflections of what Galdos himself experienced. 
Although the miners are not the protagonists of this novel, 
Galdos does give us his views on mining as an occupation, and 
he also considers its effects on the miner. Golffn says t o 
Marianela on t hi nking that she was a mine worker: 
••• pobre criatura, ••• has quedado trabajando 
aqul. Es un trabajo muy penoso el de la mi-
ner!a. Estas te~ida del color del mineral; 
estas raqu!tica y mal altmentada. ~sta vida 
destruye las naturalezas mas robustas~2 
Celip!n, a young boy who works in the mines twelve hours a 
day, thinks of nothing but escaping the underground life to 
which he has been condemned. He tells Marianela, "Yo no puedo 
vivir as!, yo me muero en las minas.ft3 He compares his life 
of filling, moving and emptying wagons to that of' a donkey. 
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Ibid., P• 32. 
Ibid., P• 44• 
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and says to Marianela, "lAyJ ••• tCor ••• c6rcholisl, el que pase 
muchos aftos en este trabajo, al fin se ha de volver malo, y 
sus sesos seran de calamina."l Galdos often refers to the 
brutifying effect of mining work. The conversation between 
Celipfn and Marianela in Chapter IV is per.meated with phrases 
such as, "No somos gente sino animales. • • y yo me pregunto si 
me diferencio en algo de un borrico",2 and again, ~o somos 
mas que bestias que ganamos un jornal ".2 Doctor Golfin refers 
to two of the mine workers as "bestias en fQrma humana". 1 
When Celip!n makes his escape from the mines by a secret noc-
turnal departure, Galdos comments, "La Geologia habia perdido 
. . 
un piedra, y la sociedad hab!a ganado un hombre. "3 
Galdos' attitude toward the miners is one of great sym-
pathy. Throughout Marianela, Doctor Golf!n expresses this 
author's deep humanitarian sentiments. GaldOs strongly de-
fends these men to whom destiny has allotted the fate of work-
ing like animals at an occupation which deadens their intel-
lect until they become almost like the stones they dig. Doc-
tor Golf!n upbraids his sister-in-law for criticising harshly 
the heavy drinking and suicide of Marianela's mother. 'He tells 
her to investigate thoroughly the causes that drive people to 
criminal actions before judging them, and he adds concerning 
the lives of the miners in ocartes: 
1 Ibid., P• 204. 
2 Ibid., P• 45• 
3 Ibid., P• 196. 
~tais viendo delante de vosotros, al pie 
mismo de vuestras c6modas casas, a una mul-
titud de aeres abandonados, faltos de todo 
lo que es neoesario a la niftez, desde los 
padres basta los juguetes ••• ; les estais 
viendo, s! ••• , nunca se os ocurre inrundir-
les un poco de dignidad, haoiendoles saber 
que son seres humanos, dandoles las ideas de 
que carecen, no se os ocurre ennoblecerles, 
haciendoles pasar del bestial trabajo meoa-
nico -al trabajo de la inteligencia; les veis 
viviendo en habitaciones 1nmundas, mal al~en­
tados, perfeccionandose oada d!a en su sal-
vaje rusticidad, y no se os ocurre extender un 
poco basta ellos las oomodidades de ~e estais 
rodeados ••• Toda la energ!a la guardais luego 
para declamar contra los homicidios, los robos 
y el suioidio, sin reparar que sosteneis es-
cuela per.manente de estos tres crfmenesJl 
In Marianela, Galdos takes a mining family and shows the 
effects of the lack of education upon its members. T.he chap-
ter Which presents this family to the reader is entitled nLa 
familia de piedra". Centeno, the father who works as a mine 
foreman, and his wife are completely insensible to some of the 
most rudimentary norms which our Christian civilization has 
stressed throughout the ages. In their savage rusticity and 
primitiveness, they know only greed. They make their two sons 
and two daughters work in the mines in order that they might 
benefit from their children's salaries. As soon as their young-
est son, Celip!n, was old enough, they sent him into the mines 
and denied h~ the opportunity of learning to read and write 
even though he begged to learn. The greedy acts of his parents 
made Celip!n turn against them. Marianela is shocked when 
1 Ibid., P• 112. 
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Celipfn tells her that he doesn't love his parents in the way 
that he should.l 
From the above considerations, we see that Galdos blames 
the environment for the primitive state and the criminal ac-
tions of the miners. Doctor Golffn often mentions the natur-
al uncultivated intelligence of the primitive protagonist, 
Marianela, and his brother Carlos says of her, "Si alguien 
si bubiera tamado el trabajo de enseftarle alguna cosa, habr!a 
aprendido mejor quizas que la mayor!a de los chicos."2 Casal-
duero says of Marianela in his Vida y obra de Galdos: "Ma-
rianela, alma exquisita en un cuerpo delicado y defor.me, ro-
deada de incomprension, es una acusacion contra la sociedad."3 
Galdos' sympathy for the social underdogs, the miners, has 
burst forth even in a novel which has as its main subject the 
tragic love idyl of a little abandoned orphan. To htm the 
miners were a primitive people who needed and deserved help 
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Chapter XVIII 
VICENTE BLASCO IB!REZ 
Vicente Blasco Ibaftez, the Socialist Spanish novelist 
whose World War I novels, The Four Horsemen o£ the Apocal:pse, 
Mare Nostrum and The Enemy o£ Women g,ained world wide £ame, 
wrote El intruso, a thought provoking novel dealing with the 
miners o£ Asturias. In considering the background £or ~~­
truso, three in£luences on the author must be taken into con-
sideration: his political career, his influence from Zola and 
his documentation. Blasco Ibaftez became involved in politics 
at a very early age. At sixteen he ran away £rom his home in 
Valencia and went to Madrid. There he £requented laborers• 
meetings and became known £or his spirited Socialistic dis-
courses. His mother went to Madrid and brought him back to 
Valencia and to his studies. In a conversation with Pitollet, 
Blasco Ibaftez said o£ his political interests during his 
college days: 
Je me couchais, m•a-t-il avoue, avec les gi-
rondins de Lamartine; je dejeunais de Louis 
Blanc et un tdille complet de Michelet consti-
tuait mon repas principal. Le cycle de mes 
jours etait trace. Je serais le Danton de 
l'Espagne, puis je mourrais ••• l 
When Blasco Ibaftez was not yet eighteen, a republican 
newspaper published a sonnet written by him in which he calls 
upon the people to rise up against the monarChy. For his lit-
1 c. Pitollet, Vicente Blasco Ibaftez, ses romans et le 
roman de sa vie _ (Paris: Calmann-Levy, 1926 P• 37• . 
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erary e£forts he received a six-month sentence at hard labor. 
Blasco Ibaftez' efforts at this time were completely focused on 
the republican cause, a cause whose exponents were principally 
Socialists and Anarchists. Shortly after his six-month sen-
tence, he had to flee to Paris for being involved in a revo-
lutionary attempt which had £ailed. He lived in Paris until 
1891 when a general amnesty allowed him to return to Spain. 
On returning to his £atherland, he immediately took up 
the de£ense o£ republican ideals again. He founded in Valen-
cia a republican newspaper which he called El Pueblo. While 
editor o£ this newspaper, he saw the inside o£ a jail o£ten. 
Blasco raised a mob of protest against the sending o£ Spanish 
youth to £ight in CUba. He was proscribed £or this action 
and found re£uge in Italy. After a three month exile in Italy, 
our author returned to Spain and was involved in new repub-
lican riots. For his part in these riots, he was sentenced to 
six years in a prison for the detention of criminals rather 
than in the usual political prisons kept by the Monarchists 
for dissenters against their regime. Blasco Ibaftez remained 
1n prison for more than a year. He was rescued, however, by 
the people of Valencia who elected ~ their deputy to the 
Spanish parliament, thus g1 ving him legal 1mmun1 ty £rom poli ti-
cal incarceration. Valencia re-elected Blasco as its represen-
tative many times, and needless to say, he upheld the pro-
gressive causes in the Chamber of Deputies. The politi-
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cal and social ideas which he adopted in this period are 
reflected throughout El intruso. 
Blasco Ibaftez had a veritable cult for Zola. Although 
he himself denies in a letter written to Cejador y Frauc 
on March 6, 1918 1 any influence from Zola in his later 
novels, the sincerity of this claim has often been questioned. 
Let us examine the validity of Blasco's claim in the light 
of some facts and a few statements Which he made before the 
tremendous circulation of his war novels. Perhaps the sue-
cess of the latter made him feel superior to his old master. 
In 1902 there was published in Valencia a study of the 
life and works of Zola by Paul Alexis.2 Blasco Ibaftez con-
tributed an article entitled "Una visita a Zola" to this 
study. A careful examination of this article, written at 
the time of the visit when Blasco's feelings for Zola were 
fresh, will perhaps better show his sentiments for Zola 
than his letter to Cejador y Frauja which was written in 
1918, when Zola had already been dead sixteen years. 
Blasco Ibaftez, accompanied by Rodrigo Soriano, who was 
a personal friend of Zola and had served as his companion 
and guide when the latter visited San Sebastian, made a 
visit to Zola in his Paris home on the Rue de Bruxelles. 
1 J. Cejador y Frauca, Historia de la lengua y litera-
tura espaftola (Madrid: 1915-22) Vol. IX, P• 472. 
2 P. Alexis, Emilio Zola, su vida, su obra (Valencia: 
F. Sempere y Cia., 2nd ed., undated). 
Blasco records the occurrences of this visit in detail in his 
above mentioned article. We shall quote sections of this ar-
ticle to show the great devotion that he had for Zola. At the 
beginning of this article the Spanish novelist says: 
Cada hombre siente su idolatria. Yo he 
visto soberanos y aspirantes a reyes, por los 
que se exter.minaron miles de hombres en los 
campos de batalla, y su presencia solo ha 
despertado en mi un compasivo desprecio para 
los que se entusiasman con los prestigios 
del nacimiento ••• Y sin embargo, la adora-
cion idolatrica, el anonadamiento admirativo 
surgio en m!, en presencia de un escritor que 
llena con su nombre el mundo pero vive ais-
lado en pleno Paris.l 
Later in this article, he further describes his admiration 
for Zola in the following lines: 
Yo of su voz como al traves de una nube. El 
estudio se poblaba rapidamente de seres ••• So-
card~ el intrigante, con su sonrisa de explo-
tador sin entraftas, el ator.mentado pintor de 
L'oeuvre y la lavandera de L•assompir; la 
irrltada muchedumbre de Ger.miriil y ei resig-
nado rebado rojo y azul de La debicle, todos 
los innumerable& personajes de la epopeya 
Zolesc'; y Y9 contemplaba con religiosa ad-
miracion la mano cuadrada, de floja piel, 
que hab{a sacado de la nada tantos seres ••• 2 
The following is the farewell scene between the two great 
writers: 
Al sentir su mano entre las mias, experi-
ments el irresistible impulso -de adoracion, 
y tremulo, sin saber lo que bacia, me in-
cline, besandola rapid~ente. Su delicadeza 
le hizo permanecer impasible para no aumen-
tar m1 perturbacion; pero al levantar la 
vista encontre su mirada, una mirada que 
1 Ibid., P• 189. 
2 Ibid., P• 191. 
aun la veo, que la vere siempre.l 
Zola gave Blasco Ibaftez an autographed photograph of himself 
as a memento of the visit. Pitollet tells us that Blasco 
always brought this photograph with him to his various resi-
dences and kept it on his work table in front of him.2 
The above incidents serve to show Blasco Ibaftez• veri-
table cult for Zola. Another incident occurred at this inter-
view between the two men Which may well have had much to do 
with Blasco's group of novels generally classed as his Span-
ish Social Novels. On descending the stairs in Zola's home, 
Blasco stopped before an enormous painted wood relief. It 
depicted a Spanish bishop on horseback attacking the Moors. 
Zola said to his two Spanish visitors: 
-EB de origen espaftol ••• Espafta no ha cambiado 
mucho. Los obispos aun esgrimen la espada y 
ustedes ocupan ahora el puesto de los moros.3 
The visit to Zola took place in 1902. In 1903, there appeared 
La catedral, an attack on religion, and i n 1904, El intruso, 
an attack on the Jesuits, the most militant of religious 
orders. It can hardly be said dogmatically that Zola1 s re-
mark influenced directly the writing of El intruso, but the 
possibility that it did is admissible. Zola's words must 
have impressed Blasco greatly for him to record it in his 
article. A few more statements made by Zola at this inter-
1 Ibid., P• 198. 
2 Pitollet, Vicente Blasco Ibaftez, ses romans ••• P• 195. 
3 Alexis, Emilio Zola, su vida, su obra... P• 197. 
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view and a statement of Blasco himself seem to strengthen 
the possibility of direct influence from Zola in the writing 
of Blasco's Spanish Social Novels. Zola said to his visitors 
regarding his interests in Spain: 
No me atrae la Espafta pintoresca y monumental; 
••• pero d~seo ver Barcelona, Valencia, Bilbao, 
la Espafta revolucionaria y moderna, que tan 
cariftosamente me animo durante mi lucha por la 
Justicia.· Vuestro pais tiene un her.moso por-
venir ••• Sufre como Francia y todos los pa!ses 
latinos, dos males hist6ricos: el clericalismo 
y el militarismo; pero esto se cura con el 
tiempo y la instrucc16n.l 
Blasco Ibaftez also says in his letter to Cejador y Frauca: 
Yo admiro a Zola, envidio muchas de sus paginas, 
quisiera ser el propietario de los esplendoro-
sos oasis que se abren en el desierto mon6tono 
e interminable de una gran parte de su obra; 
me enorgulleceria ser el autor de las muche-
dumbres de Germinal ••• 2 
It is to be noted that Blasco Ibaftez in El intruso, like Zola 
in Germinal, depicted violent crowds. The fight between the 
revolutionary workers and the pilgrims on procession in honor 
of the Virgin of Begofta resembles the same violent mass move-
ment that Zola depicted in Germinal. 
Zola•s influence on Blasco Ibaftez may perhaps best be 
sammed up as at first, an influence in style on his Valen-
cian novels, and later, an influence in subject matter in his 
Spanish Social Novels. In Blasco's later novels his own per-
sonal literary style reached its full development. Cejador 
1 Ibid., P• 191. 
2 Cejador y Frauca, Historia de la lengua ••• Vol. IX, 
P• 472. 
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y Fraue a succinctly summarizes Zola's influence on the Valen-
cian novelist in the following words: 
Hay ademas en el un republicano, escritor de 
tesis, que en las no velas de su segunda epoca 
retrae todavfa mas en ello a Zola ahincando 
en estos clamores de reconstitucion social, 
bien que afianzandose cada vez mas su perso- -
~~dad artfstica.l 
Information regarding Blasco Ibanez' first hand documen-
tation for El intruso has been very hard to obtain. The 
only reference to this which we found was one made by Zama-
cois in his work, Mis contemporaneos, Vicente Blasco Ibanez. 
Zamacois says briefly in a reference made to Blasco 's rap id 
production, "Los datos que recogio en Bilbao para componer 
El intruso los orden6 en una semana".2 So all we know for 
sure from this reference is that Blasco did visit Bilbao, and 
this fact is immediately confirmed upon reading his detailed 
description of Bilbao and the surrounding mining region. 
In the light of all these facts, we can easily conjec-
ture the manner in which Blasco Ibanez will treat of the 
miners and their living conditions. We would expect him to 
espouse the Socialist cause, to bitterly attack the abuses 
practiced on the miners., and to portray their sordid life in 
the fashion of Zola. He fulfills these expectations complete-
ly. 
El intruso begins with a treatment of the miners' liv-
1 Ibid., p. 468. 
2 E. Zamacois, ~is contem oraneos, Vicente Blasco 
ez (Madrid: Librer! a de los Sucesores de Hernando , 1910 
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ing conditions and character . The author then goes on to 
deal with the mine owners, the capitalistic rulers of the 
mining region , and the Jesuits, the power behind the indus-
trial throne . 
Blasco Ibanez realistically portrays the living condi -
tions of the mining basin in all their sordidness . Doctor 
Aresti is the reader's Virgil on the tour of the infernal 
mining region . On his house visits to the sick , the reader 
sees the misery in which the miners live . These visits and 
the places he passes along the way are the occasion for the 
novelis t to discuss the appearance of the region, its liv-
ing conditions and the character of the miners and contrac-
tors . 
When Doctor Aresti entered one of the miners' lodgings 
to visit a sick miner, he found a small room whose space was 
completely taken up by a huge bed made of unplaned boards . 
On it an entire group from Zamora slept, seven men and a boy. 
They slept there in mutual physical contact with very little 
air and in their sweaty clothes . Aresti thinks that at least 
this Zamoran group knows each other . There are other groups 
in which boys and young men sleep with strangers , many of 
whom are released criminals . Blasco writes of these condi-
tions and their results in the following manner : 
Los cuer pos extranos se juntaban bajo la pega-
josa cubierta; la carne se rozaba con otra 
carne , enferma muchas veces con peligrosas in-
fecciones . Y esta promiscuidad, al amparo de 
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la misma manta, de viejos y jovenes, de !no-
centes jayanes recien llegados de su pueblo 
y veteranos de la vida errante, conocedores 
de todas las corrupciones, se efectuaba en 
medio de una forzada abstinencia de la carne, 
en un pais donde, por las condiciones del 
trabajo, los hombres son mas numerosos que 
las mujeres, y una continua afluencia de 
presidiarios licenciados tra!a consigo tod~s 
las criminales aberraciones del aislamiento 
viril.l 
Blasco paints the miner's environment as being extreme-
ly wretched and demoralizing. The environment has severe 
effects on the miners' character as can be seen from the sec-
tion quoted above. The wretched living conditions and the 
daily struggle to eke out their existence aloo makes the 
miners lose their sense of human dignity. The miner as por-
trayed in Blasco's work is not the same heroic and poor but 
dignified Spaniard as portrayed in the works of Concha Espina. 
Blasco's miners are depraved beings who have been corrupted 
by their environment. One m±ner in catching his wire in adul-
tery wants only a heavy monetary compensation from t he adul-
terer. This nefarious concept of righting a blotch aga1 t 
one's honor by a cash payment contrasts strikingly wit h the 
traditional Spanish concept of pundonor. 
The miners place very little value on human life. Their 
existence is such that life would not be too dear to them. 
There are constant mining accidents which wipe them out. 
Blasco says of the high death rate in the mining region: 
1 V. Blasco Ibaftez, Obras completas, El intruso (Valencia: 
Prometeo, 1925) Vol. · IV, P• Jl. 
••• y por si esto (deaths caused by mining 
accidents) no fuese bastante, habla que afta-
dir los navajazos a la salida de la taberna, 
las riftas en la cantera, las disputas en los 
d!as de cobro, la teroz acometevidad de una 
masa ignorante y enrurecida por la miseria~l 
Let it be noted again that Blasco does not attribute . the 
faults in the character of the miners to the miners them-
selves but to the environment in which they live. 
In his consideration of the miners in El intruso, Blasco 
classifies them into two groups, the professional miners, 
who live and work permanently in the mines, and the transient 
miners, who come to work only for a short period of time to 
earn money for a specific purpose and then leave. Among 
the latter are many ex-convicts. They come to work in the 
mines because mine laborers are scarce and they are not asked 
for references. There are also farmers Who come to earn 
money to pay the taxes on their little farms. These are the 
most pitiful group, and Blasco extends great· sympathy to them. 
In referring to the men killed in cave-ins Blasco writes: 
De muchos de ellos nada se sab!a: ni 
siquiera los nombres. Hab!an llegado a las 
minas poco antes, y los oapataces solo anota-
ban sus apodos. Tal vez en algan rincon de 
Espafta los esperaban aUn, creyendo que cuanto 
mas larga fuese la ausencia mayores ser!an 
los ahorros.2 
These men never really saved much. T.he hirer often controlled 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 26. 
Ibid., P• 25. 
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the food stores and so by high prices drained the miners or 
their meager earnings. If the miners did not buy at the 
company's store, they were rired. 
A£ter taking the reader on a tour or the mining region 
and commenting on its living conditions, Doctor Aresti leaves 
to visit his cousin in Bilbao, Sanchez Morueta, who is the 
biggest mine owner and steel refiner in the area. It is 
during Aresti 1 s visits to Bilbao and when he associates with 
the rich mine owners that Blasco Ibaftez unrolds his thoughts 
on the causes or the social ills of the mining area. 
Blasco blames the miners' misery on the Jesuits. His 
elaboration or how these clergymen control the miners' lives, 
at times takes the semblance of a Venetian intrigue rrom the 
days or the Doges. A succinct exposition or Blasco's views 
on the Jesuits• control of the mining region is given by 
Aresti in a conversation with Urquiola, a product or Jesuit 
education. Aresti blames the Jesuits ror the social ills or 
the region and sanctions a violent attack which the miners 
had made on a Jesuit sponsored procession. Urquiola derends 
the Jesuits, telling Aresti that it would be impossible for 
these clergymen to raise the miners' wages or shorten their 
working hours since they owned neither mines nor ractories. 
Doctor Aresti, however, reasons in the following manner: 
A el (Aresti) no le extranaba que el 
ejercito de la miseria, en sus protestas y 
rebeldias, se dirigiese contra los sacerdotes 
ignacianos, a pesar de que estos no tomaban 
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parte directa en las empresas industriales. 
Eran los directores y los educadores de los 
ricos; ellos daban forma a la clase superior, 
la moldeaban a su gusto. Los tiros de los 
desesperados no iban, pues, mal dirigidos.l 
Blasco also sees the Jesuits as benefiting greatly from 
the riches obtained from the mines. Doctor Aresti ruminates: 
6Para que serv!an las riquezas de las minas? 
Hab!ase embellecido exteriormente la po~ · 
illAcion tomando el aspecto de una capital: la 
grandeza de la industria moderna tronaba en 
la r!a por las chimeneas de fabricas y buques; 
pero la vida era mas triste que antes. Con 
la riqueza hab!an llegado aquellos hombres 
negros que se hac!an amos de todos, apoderan-
dose de las conciencias, para acabar poniendo 
sus manos en los bienes materiales.2 
Blasco also attacks the religious practice of processions 
and the adorning of the statues of the Virgin. Upon look-
ing at a statue of the Virgin of Begofta, richly clad in satins 
and precious jewels, Aresti thinks of the dirty, suffering 
horde of miners whose misery contributed to these useless 
gifts placed on a wooden statue because of the faith and 
ostentation of a few rich, misguided people.3 
One of the characters in El intruso is an old rebel 
called Barbas. He is Blasco Ibaftez• symbol of revolution-
ary obstinacy against the mining company. Barbas continues 
to live near the mines in spite of all the company's efforts 
to move him out. In El intruso, as in most of the mining 
novels, unification for social betterment is the watchword. 
1 Ibid., P• 259. 
2 Ibid., P• 338. 
3 Ibid., P• 70. 
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By uniting, the miners can force the companies to better 
their living conditions. A cor~lete halt in production is 
very costly to the industrialist. Blasco doesn•t show any 
opposition to the miners' mass violence as does Zola in ~ 
minal. Aresti, Blasco•s spokesman, seems to delight in the 
miners attacking the group of pilgrims paying homage to the 
Virgin of Begofta. There is no sentiment of protest l"aised 
against this violence. After the worke!"s have attacked the 
pilgrims and thrown the !"eligious statues into the river, 
Old Barbas shouts out: 
·Lo de hoy no vale nada - gritaba -· No 
me parece mal que la gente meta mano a los que 
por tanto tiempo la han tenido engaftada, pero 
despues de esto hay que ajustar la cuenta a 
los que la roban. Hoy ha salido la batalla 
de los santirulicos; maftana se!"a la del pan. 
Ya bajaran del monte los ladrones de aqu! y 
reclamaran su parte. Y nada de peticiones or-
denadas ni de aumentos de jornal ni de limos-
nas. IFUera los cataplasmerosl A cada uno 
lo que le corresponde, y al que se oponga, 
ldinamital ••• lmoftol idinamitall 
The above quotation sums up the violence of the social senti-
ments expressed in El intruso~. Blaseo also sees future hope for 
the miners. Their battle with the pilgrims was only the be-
ginning. He writes: 
Un ejercito enemigo se ocultaba tras de aque-
llas montaftas que oerraban el horizonte, una 
borda hrumbl"ienta que algUn d!a oaer!a sobre 
la poblacion, como en otros tiempos las ga-
villas del absolutismo.2 
In El intruso we have a picture of both the miners and 
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 337• 
Ibid., P• 338. 
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the ~e management& The ~e owners themselves are not 
blamed :for the su:f:fering and misery which they cause the 
miners. The mine owners' wrong thinking has been brought 
about by Jesuit education and direction. Stated briefly, 
Blasco's social thesis is that the miners' evil comes from 
their wretched environment which has been caused by the nig-
gardliness of the mine owner whose thinking has been cul-
tivated and controlled by the Jesuits. Therefore, the Jesuits 
are responsible :for all the ills in the mining area. At 
times Blasco Ibaftez becomes :far-fetched 1n developing the 
above idea, but nevertheless, the possibility o:f such a 




Se oprime al semejante y se le explota 
y apoya en el monton de carne rota 
el vencedor su pie. 
Jose del Rio 1 
Concha Espina, the internationally known Spanish woman 
author of the first half of this century, wrote a mining novel 
entitled El metal de los muertos. In July 1956, we had the 
good fortune of interviewing Concha Espina's son Victor de la 
Serna about his mother's documentation for this novel. The 
biographical material of this chapter consists chiefly of un-
published information obtained during this interview. 
Concha Espina's contact with mines and miners came early 
in life. Her father was an excellent mine engineer who worked 
his way up to become the director of an Asturian coal mining 
company, the Sociedad Hullera Espafiola. Because of her father's 
position, Concha's family spent the early years of her life 
in the Asturias mining basin. Her contact with the miners at 
this time, however, was rather limited because of her young 
age and the great difference in social position which separated 
her family from the miners. 
In 1920, in order to gain more personal experience for 
El metal de los muertos, Concha and her son, Ramon, spent two 
1 Poem written in honor of Concha Espina 1 s El metal de 
los muertos. Concha Es ina. De su vida. De su obra literarla 
al traves de la crltica universal, Madrid: Renacimiento, 928) 
P• 15S. 
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months in the R!o Tinto mining area in Southern Spain. Dur-
ing most of this period, the two resided in the mining towns 
of Huelva and Nerva where they lived in miners• private homes 
and in public hostels kept especially for the miners and 
their families. 
Concha went to Rio Tinto with a letter of introduction 
from the Dean of the Cathedral of Oviedo, Don Maximiano 
Arboleya, addressed to his friend, Eladio Egocheaga, a miner 
and the Socialist champion of the Rio Tinto mining region. 
During the two months that Concha spent in the Andalusian 
mining basin, she and Egocheaga became very close friends. 
It was he who helped her win the miners' confidence and 
gain entrance into their homes. In El metal de los muertos, 
Egocheaga became the protagonist, Aureleo Ochea. There is 
absolutely no doubt that Egocheaga and Ochea are one and the 
same person. Even the name Ochea is clearly derived from 
Egocheaga. Victor de la Serna told the author that the most 
impressive telegram received on the death of his mother 
came from Egocheaga. It was a telegram sent from Mexico 
where Egocheaga now lives in exile still fighting for the 
worker's cause. The message itself was not exceptional. 
Its wording was that of the usual Spanish pesrume. The sig-
nature, however, was not Eladio Egocheaga but Aurelio Ochea. 
Concha's family felt that they had received sentiments of 
regret from one of their mother's own characters. 
Egocheaga evidently made a profound impression on 
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Concha. Be~ore going to the Rfo Tinto area, she was typical-
ly bourgeoise in her social position and sentiment, but the 
two month contact with this Fabian socialist and magnanimous 
revolutionary altered her social thought greatly. In El 
metal de los muertos, she is favorable to Socialistic revo-
lutionary measures. 
When Concha arrived in the mining area, she paid a cour-
tesy visit to one of the mine directors. She accepted his 
invitation to visit the mining pits but refused his of~er of 
a company man to guide her. A ~ew days after this meeting, 
much to the consternation of the society of her day, Concha 
donned a helmet and was lowered into the pits. Because of 
her attractive physical qualities, many of the miners mis-
took her for some kind of an entertainer looking for excite-
ment. They soon found out who she was and why she was there, 
and they grew to love her as one of their own. 
Egocheaga took her on an extensive and thorough tour 
of the R!o Tinto Basin. Her sojourn there is reflected often 
in her novel. The Vaiven of her book is a dance hall which 
she visited with Ramon and Egocheaga. The homes and inns 
described are the homes and inns in which she lived with 
Ramon. Concha and Ramon, like Rosario and Jose Luis in the 
book, had difficulty in obtaining lodgings because the Eng-
lish companies intimidated the landlords and innkeepers not 
to give them lodgings. These mineral companies further com-
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plained to the Civil Governor of the region about this woman 
agitator who was stirring up the miners. Fortunately, the 
governor ignored the complaint, and Concha did and said what 
she pleased. 
There have been very marked differences of opinion in 
regard to the literary value of Concha Espina 1 s El metal de 
los muertos and the authenticity of her descriptions and 
characterizations. It is difficult to find an unbiased opin-
ion on the works of contemporary Spanish authors. The Civil 
War of '36 is still being fought in the Spanish literary 
world. A perfect illustration of this fact can be seen in 
J. Chabas 1 criticism of Concha Espina•s El metal de los 
muertos. After accusing her of having an "actitud reaccion-
aria" and 11militancia franquista", he writes: 
El metal de los muertos que intenta des-
cribir la vida de los mineros asturianos de 
manera suficientemente convencional para que 
el lector comprenda que la autora desconoce 
sus penalidades soterradas y tragicas y su 
forjadora valent!a revolucionaria; ••• l 
When one reads carefully the novel in question and bears in 
mind what has been said above about Concha's personal ex-
perience in the mining region, it becomes quite evident that 
Chabas' criticism is a political one rather than a literary 
one. Chabas also commits a grave error in the above criti-
cism - an error which is of a nature to make one question 
1 oranea 1898-
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his sincerity as a critic. He has either never read the book 
very carefully or is criticising it in the light of an ex-
tremely faulty memory. Chabas says that El metal de los muertos 
is an attempt to describe the life or the miners in Asturias. 
This novel centers around the life or the miners of the R!o 
Tinto mining basin in Andalusia, and at times it seems that 
this region is the real protagonist of the novel. 
Contrary to what Chabas says, El metal de los muertos 
presents a complete and very detailed consideration of the 
miners• living and working conditions, and their economical 
and spiritual problems. The precision or physical detail 
and the comprehensive analysis of the problems treated show 
cle~rly the author's knowledge or the mining region. 
Concha displays the sordid working conditions of the 
miners with a force equal to that or the masculine pen of Zola. 
There is no feminine squeamishness in these descriptions. 
Their full graphic power can best be conveyed by a direct quo-
tation. Erecnis, the American chemical engineer, who is sym-
pathetic to the miners• cause, visits the mines and finds 
the following conditions : 
CUanto mas lejos quedan los ventiladores, mas 
trasciende, con el gas pernicioso de los acidos, 
una hedionda fermentacion de podredumbre hu-
mana : las heces de miles de hombres abandona-
dos en aquellas eijas sin ninguna prev1si6n 
hig1eniea 
Habla eenis eon Santiago de este nuevo 
:D~ligl'o~ 
-s!- lamenta el maestro, muy enterado del 
asunto, ap veeb!ndose para dete.nerle un poco; 
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nuestro compafiero don Alejandro pronuncia y 
ascribe muchas conrerencias sobre esta grave 
falta de polic!a industrial, y sabemos todos 
aqu! lo que es la ((anemia espec!fica de los 
mineros)). 
-6El mal del tUnel? 
-Y la clorosis del Nilo; viene a ser igual. 
Una especie parasitaria del hombre: un gusano 
que se aloja en el intestine y causa la muerte 
por consunci6n. 
-Tambien le dicen ((mal de los negros)) 
-murmura Gabriel, parandose a escuchar. Y 
aftade con hurafi!a-: Habra quedado el mote 
desde la ultima esclavitud ••• y todav!a sirve 
para los blancos. 
Ratas enor.mes galopan entre la inmundicia 
sin asustarse de la gente. El minero alude: 
-Aunque estan ciegas, si no colgamos el 
almuerzo bien alto nos dejan en ayunas. 
-Pero, 6comeis aqu!? -interroga, conster-
nado, el qu!mico. 
-sf, sefior; no conviene perder el tiempo 
en subir y bajar.l 
A comment of Diez Canedo in regard to Concha's style of writ-
ing fits the frank nature of the above quotation: 
Es un libro que todos debieran hoy leer. 
Abre los ojos a un desolador panorama de tris-
teza y opresiones. Y los abre sin proferir 
un grito, sin una exhortacion. Pero todo el 
es un grito, todo el es una exhortacion. No 
se retrocede ante nada y todo se dice con una 
limpieza perfecta.2 
Concha considers many mining · occup~tional· hazards such 
as coal gas and cave-ins, and the various diseases contracted 
in mining work - mercury fever, lead poisoning and tuber-
culosis. She points out that the company does not extend 
electrical lighting to some of the more hazardous sections 
1 c. Espina, El metal de los muertos (Madrid: Ediciones 
Afrodisio Aguado, Cuarta Edicion, 1941) P• 296. 
2 Concha Espina. De su vida. De su obra literaria ••• , 
P• 158. 
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of the mine in order to hide .from the men the apparent immi-
nent danger. The men were made to work with just Davey lamps 
which allowed them to see only the small area being worked 
and not the entire area with all its signs of mortal hazard. 
In El metal de los muertos, as in all the mining novels, 
there is a description of the mining town. The author de-
scribes the monotonous impression which the viewer receives 
on looking at the miners hovels - 11como las camas de un 
asilo publico, las celdas de la carcel y los vagones del 
tren".l But, the author adds that the miners Who inhabit 
the shacks described were the lucky ones. ln the neighbor-
ing town of Peftarraya, the miners lived in cold, damp caves 
cut in the mountain side. 
Concha tells us that the mining towns were without sewer-
age systems. The patio was often used as the lavatory and 
at all hours of the day women carried buckets of human ex-
cretion to disposal depots within the tovm itself. These 
disposal pits .filled the town's air with nauseating smells. 
Throughout her novel Concha effectively contrasts all the 
above miserable living conditions with the sumptuous, com-
fortable estates of the .foreigners in their Spanish Garden 
ot Eden which they n~ed Vista Her.mosa. 
In her characterization of the miners, Concha stresses 
the miners' heroism, pride and dignity. She compares their 
1 Espina, El metal de los muertos ••• P• 128. 
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descent into the pits to the soldier entering battle. These 
men in their wage struggles with the foreign mine owners are 
not shameless mendicants seeking charity but proud, hard 
working men seeking justice. They have the right to demand 
higher wages. 
The author also shows the miners• strong belie£ in their 
cause and their willingness to sacrifice themselves £or it 
by describing their fortitude in a period of strike. The 
impoverished miners see their children grow weak from lack 
of food. Some o£ the cnildren even starve to death. Every 
day there are cases of suicide and insanity. In order to 
save many of the children from starvation, they are sent out 
of the region to charitable families willing to accept them 
for the period of the strike - a painful separation for the 
parents. In spite of all the above mentioned sufferings, the 
mdners do not give in. The novel ends with the strike un-
settled but on a note of hope for a better £uture. As in 
Ger.minal, the seed o£ rebellion had been planted. When Concha 
wrote this novel, she felt certain that this seed would 
grow and flourish. 
Concha's views on the religious life of the miners and 
the part which the Catholic clergy played 1n their lives 
contrast greatly with the personal piety of her own life. 
She was a very religious woman and a militant Catholic. How-
ever, in El metal de los muertos, the clergy falls under 
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heavy censure. This rather paradoxical phenomenon is com-
parable to the social position which she takes in this book. 
In actual li~e she was a conservative, but, in this novel, 
she defends the position of the Socialists in the R!o Tinto 
region. The two rather rare phenomena pointed out show a 
sense of objectivity in Concha. Although she is religious, 
she does not close her eyes to the weaknesses o~ some of the 
Church's ministers. 
The principal clergyman considered in El metal de los 
muertos is a weak cleric in the service of the company. 
He supports the cause o~ the owners with all kinds of re-
ligious sophisms and casuistic interpretations of Scripture. 
He preaches resignation to the miners and allies himsel~ 
with the rich and powerful mine owners instead of the poor. 
Concha says of the clergy in the Rio Tinto region: 
Tal vez per eso la gente obrera no estima 
aquf a los sacerdotes, que nada influyen en 
su animo ni en sus luchas, que ni siquiera 
participan de sus lagrimas, y les dejan desier-
to y sin cultivo el campo del corazon.l 
In part II, chapter VI, there is a long conversation 
between the unworthy priest and Rosario, who actually rep-
resents Concha herself. The similarity between the adven-
tures of Rosario and the experiences o~ Concha in the Rfo 
Tinto are of such a nature that they leave no doubt that 
Rosario represents the author. El metal de los muertos 
1 Ibid., p. 360. 
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contains a great deal or autobiographical material. In this 
conversation, Rosario rerutes the clergyman's false preach-
ings of complete submission of the worker to the company 
with sharp phrases devoid or respect for the garb which the 
priest unworthily wears. In the course or this conversation, 
the wife of the mine owner, ar.med with hypocritical inter-
pretations of the Bible, tries to appeal to Rosario in the 
name of religion and morality, the following conversation 
occurs: 
Y Rosario procura serenarse para respon-
der: 
-De modo que tienen ustedes a su lade los 
fusiles, los millones y la bendici6n sacer-
dotal; es decir: todos los beneficios de esta 
vida y todas las promesas de la otra. Muy 
bien; los obreros de la Casa Rehtron disfru-
tan un jornal medio de tres pesetas a costa 
de trabajos espantosos; no tienen lo preciso 
para comer y vestir. A su lade estan en el 
mundo la esclavitud y la muerte acaso des-
pues la eterna condenaci6n ••• Dlgame usted, 
seftora; lpertenecemos todos a una misma humani-
dad? 
-Sin duda -vacila dofta Berta con un ges-
to indeciso, a pique de discutir la contes-
taci6n. Don Jacobo acude a ofrecerle un ar-
gumento aplastante: 
-ISiempre ha habido y habra ricos y 
pobresl 
-Y siempre -afirma Rosario con la voz 
dulce, un poco temblorosa- los pobres tratan 
de mejorar su destine. 
-Para eso nos sirve la fe y la resig-
nacion cristianas -apoya el cura-; saber con-
ror.marse con la suerte equivale a la felici-
dad de aqu! abajo, y a que se nos de por 
aftadidura el reino de los cielos. 
-Pero cuando las gentes que se dicen cris-
tianas viven practicamente como ateas; cuando 
los ministros del Seftor se ponen al lado del 
poderoso y del injusto ••• ldonde hallara el 
mise~~ble _ejemplo y estfmulo de resignacion 
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y de fe? 
-lEsta usted hablando de una manera sec-
tarial -lamenta el sacerdote, rojo y adusto. 
Rosarito sonr.:!e con amargura. -Usted, sin 
alterarse, deb.:!a probar si las leyes de Cristo 
constituyen una religion de esclavos o de 
hombres libres.l 
Concha mitigates the forcefulness of her criticism of the 
Church's clergy by bringing in as a very secondary character 
a pious and kindly priest about whom she says: 
••• Santificaba el domicilio de los obreros 
con el halite puro de la Caridad. Fue como 
una brisa de consuelo la presencia tran-
sitoria de aquel religiose: todas las cosas 
que lloran sin lagrimas en la vida, gimieron 
en su voz al perdonar y al bendecir.2 
Another of the major issues in Concha's work is the con-
trol by foreign companies of the R!o Tinto area. The ex-
ploitation of the workers is a very great evil, but for Con-
cha, the fact that they are being exploited by foreign com-
panies makes it even worse. In El metal de los muertos the 
call to drive capitalistic imperialism from Spain is raised. 
The author attacks British mine interests bitterly. At no 
time does she refer to these people by their specific name 
but calls them Nordetanos. 
The question of foreign capital in the Rio Tinto area 
was rather a grave one in the first quarter of the twentieth 
century. The foreign companies with their all powerful capi-
tal managed to regulate everything in this area. Jose 
1 Ibid., pp.224-225. 
Ibid., P• 303. 
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Iglesias, the founder of Socialism in Spain, fought reso-
lutely for the expulsion of these companies. Concha points 
out that since the companies controlled the economy of the 
area, they also controlled its liberty. Company spies inter-
mingled with the people, and anyone Who spoke out against 
the company often found himself jobless and homeless. In 
the novel,Rosario and her brother, Jose Luis, have diffi-
culty in obtaining lodgings because the landlords and inn-
keepers fear company retaliation. 
In part I, chapter VII, Ochea points out to Rosario and 
Jose Luis the backward nature of the districts controlled 
by the foreigners. The people of these districts lack ac-
cess to the common widespread public utilities such as sewer-
age, electricity, telephone, telegraph and even a school 
system. The only public utilities available are those used 
exclusively by the company . 
The English companies paid the Spanish miners approxi-
mately the seventh part of their production. These companies 
considered the Spaniards an inferior people . Victor de la 
Serna told the author that the companies paid the English 
housekeepers Who maintained the company bachelors' quarters 
the same salary as they paid their Spanish engineers, and 
the English nurses received as much as the Spanish doctors.l 
Concha often expresses strong protest against the above 
1 Interview with Victor de la Serna, July 20, 1956. 
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mentioned abuses in her novel. El metal de los muertos is 
replete with Spanish patriotism. Many or its pages appeal 
to the national spirit and aim to arouse Spanish sentiment 
against the English companies that were exploiting Spain. 
The following few lines will show the rebellious sentiment 
of Concha against the presence of these powerful foreign 
companies on Spanish soil • 
••• Las aguas cantarinas del Circem, el mas 
soleado rio espaftol, vierten hoy dentro de 
su misma patria en un territorio extranjero, 
y los arenales andaluces, limpios y lumi-
nosos, pertenecen en sesenta millas de aber-
tura a esos hombres avaros y ceftudos, anima-
las de sangre fr!a, raza nordica y triste, 
que 1 sedienta de luz, busca por la orilla 
oceanica, en impune invasion, un propicio re-
manso azul donde fincar su bandera.l 
In El metal de los muertos, Concha ESpina gives a thor-
ough analysis of the miserable living conditions of the min-
ing region. She analyzes its problems and its people with 
a sympathetic tenderness filled with Christian humanitarian-
ism. Mauro Fr!a Lagoni says of Concha Espina in reference 
to the sympathy which she shows the miners in her novel: 
Percibimos en ella su simpat!a, su ternura 
comprensiva bacia el pobre, bacia el ator-
mentado, bacia el que trabaja sin compen-
saci6n, hacia el sacrificado; nos hace sen-
tir con ella la honda realidad, la trascen-
dencia de todas las sensaciones humanas y 
particular.mente de las sensaciones femeni-
nas; quisieramos poder remediar injusticias 
y torturas, luego es una obra esta de hu-
manidad y de amor.2 
1 Espina, El metal de los muertos... P• 12. 
2 M. Fr!a Lagoni, Concha Espina~ sus cr!ticos (Toulouse: 
Editorial Figarola Maurin, 1929) PP• 1 8:<69. . · 
The last t wo nouns of the above quotation aptly sum up the 
sentiment of this novel. 
In her novel, Concha Espina discarded many ideas which 
would naturally arise from her bourgeois background and wrote 
a proletarian work defending the exploited miner. The people 
of the R!o Tinto area can never forget her work, and like 
Aurora in the novel, they still await, resigned but full of 
hope, a better era. We believe that perhaps the most appro-
priate words to close this chapter are found in the closing 
strophe of the poem which Jose del R!o wrote to honor Concha 
for having written El metal de los muertos. 
ENV!O 
Noble seftora: vuestro libro haga 
efectos de cauterio en la honda llaga: 
el fuego del cauterio es tambien luz. 
IYa era hora que sonara 
una voz bella y clara, 
que en el nombre de Cristo condenara 
lo que ya Cristo condeno en la cruz1l 




A COMMUNIST NOVEL BY ISIDORO ACEVEDO 
AND 
-
CONCLUSION TO PART II 
Los toposl by Isidoro Acevedo, a Communist novel deal-
ing with mining, was published in 1930. Acevedo h±mselr was 
not a miner but had a great deal or contact with the miners 
as he lived for several years in the mdning regions or As-
turias and Vizcaya. His contact with the miners, however, 
was much more than one or just cohabitating the same areas. 
Acevedo was the editor of several journals which championed 
their cause. By reason of this work, he was placed in close 
contact with the miners' social problems. 
Acevedo began his political career as a follower of 
Pablo Iglesias. He entered the Socialist party in 1886. He 
collaborated in the rirst issues of El Socialista of Madrid 
and later became a member of the editorial staff of this news-
paper. He was editor or many other Socialist publications -
La Aurora Social, a weekly of Fruela, La Aurora Roja, a daily 
1n Santander and La Lucha de Clases, an important Socialist 
newspaper of Bilbao. It was while directing these newspapers 
that he studied and analyzed very thoroughly the miners' 
social problems. 
1 This title is very symbolical of the miners• work. 
Many authors have compared them to moles burrowing in the earth. 
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Acevedo was a Socialist for many years but later es-
poused Communism. In 1923 he published Impresiones de un 
viaje a Rusia. By examining carefully the nature of the 
social reforms sought in Los topos and the methods proposed 
to bring them about, it becomes clear that Acevedo is a 
rabid Communist and not a social idealist of the Iglesias 
type. 
In his prologue to Los topos, Acevedo tells us how he 
came to write a novel of the mines. It was Cansinos-Assens 
who suggested that he write the novel of the Asturian miners 
since he was so closely united to their cause. Acevedo 
accepted Cansinos-Assens' advice and the result was Los 
topos, which bears the subtitle, La novela de la mina. 
Acevedo dedicated his book to the miners. In his rather 
flowery dedication he tells of his affection for them, an 
affection untainted by personal ambition. He hopes that the 
miners will see this pure affection through the pages of his 
book, and he ends his dedication by expressing the social 
goal of his novel: 
Si en algo puede contribuir (the book) 
al mejoramiento de vuestra vida, 
la mas dura, 1a mas tragica de todas, 
se habra dado por plenamente satisfecho 
el autor.l 
Los topos opens with a horrible mining accident. The 
company forces the workers to go into a mine filled with 
1 I. Acevedo, Los topos, La novela de la mina, (Madrid: 
Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, 1930) P• 7• 
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coal gas. The working conditions in the mine in question do 
not comply at all with government safety regulations. The 
coal gas ignites and Acevedo's description of the accident 
which occurs vividly portrays all the barbaric horror of a 
massacre by fire• This description of the coal gas fire is 
fairly detailed but cannot be compared in descriptive force 
to that of Louis Gerin's in Profondeur 1400.1 
After the first chapter of Los topos, Acevedo's purpose 
becomes evident to the reader. Just as in the case of Stil's 
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Le mot mineur, camarades, the author's social aim in Los topos 
is over stressed. Often it is more a social treatise than a 
novel. Many of Acevedo's political and social comments are com-
pletely extraneous to the action of the novel and destroy the 
continuity of the plot. 
In Los topos, the filthy living conditions of the Basque 
mining region and the abuses of the mining company are de-
scribed in detail. These abuses are of the very same nature 
as many of those found in El intruso of Blasco lbaftez and 
El metal de los muertos of Concha Espina. One of the charac-
ters of Los topos, a miner named Escobedo, compares the 
homes of the miners to pig pens. However, the miners who 
live in the shabby, individual homes provided by the company 
are better off than the miners who must live in common in 
the big hostels kept especially for miners. Entire families 
live in tiny rooms. Mario Jimenez, a newspaperman visiting 
the mining region, stays in one of these hostels for a night 
1 Supra, PP• 138-40. 
and finds the following sordid conditions: 
••• cada uno de los camastros estaba ocupado 
por un matrimonio, durmiendo a los pies ra-
cimos de hijos. Un vaho espeso, caliginoso, 
impregnado de olores fetidos, obligaba a 
i 
, , 
J menez a cerrar hermeticamente la boca, con-
teniendo todo lo posible la respiracion y 
verificandola por la nariz cuando no podia 
prolongar mas la continencia. Al llegar al 
tabuco ofrecido por la vieja posadera, sent!a 
bambolear su cabeza sobre los hombres; un 
torpor, como el de los borrachos, entorpec!a 
todos sus miembros; sus ojos estaban empafta-
dos por las miasmas de aquella hedionda at-
mosfera, y acaso tambien por el dolor que 
rasgaba el alma ••• De no ser por aquel res-
piradero, Jimenez no hubiera podido sopor-
tar el mef!tico ambiente. A las emanaciones 
que llegaban del angosto pasillo un!ase el 
olor pestilente del retrete, separado del 
tabuco por unas tablas que no llegaban a la 
mitad del techo.l 
Jimenez is appalled when he learns that most of the miners 
live in these wretched conditions. He is told that during 
the war years it was even worse. Three men working differ-
ent shifts would occupy one bed, each sleeping in it for 
eight hours on completing his shift. 
The complaints about the working conditions are very 
similar to those which we have read in Concha Espina.2 
Mine hygiene is non-existent. The men are obliged to per-
form their natural necessities in the mines and this refuse 
attracts hoards of rats. 
After visiting the mining region, Jimenez gives his 
views on the miners' work. On comparing it to other diffi-
1 
2 
Ibid., P• 110. 
Cf. supra, PP• 210-211. 
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cult occupations such as the sailors•, rar.mers', and rae-
tory workers', he judges it to be the most dirficult. Jime-
nez says or mining: 
Todos ven la luz del d!a; todos pueden eon-
templar el sol. Solo el minero vive entre 
tinieblas, eneerrado en las entraftas de la 
tierra, eereado de enemigos que le aeeehan: 
el grisu que le quema, los aeidos que le 
envenenan, las galer!as que se hunden, las 
agu.as que inundan, los explosivos que mu.ti-
lan, los trenes que aplastan, las llamas que 
abrasan, y por Ultimo, una ve jez prematura 
que le arrumba como detritus soeialel 
Acevedo calls ror solidarity among the workers. In Los 
-
topos, the pit workers who are on a six-hour day work schedule 
are threatened by the mine management with the re-establish-
ment of an eight-hour day. They decide to go on strike to 
oppose this measure, but the surface workers refuse to co-
operate with their strike. On receiving the news that one of 
the pit workers had just drowned in the mine, Jimenez tells 
the surraee workers: 
-Alla en el interior de la mina, acaba 
de morir uno de los vuestros. OUando aque-
llos compafteros os pidan solidaridad, aeor-
daos de que vuestro infierno es un para!so 
al lado del que ellos sufren entre tinieblas.2 
Acevedo opposes individual, unorganized, anarchistic, 
violent actions. Jesus Suarez, one of his spokesmen in Los 
topos, tells Luis, an anarchist wno wants to kill a union 
leader for being a traitor to the miners' cause, that a 
1 
2 
Acevedo, Los topos ••• 
Ibid., P• 216. P• 144• 
single action of this nature is useless. Suarez says, "La 
violencia debe ser un hecho colectivo y organizado, no un 
hecho individual y sin nexo con el sentido que impulsa la 
organizacion. 111 From the foregoing we see that Acevedo sanc-
tions organized violence as a means of bringing about social 
progress. 
Catholicism as it is practiced by the faithful and 
clergy is also placed under attack in Los topos. Acevedo 
throughout his entire work tries to reconcile the teachings 
of Karl Marx and Jesus Christ. The old Communist preacher, 
Jesus Suarez is depicted as a modern Christ. Suarez' first 
name, Jesus, is not a mere coincidence. A salient clash is 
evident, however, between Christ's teachings of love and the 
violence advocated by Suarez. 
One of the most interesting chapters of Los topos deals 
with the social stand that Christianity should take. The 
chapter in question is entitled "Cristianismo y farisefsmo". 
Two priests, Don Antolfn, a sympathizer with the proletariat, 
and Don Pepito, a reactionary, discuss social order from 
their respective religious viewpoints. 
Don Antolfn is accused by Don Pepito of acting in a 
manner not befitting his cassock because he plays at bolos 
and drinks sidra with the revolutionary mine workers. Don 
Pepito says in his attack on Don Antol!n: 
Usted juega a los bolos y bebe sidra con 
1 Ibid., P• 210. 
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hombres sandios y vulgares y toma parte en 
sus conversaciones contra los patronos, alen-
tandolos en sus rebeldias revolucionarias.l 
Don Antol!n replies: 
••• he de decirle que esos hombres ((sandios 
y vulgares)) a quienes usted alude son los 
hombres humildes de que se acompaftaba Cristo.l 
The highlights o~ this animated conversation between the re-
actionary priest, Don Pepito and the socially progressive 
priest, Don Antol!n, are as ~ollows: 
Don Pepito: Pero Cristo no alentaba rebeldias revo-
lucionarias. Cristo predicaba .la manse-
dumbre. 
Don Antolfn: Cristo, seftor mio, ~ue el primer revo-
lucionario de su tiempo y por eso le 
cruci~icaron los que ten!an el poder y 
la riqueza en sus manoa. 
Don Pepito: Cristo si ahora viviese se pondr!a de 
parte del orden, de la propiedad, de la 
~amilia. 
Don Antolfn: Cristo, si ahora viviese, se pondr{a de 
parte del orden, si, pero del ordes bien 
entendido, no del orden actual, del orden 
burgues, que permite que unos se harten 
mientras otros se mueren de hambre; Cris-
to, si ahora viviese, se pondria de parte 
de la propiedad, pero de la propieda~ 
leg{tima, bien repartida, no de un regi-
men de propiedad en que dis~rutan de 
ella los que no trabajan y carecen de lo 
necesario los que producen la ri~ueza; 
Cristo si ahora viviese se pondr1a de 
parte de la ~amilia, pero de la familia 
bien organizada, de la creada por el 
amor, y no como ahora, que se ~or.ma por 
clases y se concierta por intereses. 
Don Pepito: lTodo eso son so~ismasl 
Don Antol1n: lTodo eso son verdades cristianasl 





lUsted es un revolucionariol 
lS! seftor; un revolucionario cristiano, 
y a mucha honral Usted en cambio es un 
fariseo ••• Porque usted esta al servicio 
como cualquier cacique vulgar, de una 
empresa reaccionaria que ~uiere cubrir 
con el manto de la religion sus ambiciones 
economicas y su prepotencia pol!tica. 
Sirvo a esa empresa, y no a los revo-
lucionarios, porque as! defiendo la 
causa del orden establecido. 
Don Antol!n: Que es el desorden que engendra las 
guerras y todas las injusticias y desi-
gualidades de la sociedad actual. 
Don Pepito: lEs que siempre habra pobres y ricosl 
6Ignora usted eso? 
Don Antol!n: lEl ignorante es usted, seftor mfol Cristo 
ha dicho que ser!a mas dif!cil que un 
rico entrara en el reino de los cielos 
que un camello por el ojo de una aguja. 
Esto nos revela que lo que tenemos que 
predicar es la destruccion de los ricos 
como tales ricos, o lo que es lo mismo, 
la nivelaci6n social.l 
Los topos is definitely a propaganda work. In this novel, 
Acevedo is proselytizing for the Communist party, and his 
propaganda ob~rudes greatly. Throughout the entire novel, 
he attempts to reconcile Christianity and Communism. His 
reasoning is full of sophistries to anyone who knows the 
true aims and methods of the two ideologies in question. 
1 Ibid., P• 183. 
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CONCLUSION TO PART II 
The very same observations that were made in concluding 
the French section can be made in the conclusion o£ this 
Spanish section. Just as in the case o£ French mining liter-
ature, £rom Spanish mining literature, one receives a de-
tailed characterization of the miner and a thor ough descrip-
tion and analysis of his living conditions. However, there 
are some di£ferences to be noted in the respective mining 
cycles of these two nations. In the French works, we can 
trace the economic evolution of the mining regions from com-
plete penury to relative abundance. The Spanish mining works 
do not follow this pattern because there has been no marked 
economic progress in the Spanish mining basins. Spanish 
mining works reflect only the misery which has always been 
the miner' s lot in Spain both in the past and at present. 
The living conditions in the Spanish mining regions are still 
primitive. A visitor to the mining villages of Asturias is 
greeted by the sight of filthy stone huts completely devoid 
of modern conveniences. 
It is also very interesting to note the important part 
that religion plays 1n the Spanish mining novels. Religion's 
role in the French mining novels is , relatively speaking, 
not very significant. This phenomenon seems to be a reflec-
tion of the relative intensity of the influence of religion 
on the peoples of these two nations. 
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There is no doubt that 1n the past two centuries the 
Catholic Church has exerted greater direct influence 1n Spain 
than 1n France. Since the days or Leon Gambetta the Church 
has had very little or no inrluence in the French government. 
In ract, the government's tendency in France has been some-
What anticlerical. However, the situation has been very dirrer-
ent in Spain where the Church has a great deal of inrluence 
among the people and in the government. The Church 1n Spain 
would therefore naturally play an important role in the works 
or Spanish social writers. 
In E1 intruso,l a problem created by a Catholic organi-
zation, the Jesuits, is the main issue.. Blasco Ibaftez focuses 
all his wrath on this religious group and blames it ror all 
the miners' suffering. It is the only Socialistic mining 
novel which, to our knowledge, does not directly attack the 
mine owners for causing the miners' miserable living condi-
tions. 
In El metal de los muertos2 or Concha Espina and ~ 
topos3 or Isidoro Acevedo , we have the consideration or a· 
major socio-religious question. In these two works, the 
Socialists and Communists and also the reactionaries use the 
Bible to derend their viewpoint~ The social interpretation 
or the words of Christ can be as varied and as diametrically 
1 ~aEra, PP• 192-20$. 
2 , PP• 206-19. 
3 Idem., PP• 220·27• 
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opposed as the many religious interpretations Which have been 
given to Scripture throughout the ages. Both Concha Espina 
and Isidoro Acevedo, however, make it clear that they believe 
that the reactionaries' interpretation of the Bible is hypo-
critical and false and that the Socialists' interpretation is 
sincere and correct. 
The reader also notices that, by comparison, there is a 
greater amount of mining literature in France than in Spain. 
ie believe that there are two major reasons for this. Through-
out the ages, literature has always reflected the major social 
movements, and the literary output dealing with social trends 
has always been in proportion to the magnitude of a movement • s 
activities. The Spanish mines have been in exploitation long-
er than the French mines, but the production and the number 
of people employed in the Spanish mines in the past two cen-
turies have not been as great. The Industrial Revolution has 
perhaps made less progress in Spain than in any other country 
of Europe. 
From 1936 to the present, there have been five mining 
novels published in France. During this same period, none 
have been published in Spain. Any sincere social work on the 
miners of Spain would have to reflect their povert y and mis-
ery, so it seems very possible that the current scarcity of 
Spanish mining novels may be due also in some part to the 
censorship policies of the regime now in power. 
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GLOSSARY OF DIALECTAL WORDS 
OF THE NORD MINING BASIN USED IN THIS THESIS1 
A 
a quer - veut (cf. Latin quaero,ere and Spanish querer) 
arot - aurait 
artoun'nt - retournent (The dialect prefix ar often re-
places the French prefix re: artrouv 1nt-re-
trouvent, arvenant-revenant) 
avos - avais 
avot - avait 
B 
biec - bee 
biet - bate 
bin - bien 
braire - plaindre 
briquet - tartine 
broyou - personne qui se plaint 
c 
each' - cherche 
caillaux - cailloux 
canchons - chansons 
canger - changer 
ch' - ce 
cha - ~a 
1 This glos sary conta ins only the dialect wh ich we 
believe s~ficiently diff erent from modern French to caus e 
the reader great diff iculty. 
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chabot - sabot 
chucre - sucre 
chuinott'nt - cr. Fr. chiner 
chuss - choses 
connos - connais 
cor - encore 
cordiau .. corde 
dehanque - dehanche 
desquinds - descends 
desquindu - desoendu 
diap - diable 
din or dins - dans 
ed - de 
el - le 
epautrant - ecrasant 
es - sa, son 
esquete - secouer 
etos - etais 
etot - etait 
euch' or euche - ait 
eun - une 
raisot - faisait 





fourfette - s'annonce 
glache - glace 
gliche - glisse 
hiercheux - hercheur 
i - il 
ichi - ici 
in - on 





kai!r - tomber (cf. Spanish~) 
kai'd - tombe 
1 1 - les 
leu - leur 
li - lui 
lieve - lave 
L 
M 
malette - sac (cf. French malle and mallette) 
margre - m.algre 
marroner - facher 
monne - monde 
monte - monde 
moutre - montre 
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osiau - oiseau 
ouvros - ouvrais 
panche - panse 
passot - passait 
petiot - petit 
piau - peau 
pis - puis 
plach - place 
pou - pour 
pourre - poudre 
prodigu' - produisent 
pu - plus 
pu qu - puisque 
pus - plus 




a quer - il veut (cf. Latin quaero ere and Spanish querer) 
quert - court 
qu 1 vau - chevaux 
R 
rintr 1 - entre 
s 
saquer - sortir (cf. Spanish sacar) 
saquois - chose 
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sarot - saurait 
s•arot - se serait 
s'rot - serait 
sin - sans 
sus - suis 
tertous - tous 
ti@t - t8te 
timps - temps 





tro - trou 
trouvot - trouvait 
veyot - voyai t 
vint - vent 
vir - voir 
vo - votre 
voee - voie 
voe•s - voies 
vos - vous, vois 
vot - voit 





z' - lea 
Zeph - apocopated form of Joseph 
GLOSSARY OF DIALECTAL TERMS 
OF THE ANDALUSIAN MINING BASIN USED IN THIS THESIS 
A 
ajoga - ahoga 
aquer - aquel 
ar - al 
E 
e - de 
esgrasiaos - desgraciados 
s 
sentensiaos - sentenciados 
T 
to!tas - toditas, todas 
v 
, 
ve - ver 
via - vida 
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As indicated in the subtitle, this thesis is a study of 
miners, their problems and euvironment, their hopes and aspira-
tions as portrayed in the field of belles lettres rather than 
in political, economic and social treatises. The task under-
taken is a work of interpretation and synthesis. It is a 
study of French and Spanish literature dealing with mining and 
the circumstances which inspired it. This study is concerned 
with the accuracy as well as the artistry of the fictional 
portrayals. It endeavors to examine the reality of the social 
and psychological factors which they reveal. Literature di-
vorced from reality creates an incomplete and false situation 
which Taine calls, 11une illusion de bibliotheque." 1 
The descriptions of the physical aspect of mining regions 
and towns and the portrayal of the toil and suffering of the 
miners give a more tangible and intimate insight into the reality 
of existing social problems than would the bare figures 
1 H. Taine, L'histoire de la litterature anglaise (Paris: 
Hachette et Cie, 1863) p.V 
of cold statistics. The impressions which we receive in our 
daily lives are not statisti cal but pictorial, and the verbal 
reconstructions presented by the authors studied in this thesis 
can truly be categorized as plastic. But their artistry goes 
beyond mere photography. It communicates a true feeling of 
the tempo of the industrial and social activities in the mining 
region. 
The French literature which deals with miners from Barbier ' s 
"Les mineurs de Newcastle" (1837) to Cremieux's Fosse XV (1955) 
gives us a detailed picture of the miners' lives in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries . By examining this literature 
carefully, we can trace the miners ' economical situation from 
complete penury, as best illustrated in Zola 1 s Germinal,to 
relative abundance as seen in Louis Gerin's Profondeur~ 
and Alphonse Narcisse ' s L' ombre de la morte. The fight for social 
justice which occurred in the period between these novels is 
reflected in the works of Jules Mousseron, Achille Saletzki, 
Jules Sottiaux, Pierre Ramp, Andr' Stil, Paul Eluard and 
Albert c/emieux. 
As in the case of French literature, in Spanish literature 
one also finds a detailed description of the miner and a thorough 
analysis of his living conditions . However, there are some 
differences to be noted. In the French works, we can trace the 
economic evolution of the miners from complete penury to relative 
abundance . The Spanish works do not follow this pattern because 
there has been no marked economic progress in the Spanish mining 
basins. 
2. 
These works reflect only t he misery which has always been the miner's 
lot in Spain. 
The Spanish authors studied in this thesis are Palacio Vald~s, 
/ / ""' I Perez Galdos, Blasco Ibanez, Concha Espina, P1o Baroja, Isidoro 
I I / Acevedo and Jose 1~r1a Moron. Also studied in this thesis are the 
follovdng minera~, a type of cante jondo which has served for centuries 
as an emotional catharsis for the miners ' tormented souls. 
In the past two decades, less literature dealing with mining 
has been written in Apsin than in France . This is probab~ due to 
the fact that there is less mining activity in Spain. Literary 
output is usually in proportion to the importance of a particular 
activity. Any sincere social work on the miners of Spain would 
have to reflect their poverty and misery, so it is ~Jossible that 
the scarcity of mining novels may be due also in some part to censor-
ship restriction. 
It is regrettable that we cannot weigh the part which the 
m~ ning novels played in the betterment of the miners' livi ng 
conditions in France. There is no way of determining the actual 
effect of these novels on public opinion and the effect which 
public opinion may have had on the reforms which were brought 
about . We can only say that the mining novels, like all other 
popular social writings, must have influenced to some extent the 
social cause in France . 
